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Steve Church explains the benefits of
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Satellite
Repeater
Battle
Heats Up
NAB, Wireless Firms
Petition FCC to Stop

)(Ai,

Sirius Terrestrial

Repeaters
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON Are satellite
repeaters really aback door to anew
land-based radio service?
That's the gist of an ongoing debate
involving satellite and traditional radio
companies.
NAB has been fighting the developers of satellite radio ever since the idea
was first proposed to the FCC. Now, as
the companies come closer to nationwide service launch, the battle has
intensified.
NAB has accused both companies
of "lack of candor" with the commission about how many terrestrial
repeaters they need and how the
devices would be used. Wireless telephone companies have joined the fray,
expressing interference concerns.
XM Satellite Radio and Sirius
Satellite Radio have always claimed
their terrestrial repeater networks
would be used only to retransmit satellite programming, and that the
repeaters are necessary to reach car
receivers in urban areas, where blockage by buildings, trees and other
obstructions is aproblem.
NAB believes XM and Sirius intend
to use the repeaters to create anational
terrestrial digital radio network.
XM and Sirius continue to reject
See REPEATERS, page 10
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Radio Show
Debates Net
Fees, Outlook
New Commissioners Signal
Interest in Broadcast
Indecency; 5,200 Attend
NAB Radio Show
by Leslie Stimson
NEW ORLEANS
"If you like cable
radio, you'll like SDARS," said NAB
President and CEO Eddie Fritts, speaking derisively of the satellite digital
radio services set to launch their pay
products this fall.
Satellite's impact was among the top
discussion topics at the NAB Radio Show
in New Orleans this month, which ended
three days before terrorist attacks brought
the country to ahalt on Sept. Il.
Other convention topics included the outlook for radio sales in the current economic
climate, streaming, radio's digital transition
and apotential change to the FCC's broadcast indecency laws.
Stations cannot fight the upcoming satellite competition with analog transmission
and now is the time to start planning each
facility conversion, said Ibiquity Digital
Corp. President and CEO Robert Struble to
See OVERVIEW, page 6
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NEWSWATCH•

Emmis to Split
Radio, TV
INDIANAPOLIS Emmis Communications Corp. is separating its radio and
TV businesses as well as exploring a
taxable spinoff of its TV division.
Emmis' pro forma estimated secondquarter radio net revenue was expected
to be down by 4 to 6 percent while
radio broadcast cash flow was projected to fall 9to 11 percent.
Estimated radio net revenue for the
third quarter is $ 74 million and just
over $ 61 million for the fourth quarter, bringing estimated radio net rev-

enue for the fiscal year to about $ 272
million. Emmis' third quarter will end
Nov. 30 and the fourth quarter Feb.
28, 2002.
TV net revenue for fiscal year 2002
is projected at $212 million.
"The economy has not improved as
most people originally predicted, and
our guidance needed to reflect that,"
said Emmis Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer Jeff Smulyan.
The decreases are attributed to the
downturn in the economy that has eroded advertising sales in major markets.
The company also spent more funds on
radio station promotion and maintaining its sales force.

Clear Channel
Implements
Realignment
COVINGTON, Ky. Clear Channel's
Radio division has been realigned to
offer advertisers more convenience for
regional ad purchases and increase
operating efficiency.
Under the new system, the company
believes it can offer advertisers packages that include radio stations, market
clusters and geographic regions along
the same lines as the trade areas of its
clients.

Clear Channel Radio established
eight geographic divisions within the
Urifted Sfàtb%; &cif =ter the leadership of asenior vice president.
The eight divisions are subdivided
into approximately 20 regions or "trading areas," creating anew management
tier of regional vice presidents. Each
RVP manages alarger market while
overseeing agroup of smaller, adjacent
markets.
To help execute these regional sales
opportunities, Clear Channel Radio
intends to add 500 new salespeople by
Oct. L
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ADAB Call N.Y. Radio Rebuilds After Attack
For Action
by Randy J. Stine

by Leslie Stimson
NEW ORLEANS In-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting is getting some
respect.
IBOC technology had ahigher profile
at this year's NAB Radio Show than it
has enjoyed in the past.
"IBOC is the right system for U.S.
broadcasters at the right time," said NAB
President and Chief Executive Officer
Eddie Fritts at the Radio Luncheon.
NAB is bullish on digital radio, he
said, because it will improve radio's service to local communities, especially as
stations face new competition from satellite radio.

NEW YORK In the wake of the World
Trade Center collapse, five New York City
radio stations were faced with rebuilding
transmission facilities, following the loss
of the 360-foot broadcast mast atop the
north tower in the attack of Sept. 11.
Playing out behind the horrendous loss
of life was a blow to the country's
biggest broadcast market. Gone were the
eight main television antennas, auxiliary
antennas and a master FM antenna,
which had been transmitting since 1980.
FM stations WKTU, WPAT, WKCR,
WQCD and WNYC lost transmission
facilities in the building collapse after
suicide pilots flew two commercial jets
into the 110-story twin towers. At press
time, it was unknown whether any broadcast employees lost their lives.
WKTU suffered minimal interruption
by using its backup site atop the Conde

Nast building in Times Square. WQCD's
auxiliary site was on the north tower.
Employees of affected stations
scrambled to find available tower space
and obtain new transmitters.
Dale Mowry, vice president of transmission systems for the Harris Broadcast
Division, said Harris shipped Quest 1kW
solid-state transmitters to three stations
within aday of the attack.
"We shipped two that very night and a
third the following day. All were looking
for aquick fix to get something on the
air:' he said. Mowry declined to identify
the stations making the purchases.
Some RF systems eventually could be
relocated to the transmitter site on top of
the Empire State Building. That facility has
transmission systems for 13 radio stations.
New Jersey could be another option.
Mowry said the three broadcasters he spoke
to were looking at existing tower sites.
"There may be room for them on

IBOC Step in November?
by Leslie Stimson

lbiquity's Robert Struble
It will be harder to combat satellite
radio if terrestrial stations still broadcast
analog signals, said Ibiquity Digital Corp.
President and CEO Robert Struble.
Ibiquity has spent nearly $ 1million on
developing its technology so far, afraction of the $ 100 million XM Satellite
Radio plans to spend just on advertising.
Wall Street analysts are asking Ibiquity
what radio is doing to prevent the satellite
companies from stealing their markets,
Struble said. Working with equipment
manufacturers to have product ready to
sell is one way of doing that.
Some of Ibiquity's manufacturing partners plan to have IBOC-compatible
equipment ready for sale at the spring
NAB2002 show. Two of Ibiquity's RF
manufacturing partners, Broadcast
Electronics and Nautel Ltd., have progressed from signing development agreements to executing licensing deals with
Ibiquity for anew line of IBOC transmitters and exciters. Ibiquity announced a
similar deal with Harris at NAB2001.
Ibiquity is giving its partners technology specifications, aso-called "reference"
design, to follow so the equipment can
pass the IBOC waveform. Under the
agreement, Ibiquity receives apercentage
from the sale of each piece of equipment.
On the receiver side, Ibiquity finalized
development agreements with Philips
Semiconductors for ASIC receiver chips
and Toko for IBOC-compatible tuner
modules. The combined Toko/Ibiquity
See IBOC, page 8

NEW ORLEANS The standards-setting body made up of broadcasters and manufacturers, the National Radio Systems Committee, has set atentative date of Nov.
29 for its DAB evaluation working group to report to the DAB Subcommittee its
review of FM test results submitted by Ibiquity Digital Corp.
The decision was made at a meeting of the DAB Subcommittee at the NAB
Radio Show in New Orleans.
The working group, led by the International Broadcasting Bureau's Dr. Don
Messer, has begun reviewing 600 pages of FM test results that were submitted
recently by Ibiquity (Radio World, Sept. 12).
In its report, the working group will focus on whether IBOC performs significantly better than analog and whether IBOC has an acceptable impact to host analog
stations and adjacents.
If the report is favorable as determined by members of the evaluation working
group and the larger DAB Subcommittee, the latter group likely would develop an
FM IBOC standard, through aformal process developed by NRSC members.
How long the standards- setting process could take is uncertain. DAB
Subcommittee Chairman Milford Smith said the group. would do its work quickly.
Once the subcommittee adopts the report, it becomes public. This means the FCC,
and anyone else, can see it. How that would happen has not yet been made clear.
This process takes place independently of the FCC, though its employees observe
the NRSC process and attend meetings. Several sources said the commission would
prefer that industry, rather than regulators, do the "heavy lifting" in evaluating the
technology.
In its DAB Notice of Proposed Rule Making, the FCC said it had confidence in
the ability of the NRSC to evaluate IBOC.
The commission must determine how to incorporate IBOC into its pending rule
making on DAB and what broadcasters would need to do to comply with new rules.
The agency has latitude in how much it changes the rules to accommodate IBOC.
Its options range from changing the digital carrier power levels to relicensing all
U.S. radio stations. Sources said the commission would not prefer the latter.
"The Ibiquity product has tremendous potential," said Keith Larson, FCC associate bureau chief for engineering in the Mass Media Bureau. Two questions still to be
answered, he said, are "What is meaningful interference?" and "What is the effect
(of the system) on first adjacent channels?"
At the meeting of the full NRSC in New Orleans, members also heard apresentation from three individuals who have formed acompany called JackHammer Digital
(RW, Sept. 12, page 5).
The company believes it has aconcept that could work in conjunction with stations using FM analog or IBOC. JackHammer's theory is to use broadband technology to allow four digital stations to operate within spectrum now allocated for one
FM station. The system is digital, but more like an in-band, adjacent-channel
(IBAC) system similar to one considered by the NRSC in the mid- 1990s.
JackHammer believes its system would be compatible with IBOC and that it
could co-exist with future generations of IBOC receivers.
The company said that, using its system, the FM band could support 412 digital
CD-quality channels at 240 kbps.
Sources said the higher data rate is more susceptible to interference than, for
example, the FM IBOC data rate at 96 kbps.
JackHammer has been privately funded so far. It needs about $500,000 to complete aprototype system and approximately $5million to take the concept to reality.
JackHammer is looking for product development alliances among manufacturers
that participate in the NRSC.•

Empire, but getting in on short notice is
tough," said William Mierisch, CE for
WNJU(TV) and former frequency coordinator for the city. "Many of the VHF
stations will be looking to move there."
"Empire could accommodate ( radio
stations) on low power. They could probably design an interim combiner facility
to get the stations up. I'm sure they'll be
working with ERI to get it done:' he said,
referring to the RF hardware company.
ERI and Harris Corp. set up ajoint
equipment assistance program in the
wake of the attacks.
The radio industry reacted with dismay and sympathy to the events.
Joe Riley, president of the New York
State Broadcasters Association, said, "All
of the New York City stations did exactly
what was expected of them. They had
prepared for an emergency situation and
carried through their coverage plans."
Riley said his organization would help
any station that lost equipment.
The Broadcast Executive Directors
Association, who are leaders of state associations, offered assistance, Riley said.
Vendors also wanted to help.
"As an equipment supplier to many of
the stations affected by this tragedy, we find
ourselves not only in shock, but also feeling
helpless," said Tim Schwieger, president of
BSW, on the day of the attack. "We stand
ready to do whatever is necessary to assist
these stations when they call upon us:'
Studio equipment supplier LPB
Communications also offered assistance.
FEMA asked the nation's stations to
suspend EAS tests in the days after the
attacks, in part to avoid confusion; and
the FCC agreed. There were no reports
that EAS had been used in New York or
Washington during the events of that day.

Disruption
Los Angeles County LECC Chairman
Richard Rudman advised stations to
check that EAS gear was operating and to
refresh staffs in its operation, according
to the newsletter CGC Communicator.
In Washington, one of the hijacked
planes crashed into the Pentagon. A fourth
crashed in rural Pennsylvania. News stations went wall-to-wall with crash coverage;
most music stations dropped their regular
song rotations and cut back or rearranged
commercial blocks.
Broadcast business was disrupted in
other ways. Federal offices closed, the
NAB sent its staff home, RTNDA cancelled its Nashville, Tenn., trade show
and XM Satellite Radio delayed its
launch events planned for Sept. 12.
The Audio Engineering Society postponed its convention planned for New
York, in part because the Javits
Convention Center had been taken over
by emergency personnel. The show has
been reset for Nov. 30 to Dec. 3.
NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts
thanked radio and TV stations for their
"tireless and outstanding" services to listeners and viewers. He saluted stations
sponsoring relief efforts and blood drives.
"NAB ... will serve as aclearinghouse for
information on the efforts of broadcasters to
assist citizens in time of crisis," he said.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell said,
"I am deeply saddened by the loss experienced yesterday by the people of New
York and Washington rescue workers,
federal employees and all Americans
affected by (the) tragedies."
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The staff of Radio World devotes this space to amoment
of reflection for those who lost their lives and those who
worked to save them in the events of Sept. 11, 2001.
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GUEST COMMENTARY

BBC Is Wrong to Trim Shortwave
by John A. Figliozzi
Although the BBC World Service
shut down its shortwave radio service
to North America and Australia on
July 1, the Coalition to Save the BBC
World Service, of which Iam afounding member, continues to work to have
the decision reversed. Why?
Let's start with adefinition of what
the BBC World Service does. It's a
unique broadcaster, truly international
and cross-cultural both in its scope
and perspective.
For nearly seven decades, it has
defined what it means to be a public
service broadcaster. The BBC World
Service programming covers virtually
every aspect of life on this planet from
current and historical events; to science, technology and innovations; to
diverse and sometimes obscure cultures; to the arts as they are celebrated
everywhere; to music and sport.
The quality of that programming is
unsurpassed, formed and presented as
a craft rather than just another commodity.
Global village?
The coalition has termed shortwave
"local radio for the global village." In
the 21st century especially, it's a service that is indispensable. Understanding the world around us and
placing it in proper context isn't just a
nice option to have these days; it's
essential to living auseful, meaningful
and participatory life.
In sum, the BBC World Service
demonstrates a unique understanding
of that reality and a rare commitment
to address it.

However, the BBC also says that
this indicates that listeners in developed countries are moving away from
shortwave and that now is the time to
end that part of its service to those
regions. A studious review of all the
evidence challenges that premature
and errant conclusion.

cation of books and newspapers
because the latter can now be made
available electronically.
However, this move at this time
threatens much more than the just the
ability of loyal listeners to hear a
favorite radio station, as important as
that may be. It marks a big step away
from the BBC's traditional universal
service commitment.
It calls into serious question the

shortwave radio.
Moreover, the elimination of shortwave transmissions to some regions
now, before the alternatives cited by
the BBC are fully deployed, actually
consigns listeners there to a secondclass status.
FM broadcastThe world's reference point
s."RLD SER\ ICE
ing and Internet
Double-digit growth
access,
while
Documented sales of new shortwave
increasing, remain available only spoBBC's consistent dedication to broadreceivers in North America have
radically. The many who are still not
casting as first and foremost apublic
totaled more than 1 million units
within range of an FM station, or who
service. Finally, it threatens the standannually for at least the last three
are unable to obtain or afford highing of the World Service as the globe's
years, according to manufacturers
speed Internet service, have lost their
most- listened- to, and arguably mostsuch as Grundig, Sangean and Sony as
only opportunity to hear the World
important, international broadcaster.
well as retail outlets. In percentage
Service — on shortwave.
Participation
That is sshy we are in this fight —
and why we are in it to stay. If you see
this as your fight too, join us at
www.savebbc.org. Whether as a radio
listener or a radio professional, your
... is relatively simple,
participation is most welcome.
John Figliozzi is afounding member
inexpensive and ... low-tech; but it has had
of the Coalition to Save the BBC
World Service.
long-term utility.
He edits " The Worldwide Shortwave
Listening Guide" and other shortwave
publications and is a publicist for
Radio Australia and Radio New
Zealand International.
Reach him via e-mail at jfigliol
terms, there has been double-digit
Ending these broadcasts now makes
@nycap.rr.com.
growth in those sales in each of the
as much sense as ending printed publiRW welcomes other points of view.
last two years.
There is evidence that many listenRadio Systems'
ers, having been initially exposed to
the BBC World Service and other
international broadcasters through the
Internet and the offerings on FM
broadcasters, are just now purchasing
their first shortwave receivers. They

Shortwave radio

Lowest
Prices
Ever

Pick up some today

The Internet

and FM broadcasting

have actually sparked an upsurge in
shortwave radio sales.

•
Until July 1, the BBC World
Service was available, to anyone, anywhere, with a shortwave radio. This is
a relatively simple, inexpensive and,
yes, ancient and admittedly low- tech
device that has some technical shortcomings; but it has had long-term utility that continues to this day, even in
the developed world.
The BBC says otherwise. The coalition says the BBC is wrong.
While changes in media and how
information is distributed are certainly
in progress, the landscape is littered
with the carcasses of those who moved
too quickly and in directions that ultimately were not embraced, regardless
of their apparent promise.
The BBC says that it is gaining new
listeners via Internet streaming and
program placement on local ( mostly
FM) public radio stations. That part is
true.

tell the vendors that they are doing so
to hear these broadcasts in greater
variety and in venues that are inaccessible to computers and the Internet.
Plausible conclusions
Two plausible conclusions can be
drawn: The Internet and FM broadcasting have actually sparked an
upsurge in shortwave radio sales, and
listeners prefer the convenience of
being able to move among platforms.
A study conducted by Arbitron and
Coleman (www.arbitron.com/newsroom/ archive/article3.htm), released
this summer, reports that even heavy
Internet users prefer to watch television or listen to the radio while they
use their computers.
These findings should at least give
pause to those ( such as the BBC) who
think that Internet streaming is
already serving as a replacement for

Radio Systems
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Is Europe Ready for Satellite DAB?
European Satellite-Delivered Digital Radio
Service Proposed; Developers Look for Investors
by Michael Lawton
COLOGNE, Germany Someday,
Europe may get its own "Death Star."
A Belgium-based company is developing
asatellite-delivered digital audio broadcasting system that would target European consumers and is similar to the service offered
by WorldSpace, which targets third-world
countries.
The proposed system is called Global
Radio. Just like Sirius Satellite Radio and
XM Satellite Radio in the United States,
Global is targeting the long-distance and
commuter drivers who spend alot of time on
the road.
At aradio conference here this summer,
Global Radio Chief Executive Officer Paul
Heinerscheid revealed the basics. His company is looking for funding and exposure.
The company was founded in 2000.
Signal angles
The new digital broadcasting scheme
would provide Europe with approximately
100 programs in the main European languages, direct to home and automobile by
2005.
Heinerscheid said the challenges facing
satellite radio in Europe differ from those in
the United States, XM and Sirius are launching subscription-based radio services.
XM planned to roll out its service Sept.
12 in Dallas/Ft. Worth and San Diego and
expand nationwide in the fourth quarter.
Sirius also plans anationwide service launch
by the end of the year.
Sirius and XM are subscription-based
services while WorldSpace is not. Global
plans to offer partial subscription services.
Another difference: Sirius and XM are
licensed by the FCC to use the S-band spectrum they purchased at auction. Global
needs to make arrangements with 43 licens-

ing authorities and to broadcast programming in more than 20 languages.
In addition, much of the European continent lies above 45 degrees north, making
satellite transmissions to mobile users more
difficult.
While transmissions to homes can work
with asignal coming in at afairly shallow
angle, mobile users need asignal that, ideally, comes from straight overhead, in order to
avoid surrounding buildings.
Like Sirius, Heinerscheid said Global
Radio would use three satellites in elliptical
orbits, which it claims will ensure signals at
angles appropriate for adequate auto and
portable reception across Europe.
Some terrestrial repeaters would be
required, particularly in urban areas.
"In the open country, you can get away
with lower angles than 75 degrees, but in
some of the cities on the edge of the target
area, like Madrid or Naples, we will need to
have terrestrial repeaters," Heinerscheid said.
In addition, each program will be broadcast twice, eight seconds apart. The first,
lower-quality signal will be stored in the
memory of the receiver and used to fill signal gaps caused by buildings or tunnels.
Global Radio plans to use software-based
MPEG-4 Advanced Audio Coding, developed by Fraunhofer.
Heinerscheid said this would allow his
service to provide more programming in the
bandwidth than that allowed bythe coding in
the terrestrial form of DAB beginning to
take hold in Europe and other parts of the
world, Eureka 147. Eureka uses MPEG-2
Layer II.
Because satellite broadcasting is unable
to offer local or regional programming,
Global Radio does not see itself competing
directly with most terrestrial stations.
But if the Eureka form of DAB does not
succeed, Heinerscheid said he is not worried.
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"It would save us money, because the
receivers could be made more cheaply, without the expensive Eureka- 147 chip."
The satellites for Global Radio would
transmit one signal for the whole of Europe,
with other beams targeting major language
groups.
Offerings
As for programming, Heinerscheid said
he envisions aselection of free programs
from public-service broadcasters or funded
by advertisers, plus alarger subscription
offering.
The concept is similar to how cable TV is
sold in America; there is one service that
covers everyone, plus additional services
that offer targeted programming.
On the Europe-wide beam, there would
be aselection of musical styles and at least
one news station in each major language.
"Most people listen to no more than five
stations, and they want to put together their
own mix," said Heinerscheid. "When people
find out that the stations are there, they will
start wanting to include an all-sport station
or abusiness station in their mix."
To boost the personal nature of the mix,
listeners would be able to select whether
they want their programs to be interrupted
by news and weather, and what language
they would want for the news.
Listeners would also be able to program
their car radio from their home computer, as
their subscription will include home and
mobile use. In addition, Global plans to offer
arange of data services, as well as downloadable content for home and business use.

Overview
Continued from page I
attendees (see story, page 3).
The show also provided attendees
their first glimpse of the three new FCC
commissioners and a chance to hear
their thoughts on how upcoming radio
issues might fare at the agency.
The convention was the first NAB
show in two years that wasn't shadowed
by low- power FM protestors, and the
first radio show since Viacom pulled its
Infinity Radio and CBS TV stations out
of NAB membership.

Turnout
Attendance dropped compared to
previous radio shows. The registration
figure was 5,227, compared to 7,600 in
San Francisco and 5,600 in Orlando. Of
this year's number, approximately
2,000 were fully paid attendees, NAB
President and CEO Eddie Fritts said.
Attendees pointed to several factors
for the lower attendance, including consolidation among radio groups, the tight
economy and show dates close to the
Labor Day holiday.
"It shows what happens when you
hold a major show in the south when
it's still hot," and next to a holiday
weekend, joked one supplier, whose
company chose not to exhibit in New
Orleans. Approximately 160 companies
exhibited.
Some previous exhibitors had
dropped out, citing the poor economy.
Among the more notable were equipment suppliers Klotz Digital and

Paul Heinerscheid
Global Radio has commissioned surveys, said Heinerscheid, that show Europe
is ready for the satellite DAB concept. Like
executives of XM and Sirius, he says market penetration need not be very high to
make the endeavor successful.
"I do not need 80-percent listenership
across Europe," he said. "Ican make do
with quite asmall proportion. Iam looking for long-haul truck drivers and people
living in aforeign country, but Iexpect
most of our listeners to be people who
simply want more choice — our surveys
show that enough people will be prepared
to pay for that."
Now comes the hard work of convincing
major investors to provide money. Millions
of euros will be required to sell the concept
in the first 12 months. By 2005, that
amount will grow to billions needed to
build and launch satellites, build studios,
build and deploy terrestrial repeaters and
acquire programming.
So far, the company is supported mainly
by private funders, although U.K.-based
transmission-services provider NTL has
signed on as a30-percent partner.
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Telos/Omnia and program syndicators
Premiere and Jones.
Reaction from exhibitors was mixed.
"Attendance has been steady," said
Scott Beeler, director of worldwide sales
for ERI. "The quality has been excellent.
You don't get to spend 40 minutes with
one person at the spring show."
Another exhibitor said traffic was
slow. "Will we come back? No, not
based on what we've seen so far. We'll
have to see how our leads turn out."
A third supplier, who works in the
satellite hardware arena, said he had
only had about 10 qualified visitors.
"But one guy represents 300 stations."
Bob Cauthen, owner of SCMS, said,
"The booths that seem to be crowded
all have to do with IBOC."
Jay Tyler, sales engineer for
Wheatstone, described traffic as moderate. " We booked some big sales,
though. Three clients paid for the trip
down." And a salesman for one of the
largest vendors said he had sold at least
two transmitters during the show.
Michael Uhl, director of sales for
Sierra Automated Systems, said he'd be
back. "Imust say that Iwas surprised to
see a number of people representing
companies that dropped out of the show
doing business in the public areas of the
exhibit hall." He called that "pirating" of
business and said it was "disingenuous."
A scheduling conflict also may have
affected turnout; Clear Channel
Communications had scheduled a management meeting in Atlanta that overlapped with the radio show. The NAB
tried to find hotel space for that meeting
See OVERVIEW page 7
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in New Orleans but was unsuccessful.
Clear Channel Executive Vice President
and CFO Randall Mays apologized publicly to Fritts about the scheduling during
asession.
Fritts said it was too soon to tell
whether the association lost money on
this year's radio show, but he said the
NAB was able to cut some unspecified
costs in producing the four-day event.
NAB was pleased with the show in
light of the economy. Fritts pointed with
pride to the Xstream addition to the
Radio Show. Several sources said the
Xstream sessions were well-attended.
Separately, organizers of the AM/FM
Antenna Certification Workshop, which
attracts mostly engineers, said they
enjoyed the best turnout in the five years
since that session went to aone-day format; approximately 90 people were in the
room that morning.
Opinions about the near outlook for
radio business were mixed; some owners
seemed cautious. Despite predictions earlier this summer from the RAB and other
radio industry groups that sales would see
an uptick by the end of this year, some
here said they expected business to be flat.
NAB Radio Board Vice Chairman
Ginny Morris, president of Hubbard
Radio Group, said the economy appeared
to have "bottomed out and appears to be
stuck there." She believes most broadcasters will be cautious about financial
planning for next year.
Fritts said radio is "nimble" and predicted stations would begin to bounce
back in Q4.
During a financial session, Drew
Marcus of Deutsche Bank Alex Brown,
was asked if he would recommend radio
stocks to investors in the current economic climate. "It depends on whether you
think the economy will turn in the first
quarter of next year. If you think that,
then, yes, buy now," said Marcus.
"We expect arenewed interest in the
buying and selling of radio stations by
late 2001," said BIA Financial Network
Vice President Mark Fratrik. More than
four out of 10 stations, or 42 percent, are
part of consolidated operations, according to anew BIAfn study.
More consolidation
Radio group heads who spoke during a
super session said that consolidation has
benefited radio by allowing stations to
raise salaries and add more employee
financial benefits. Cox Radio President
and CEO Bob Neil predicted that as consolidation continues, the number of top
radio groups would shrink to three or four.
Also, to stream or not to stream is an
issue that's dogged stations for months as
the question of whether those that do
stream would be liable for separate
licensing fees applied retroactively
remains murky.
Recording Industry Association of
America President Hilary Rosen urged
broadcasters to end their legal battles with
record companies and work together to
create aprofitable business model for digital music distribution. She suggested that
an out-of-court settlement is possible.
A district federal appeals court in
August upheld an earlier decision by the
U.S. Copyright Office that makes stations
'responsible for the additional fees,
retroactively. Fritts said NAB had three
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weeks to decide whether to appeal to the
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Although NAB and the RIAA are talking, said Fritts, he believes Congress will
eventually have to settle the issue.
Many stations stopped streaming once
the copyright fee issue arose, and are
struggling to make money on their
Internet sites. Ironically, one new source
of national ad revenue for radio this year
may be national buys from Sirius
Satellite Radio and XM Satellite Radio.
Satellite radio is seen by many as a
new direct competitor for traditional
broadcast; indeed, in August, Sirius circulated apromotion that read "Radio
Sucks!" near the bottom.
Susquehanna Radio Corp. has been
approached with an ad buy in Dallas, one
of XM's early rollout markets. When
See OVERVIEW page 8

Ken Tankel of Dalet Digital Media Systems, center, works the exhibit floor.
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asked if his group would air such ads,
Susquehanna President and Chief
Operating Officer David Kennedy, who is
also NAB Joint Board Chairman, said it
would depend on how the ad copy is
crafted. If the copy read "Radio Sucks!"
his group wouldn't air it, he said.
The end of the show was lively. New
FCC commissioner Republican Michael
Copps assured attendees he listens to the
radio more than he watches TV. He and
Commissioner Kathleen Abernathy, a
Democrat, proposed that stations keep voluntary records, which are typically tapes,
of what it airs for indecency purposes.
They appeared to take up the cause of

Jeff Detweiler of Ibiquity talks digital with
John Mielke of KKNX(AM) in Eugene, Ore.
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former commissioner Gloria
Tristani, who has said it's difficult for the average person to
bring an indecency claim
against a station because the
commission requires atape or
transcript of a broadcast for
investigative purposes.
A source close to the commission said a proposal has been
circulating among the commissioners' offices calling for
stations to keep tapes of aired
programs. Still up for discussion is whether to make the
records mandatory or voluntary.
Telecom lawyers at the show
said such apolicy raises First
Amendment issues and that the
question of how long to keep
the tapes is tricky, since they

have the potential to be subpoenaed and
used against astation. Some speakers used
the word "transcripts" when discussing
this proposal, and some print reports used
the term as well, but asource close to the
issue said the proposal was for taped programs, not typed transcriptions.
Abernathy brought the house down at
the FCC breakfast during adiscussion of
LPFM interference tests. The FCC has
contracted with Mitre Corp. to conduct
tests to determine whether LPFMs would
cause third-adjacent channel interference
to full-power stations.
She said it's been difficult to get a
straight answer from engineers on whether
LPFMs would cause interference.
"Engineers — they're like lawyers,"
she said. Finding the answer to the interference question, she said, is likely to be
expensive and along-term process.
Earlier in the week, Mass Media
Bureau Chief Roy Stewart declared his
intention to stay at the bureau, whatever
the outcome of a reorganization that's
expected to merge the functions of the
MMB with the Cable Bureau and other
bureaus at the agency. •

IBOC
Continued from page 3
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components will speed the receivers' time
to market, according to O'Connell
Benjamin, senior vice president, Ibiquity.
The company already has a deal with
Texas Instruments for DSP chips.
For Ibiquity's effort to get receivers to
consumers, Crutchfield has agreed to carry some IBOC receivers in its catalog.
To continue the focus on consumers,
Ibiquity plans to host adigital radio wireless data conference Oct. 18 at the
Pontchartrain Hotel in Detroit. The conference is being held at the same time as the
Digital Car Show, attended by automotive
electronics and telematics suppliers.
The conference launches Ibiquity's
efforts to work with industry participants
to define the standards for formatting and
presenting wireless data using Ibiquity's
technology.
On the exhibit floor, Impulse Radio's
display of IBOC data capabilities for
front- and rear- seat entertainment in
Ibiquity's booth focused on front- seat
applications. Stations may use the
Impulse software to enhance their receiver
displays. They could, for example, create
different images of buttons on the receiver
for traffic or weather. When the driver
pushes the button, the music fades to the
background while the traffic or weather
information is spoken to the driver.
The three new FCC commissioners listened to an IBOC demonstration in
Ibiquity's booth. All three were positive
about radio's expected digital transition.
When asked how apossible FCC reorganization might affect the resources the
agency can commit to crafting DAB
rules, answers ranged from "no effect" to
"that remains to be seen."
Elsewhere in the convention center,
NAB conducted IBOC listening tests taken by about 100 show participants. The
setup was similar to the tests previously
conducted by DynaStat. The company
conducted those listening tests with consumers and included them as part of
Ibiquity's test results to the NRSC.
NAB will forward results from these
new tests to the NRSC and also intends
to make the results public by the end of
the year.
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Repeaters
Continued from page 1

this notion.
NAB believes the repeater rules proposed by Sirius and XM contain aloophole that would allow the satellite broadcasters to use terrestrial repeaters to air
local programming.
Many broadcasters think this is the true
purpose of the repeaters if the original
business plan for XM and Sirius fails.
The terrestrial repeater issue is particularly acute for XM. It was unclear at press
time if the company would obtain temporary permission to operate its repeater network from the FCC in time for its Sept. 12
service launch in San Diego and
Dallas/Fort Worth.
The FCC accepted public comments on
the matter until Aug. 31. During The NAB
Radio Show, commissioners said they
expect to come to adecision on the rules
soon.
Sirius has more time to work out the
issue because it plans anationwide service
launch in the fourth quarter.
XM was confident its authority would
come but was unsure of the timing. As for
using its terrestrial repeaters to air local
programming, XM Vice President of
Corporate Affairs Chancellor Patterson
said, "That won't happen. We're not
allowed to do it."
He said XM has submitted its repeater
specifications detailing placement and
power levels to the commission and that
what is happening is a normal migration
from an experimental approval to operate
equipment to the so-called Special
Temporary Authority to do so.
Strong words
"The time for subterfuge by XM Radio
and Sirius Radio is over," NAB President
and CEO Eddie Fritts stated. "These companies must come clean with regulators
and the American people on their true
intentions for making satellite radio a
viable business."
Patterson said NAB has been using the
same arguments about the terrestrial
repeaters since 1997.
NAB, joined by broadcasters such as
Entercom and Mount Wilson Broadcasters,
have asked the FCC to deny requests from
XM and Sirius for temporary permission
to operate their terrestrial repeater networks before their service launches. The
companies need the STA because the commission is still working out the parameters
of the rules to govern those repeaters. To
date, contractors for XM and Sirius have
been deploying repeaters under experimental authorizations.
In July, XM and Sirius asked for
authority to deploy 778 and 151 terrestrial
repeaters respectively, each operating
above 2kW effective radiated power. XM
plans to deploy about 1,000 repeaters, but
the rest are not high-powered.
Specifically, XM requested an STA for
168 terrestrial repeaters operating at an ERP
of 10 to 40 kW, and 610 terrestrial repeaters
operating at an ERP of 2to 10 kW.
Sirius requested an STA for 151
repeaters at 104 sites operating at an ERP
of 2to 40 kW.
XM and Sirius intend to make sure
their repeaters stay within allowed power
levels.
Joining broadcasters in this fight are
several wireless carriers who have different concerns. Both say the number of
high-power repeaters planned by the satel-

lite radio companies has increased.
The wireless companies are concerned
about interference to their services from
the higher- powered repeaters. The
Wireless Communications Service and
satellite companies occupy adjacent frequencies in the S-band. The wireless companies and satellite radio companies have
met at the commission several times to
resolve the interference issues.
But AT&T, BellSouth, Metricom,
Verizon Wireless and WorldCom asked
the FCC to deny XM's authorization
"until all interested parties have been given an opportunity to analyze fully the significant blanketing interference issue it
presents," they wrote in aJuly 27 letter to
the commission.

XM and Sirius
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argued NAB.
It is technically possible, NAB believes,
for Sirius and XM to transmit programming encoded so that it could not be
processed right away in the signal portion
of consumer receivers, but instead would
be received and stored in memory "residing within the terrestrial repeater."
NAB said that programming could be
targeted to specific repeaters and contain
local content.
Local content
NAB gave the FCC an example of how
that might work: Local ads could be sent
overnight on the satellites for local storage
on terrestrial repeaters. Reducing the bit
rate on some music channels overnight
would give the necessary channel capacity
for the transfer. At the receiver end,
receivers could be designed to "favor" the
signals being sent from the terrestrial
repeaters over the signal sent from the

•

satellites. Because the AM/FM/Sirius or
AM/FM/XM receivers actually are two
receivers in one, stated NAB, this would
ensure locally originated programming
reaches the listener.
(The receivers are asatellite receiver,
processing the single- carrier satellite
transmission, and a terrestrial receiver,
processing the multicarrier terrestrially
transmitted signal.)
The downloaded material would comply with the repeater rule because at some
point it would have been transmitted over
the satellite, NAB argued.
XM said none of these situations would
occur.
Part 74 rules governing broadcast
repeaters state the devices may be used
only to retransmit an incoming signal
without altering any characteristics of the
signal other than its amplitude, and in
some cases, its frequency. Bandwidth and
content may not be changed.
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AT&T Wireless offers telephone and
Internet access on the WCS spectrum and
said the high-power repeaters would interfere with those services.
In its comments to the FCC, NAB stated that one of its main arguments against
the use of terrestrial repeaters is they are
"a crutch for atechnology that is not up to
the task of providing the seamless, mobile
coverage promised by its proponents ...
especially in cities where numerous 'urban
canyons' exist."
NAB believes this statement by AT&T
Wireless Services supports its claim:
"Apparently the gaps to be filled in the
satellite service now encompass entire
metropolitan areas."
XM's Patterson said out of hundreds of
repeaters, "AT&T has found 16 of them
problematic. In those cases, we'll coordinate with them." He said engineers from
both companies would discuss the issue
and the fix may be adjusting the repeater
signal in another direction.
NAB is adamant the rules governing
the use of Sirius and XM repeaters must
prohibit the transmission of locally originated programming. It doesn't believe the
language suggested by Sirius and XM
does that. The language must be specific,
stated NAB, to keep the satellite services
from morphing into a terrestrial digital
radio network.
The commission's proposed rule would
require the signals being transmitted by
the repeater be received from the satellites,
NAB stated.
In January, Sirius and XM proposed the
rules be crafted so that " terrestrial
repeaters shall not be used to originate
programming not also transmitted from
authorized DARS satellites."
"This merely confirms that material
transmitted from terrestrial repeaters is
also transmitted by the ... satellites,"

The outdoor advertising divisions of
Infinity Broadcasting Corp. — Infinity
Outdoor and TDI — are now one entity:
the Viacom Outdoor Group.
Viacom Outdoor holds advertising
properties in all of the nation's top 100
markets, according to the company. The
group is to be run by President and Chief
Executive Officer Wally Kelly, who previously served in a similar capacity at
Infinity Outdoor.
Infinity Broadcasting Corp. is aunit
of Viacom Inc. Infinity owns approximately 180 radio stations and operates
and holds an equity position in
Westwood One Inc.

WASHINGTON The FCC designated
another 232 low-power FM applications
that it says are acceptable for initial processing in August.
These applications were received in
the third LPFM filing window (Jan. 1622) and earlier. The commission said
these applications meet all the requirements for channel spacing and won't
conflict with other LPFM station
requests.
Anyone who objects to the location
of the recent station designees was free
to file an objection by Sept. 17.
Those requests that do appear to
conflict with other LPFM frequency
allocation requests will be identified in
alater list.

FCC Cuts EAS

Tristani

Fine to $ 3,000

Departs FCC

WASHINGTON The FCC has reduced
afine against aMississippi station.
It originally had proposed a $ 15,000
fine against WBSL(AM) in Biloxi for
failing to have its EAS equipment connected to apower source so the station
could not send or receive EAS messages.
WBSL also was cited for not having a
proper enclosure around its tower.
The commission cut the fine to
$3,000 after station owner Hancock
Broadcasting Corp. produced tax
returns for the past three years, proving
such ahigh fine would cause financial
hardship.
To explain the EAS violations,
Hancock said that when its new transmitter was installed, its EAS equipment
was not properly connected. Hancock
said having the equipment shows it did
not "willfully" violate the EAS requirements, but the FCC said that wasn't sufficient.
Hancock said there was a locking
fence around the tower but agreed that
someone could open it with " some
force." The FCC said that when it
inspected the tower, the fence was not
just unlocked, but open.

WASHINGTON FCC Commissioner Gloria Tristan' left the commission
Sept. 7. She is expected to run for public office and has said she would run
for a seat in Congress or for governor
of New Mexico.
Tristani and Chairman Michael
Powell were appointed as FCC commissioners by President Bill Clinton and
sworn in together in November 1997.
Tristani had been elected to the New
Mexico State Corporation Commission
in 1994 and served as SCC Chairman in
1996.
Her
departure
leaves
three
Republicans and one Democrat on the
five- member panel until President
George W. Bush appoints someone to
complete Tristani's term, which runs
until June 2003.
"It has been agreat honor to serve as
amember of the FCC during this period. Iam proud to have advocated for the
E-rate and better access to telecommunications for all Americans. After nearly
four years, however, Ibelieve it is time
for me to move on. Iplan to return
home to New Mexico in the near
future," Tristani said.
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and Audio Coding

Why Something Called AAC Is Cooler Than
A Fine Pilsner, and How It Got That Way
Steve Church
The author is president of Telos Systems.
Munching on bratwurst and sipping a
thick German beer, Ifirst heard about
something supposedly new and exciting
called NBC.
Now this was weird for two reasons:
1) NBC has been around since Mr.
Sarnoff created it many decades ago, and
2) Iwas sitting in a biergarten near

Nürnberg and talking with guys from
Fraunhofer, the outfit that invented
MP3 — not people particularly likely
to be familiar with American television networks.
Turned out this NBC stood for "NonBackward Compatible," and referred to
next-generation MPEG stuff. And what it
meant more specifically was that the
clever engineers at Fraunhofer who made
MP3 had been turned loose to make the
best audio codec possible.

Before the stein was downed, I
agreed that we should work together to
get this new coding method into our
next-generation gear.
It took some time, but the payoff has
finally arrived. Not only is MPEG-4
AAC ( for Advanced Audio Coding)
here, but so is the very interesting and
useful offshoot, AAC-LD.
The LD stands for Low Delay, and it
lives up to the promise.
How MPEG works
The MPEG audio story begins in
1988. True to its name, MPEG, the
Moving Pictures Experts Group, was

Digital doesn't have to mean difficult. With Logitek, your studio wiring and configurations
are beautifully simple - and completely flexible. Combine analog and digital sources easily
and control them from anywhere. Centrally locate all of your audio sources, share them
throughout your facility, network your audio with high speed optical connections
and easily manage your audio distribution, routing and mixing.
Find out how at 800.231.5870 or www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek

focused almost exclusively on video
compression projects. But persistent
audio coding pioneers convinced the
organization to allow the formation of an
audio group.
Today almost all agree that the
MPEG process has been successful at
picking the best technology and
encouraging compatibility across a
variety of equipment.
Researchers who work within MPEG
want to create standard, widely usable,
top-quality codecs, preempting what
may become an unmanageable tangle
of formats. It seems to be effective.
Despite persistent attempts to lock
users into proprietary schemes, by far
the most popular high-fidelity codecs
are developed and offered under the
MPEG umbrella.
Probably the main reason MPEG
consistently has been successful at
finding the best technology is that the
process is open and competitive.
A committee meets to determine
goals for target bitrate, quality levels,
application areas and testing procedures. Interested developers who have
something to contribute are invited to
submit their best work. Finally, acareful double-blind listening test series is
conducted to determine which of the
technologies delivers the highest performance.
AAC arrives
Before becoming an MPEG standard,
AAC was tested and compared carefully
to other codecs in two series, the first conducted jointly at the BBC in England and
NHK in Japan, the second at the CRC
Signal Processing and Psychoacoustics
Audio Perception Lab in Canada.
The tests conducted by CRC for
MPEG were among the most extensive
and thorough ever. The researchers concluded that there was aclear performance
distinction among the various codecs,
and that AAC was the best performer:
"The AAC codec operating at 128
kbps per stereo pair was the only codec
tested which met the audio quality
requirement outlined in the ITU-R
Recommendation BS.1115 for perceptual
audio codecs for broadcast," according to
G.A. Soulodre, T. Grusec, M. Lavoie and
L. Thibault of the Signal Processing and
Psychoacoustics/Communications
Research Centre in Ontario, Canada, in a
paper presented at the AES 104th
Convention in 1998.
See Figure 1 ( page 14), which is
adapted from that paper.
Therefore, AAC was selected as the
See TELOS, page 14

Rave Reviews!
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general-purpose audio codec under
MPEG-2 and recently was adopted by
MPEG-4.
An important topic for many real-world
codec applications is delay. When
announcers do remotes, they often need to
have natural two-way interaction with program participants located back at the studio or callers via telephone lines.
Because it is ahot subject for engineers
working in the field of Internet telephony, a

might have leakage.
As you might expect, echo is more or
less annoying depending upon both the
length of time it is delayed and its level.
Telephone researchers have recorded people's reactions, and you can see the ITU-T
G.131 findings in the graph shown in Fig. 2.
The main goal with audio coding is to
provide the best tradeoff between quality
and bitrate. Codecs for voice telephone
applications use ADPCM, the technology
used by the familiar G.722, and CELP,
used in mobile phones. These are optimized for low-delay and speech, but they
are terrible for music.
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number of studies have been conducted to
determine user reactions to delays in telephone conversations. The data apply
directly to the application of professional
codecs to remotes, so it may be fruitful to
see what the telecom people have learned.
When there is no echo, it has been discovered that anything less than 100 ms
one-way delay permits normal interactivity. Between 100 and 250 ms is considered
"acceptable." ITU-T standard G.114 recommends 150 ms as the maximum for
"good" interactivity.
Echo introduces adifferent case. We try
not to have echo in our broadcast setups by
using mix-minus arrangements, but sometimes it is unavoidable. An open-air headset might be cranked up or aphone hybrid

Because they are also bad for mixed signals that include ambient sounds such as
from spectators at sporting events, they are
not optimum for broadcast remotes.
Is it possible to have high quality and
low delay in the same codec?
Tradeoffs
Perceptual codec designers must manage several tradeoffs. The most important
comes from afundamental principle in signal processing: spectral splitting filters
may have either good time resolution, or
good frequency resolution, but not both.
This makes sense when you consider
that alonger time window means that the
analyzer has more audio cycles to work
with. (Perhaps this is the DSP designer's

Simple • Effective • Reliable
Con/Air Switcher
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equivalent
to
the
economist's
"TANSTAAFL" — There Ain't No Such
Thing As A Free Lunch.)
AAC-LD uses new techniques, some
freshly discovered, in order to offer both
low delay and high fidelity. Layer 3and
AAC use filter banks with high-frequency resolution. But when there are transients, the encoder switches to a filter
bank with lower frequency resolution
and better time resolution.

standard single-channel ISDN 64 kbps rate.
The result: AAC-LD is clearly better than
Layer 3 for half of the test items, and as
good for the remaining half. See Figure 3.
AAC-LD's coding power is roughly the
same as Layer 3, meaning that mono 15
kHz audio may be achieved on one ISDN
channel. With two channels, you can have
near CD quality stereo.
Before AAC, the choice was usually a
tradeoff between quality and delay. G.722
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Fig. 1: This chart presents a comparison of overall quality for
various stereo codecs at their recommended target bitrates.
(Adapted from Soulodre, Grusec, Lavoie and Thibault.)
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variable outgoing message format
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resettable incoming call counter
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battery backed AC synchronized clock
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low cost system - no leased equipment

momentary or maintained signal inputs
fully programmable display with graphics
pre-programmed "starter messages
multiple displays from one controller

model

15 prioritized logic-level signaling inputs
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Message Board Controller
converts status inputs to LED display data
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AAC-LD at 64 kbps (A)
Layer 3 at 64 kbps (B)

Fig. 3: AAC-LD is compared here to Layer 3 at 64 kbps mono. (Source:
E. Allamanche, R. Geiger, J. Herre, T. Sporer: MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio
Coding Based on the AAC Codec,' presented at the AES 106th Convention, 1999.)
In order to correctly decide when to
make this change, a look-ahead process
is required, which is asignificant cause
of delay. In AAC-LD the shape of the
spectral filter is adaptive, dynamically
switching to a shape that has a lower
overlap when necessary.
This and other enhancements result in
delay that can reach as low as 50 ms, well
within range for good conversational flow.
But how does it sound?
Low delay would not be useful if !he
quality was not acceptable. So how does
AAC-LD stack up?
Because most codec users are familiar
with Layer 3, aseries of tests was performed to compare AAC-LD to it at the

was lowest delay and poorest quality,
Layer 2good fidelity and medium delay,
and Layer 3 best fidelity and most delay.
Things are easier now. AAC has lower
delay than Layer 2or Layer 3and higher
quality than both, so it should be used
for most applications. AAC-LD has the
lowest delay of the perceptual codecs
and should be used when delay has priority over fidelity. G.722 can be used
when delay must be at minimum, and
Layer 2or Layer 3for compatibility with
older codecs.
Fnd more graphics and amuch more indepth version of this article at www.
rwonline.com, including links to MPEG
resources on the Web.
RW welcomes other points of view.

Experience. Stability. Vision.

And Jim Dougherty.
Jim Dougherty is acomputer guy who loves radio.
4-timer r

Which makes him aperfect fit for his job. From his
webmaster chair, Jim has directed live webcast
" ree494"ele

'11 \

events for 99X. He's worked with the station's
sales team to uncover new revenue. And he's
continued to help link his station's listeners
to its website, increasing time spent with both.
As aresult, 99X was honored as the Web
Marketing Association's " Best Radio Station
Website" two years in arow.
Naturally, we're proud to have people with
Jim's talents working with us as we continue
to evolve radio's

4
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unique relationship

.k.
with the internet.
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It's fun making the
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future come to life.
As Jim adds, " If I
didn't have fun
with what Ido I
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wouldn't be doing it.
At Susquehanna, you work
with the best in the industry!"

Jim Dougherty
Director of Internet Initiatives
WNNX-FM/WWWQ-FM
Atlanta

Make aSound Career Choice!
With operations in major markets across the USA,
Susquehanna offers anumber of employment options.
For more information about radio career opportunities,
call our Iluman Resources Department at ( 717) 852-2132.

re.= SUSQUEHANNA
RADIO

CORP

A subsidiary of Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co.

140 East Market Street • York, PA 17401
(717) 852-2132 • Fax ( 717) 771-1436
Susquehanna Radio Corp. is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer,
an ESOP Company, and maintains aDrug-Free Work Environment.
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New Century Media got off on the right track when it relocated studios in Seattle.
gaining almost three times as much space and adding production capabilities —
despite the presence of nearby railroad switching yards.
John Miller is director of engineering for KBTB(FM), KHHO(AM), KUBE(FM)
and KJR(AM).
The building is near downtown at 351 Elliot Ave. West, with views of Mt. Rainier,
Puget Sound and Safeco Field. Also in view are the railroad tracks, so isolation from
freight-engine noise and vibration was aconcern.
The broadcaster hired Russ Berger Design Group for the studio design, including
layout, sound isolation, air conditioning concepts, acoustical finishes and interior
design.
Acoustically sensitive rooms have floating floors and completely isolated walls and
ceilings, according to RBDG. It also addressed concern about the building's limited
structural floor-to-floor height.
"The clearance above the studios was extremely tight," Miller said. "Instead of having ducting ducts running above the ceiling to acentral unit, each control room has its
own enclosed system and an elaborate way of getting the air in and out of the rooms
via dedicated fan coil units."
Wire management systems were incorporated into the floating floors, to recover
valuable inches for the overall ceiling
height.
The lead architect for the new 35,000square- foot
facility
was
Callison
Architecture. Turner Construction was the
project' sconstruction management firm.
New Century Media is the radio broadcasting
segment of The Ackerley Media Group Inc.

Control the Control Room!

Clear Channel Interactive chose
Encite Commerce to develop, host and
manage online, branded music stores for its
national network of radio station Web sites.
The stores, which will be accessible
from each local site, will offer aselection
of CDs, vinyl and cassettes.
The two companies said their partnership "introduces anew strategy in music ecommerce."
Rather than offering a single, generic
online music store, Encite is using proprietary software to create a branded shopping environment for each station, featuring products and content specific to the
market or niche on which the stations are
focused.
"We are big believers in contextual commerce and think that this will be asignificant part of our business," said Rob
Slingerland, CFO of Clear Channel
Interactive.
He said Encite had done a "fantastic
job" with the 100 or so local stores it operates for CCI.
KQED(FM) in San Francisco ordered
(25) HHB MDP-500 MiniDisc recorders.
Dan Mansergh, director of engineering,
placed the order after evaluation ademo
unit for several months....
Jones Radio Networks announced that
its seven to midnight country show, "Lia,"
hosted by Lia Knight, debuted on Infinity's
WHOK(FM) in Columbus, Ohio this summer. The show also is heard on Infinity's
KMPS in Seattle.
"Lia" is now heard on Entercom heritage station WDAF(AM) in Kansas City.
Detroit's new AC station, Greater
Media's WMGC(FM), signed up for
JRN's evening "Delilah" program.
And in less than four months of syndication, JRN's national AC overnight show,
"Dave ' til Dawn" featuring Dave Wingert,
was heard in 50 markets.
"Who's Buying What" is printed as
a service to our readers who are interested in how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or
prominent sales should send information and photos to: Radio World
Managing Editor, P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church, VA 22041.
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Jog/Shuttle Wheel

Contact Us
See the demo on our Web site at
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Available at your favorite distributor.

Now
Shipping!

PC Compatible
Pentium Ior higher using Win 98,
2000 Jr ME. 10 Gig hard drive gives
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The Food Show With Tom Fitzmorris' was part of
The Great Remote Giveaway.
Visiting BSW, Lee Davis and Nancy Rutherford
of VVCUB(AM) & VVLTU(FM), Manitowoc, Wis.,
shop for problem solvers.

RV/ Founder Steve Dana, left and Editor Paul McLane'
honor Core 'on its 40th anniversay.
Lyn n Distler accepts .
r
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"You have agreat product that
seems to only be limited in use
by aperson's imagination.'

A Letter from BSI's President

News

Alan Burton, WKLWPaintsville, KY

This is one of the most exciting times in BSI's history. In the next month, we
will be releasing three new innovative products that will give incredible
capabilities to broadcasters at all levels.
Our new automation software package, Simian, redefines power, reliability
and affordability. This new program nas the capability of automatically
healing itself of errors and even notifying us here at BSI if something isn't
right. We are able to remotely correct or repair an installation before our client is even
aware that there's a problem.

Calendar
October, BSI is accepting beta
team applications for Simian
through October 31st. See our
website or next month's On The
Air for details.

Skimmer is a wonderful new tool for PDs and air talent to air check themselves and the
competition. It will also undoubtedly be popular with media tracking services.

Birthdays:
Sept 25 1944, Michael Douglas
Sept 25 1969, Catherine ZetaJones

Perhaps the most exciting new offering is TimeSh ft. This ground- breaking application is
capable of storing a year's worth of network programming, including all cue tones. West
Coast stations can permanently delay an East Coast feed. Stations can effortlessly and
instantly create " best of" programs. Never again will anyone need to " dub the network
feeds" for sports, business or other features.
In true BSI tradition, despite the products' amazing capabilities, all
three of these new offerings are priced affordably ike major brand
software, not " black box" broadcast products.
The real software can be downloaded to test and try from our web
site at www bsiusa.com. Iencourage you to visit the web site, try
the software and ask us any questions you may have. Our open
approach and dedication to our customers are the reasons we have
thrived when others have fallen by the wayside. We look forward to
hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Ron Burley - BSI President

On-Screen Cott machinejuit $ 299
Over 3000
users worldwide

Easy Air Checking

Skimmer, one of our newest products, is a great
tool for air checking. It was specifically designed to
record, play-back and cut-out air checks. When you
set it to record, you can stop/start using the
microphone button. Triggers are another way to
control Skimmer externally. Using the software is a
reliable and affordable way to record your
broadcast. Skimmer also makes this a lot easier to
do than tape decks or in-house " hack" software.

User File

Radio Wanaka - W. Johnson

Wayne Johnson works at Radio Wanaka
92.2 FM in beautiful Lake Wanaka, New
Zealand. He says, " Our station has been
on air for about 8 months. We have a full
and part time staff of 5very dedicated
people. The heart of our system is, of
course, WaveStation. Iloved the way
that you guys let me download aworking
system. Ihad it running within the hour."
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Powerful and eon-to-we.
Download Waveeart at

"Some of the other companies made you
send, by email, all of your details before they would let yDU look at their
systems. Bit like the secret service," Wayne says, " Igot the feeling that
you guys had nothing to hide and that anyone in the market could
check it and see how it works without any obligation."
"In the end we got WaveStation and also purchased 1000 titles through
the Music Store ( Now there's another great thing), loaded it up and
went to air. It was pretty much as easy as that. Ican honestly say that
WaveStation has NEVER let us down."
We at BSI want you to know that even though we have developed a new automation
system in Simian, we will continue to support WaveStation on our website and through
our free e-mail technical support.
Send us your story.

888-BSIUSA1 I/I/WW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International
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How Top Engineers Manage
How do engineers in abig group communicate? Should the broadcast engineering
department control information technology
as well? Who controls the LAN at aradio
facility?
A highlight of the NAB2001 convention
was the "Radio Engineering Roundtable,"
which brought together prominent radio
engineering managers who discussed these
questions.
The conversation, moderated by Radio
World Editor Paul McLane, focused on challenges facing top-level engineers.
It also touched on facets of the huge new
digital facility operated by XM Satellite
Radio.
Here are excerpts from the session April
at the convention in Las Vegas. A much
more in-depth transcript appears at
www.rwonline.com.
The participants:
David Baden, chief technology officer of
Radio Free Asia;
Margaret Bryant, director of engineering
and technical operations for ABC Radio
Networks;
Al Kenyon, vice president of projects and
technology for Clear Channel Radio;
Tony Masiello, vice president of operations at XM Satellite Radio; and
Frank McCoy, vice president of engineering for American Media Services.

McLane: In 2001, how does one manage a
radio group's engineering functions? Let's
start with Clear Channel.
Kenyon: We have Jeff Littlejohn, who is the
vice president of engineering services, who
operates out of our radio corporate division
offices in Covington, Ky. — which is just
across the river from Cincinnati, but we've
been open all the time, instead of closing at
night like Cincinnati has recently.
(Laughter).
Under Jeff there are 15 regional engineers
who handle geocentric areas of the country.
Tom Cox has the largest station load, up
around 120 radio stations. The lowest station
count for aregional engineer is somewhere
in the forties.
We're somewhere between 1,200 and
1,300 domestic radio stations, which if you
check the back of Broadcasting magazine is
roughly 10 percent of the radio stations in
the country.
The regional engineers each work with
local management, the local general manager, the local chief engineer, the local director
of engineering, on purchases, on maintaining the equipment. This infrastructure is also
put to use alot during our capital process.
Like almost every organization, you take
capital requests (that) start out at the station
level. In Clear Channel, they go from the sta-

-Leading Edge Digital
Techjlology
•Indestry Leader in Special
Elevation Techniques

non level to the regional engineer, who goes
through and vets it He takes out silly things,
like the request for two pop-up tents for
remotes because they only last six months
and they want to depreciate that over afiveyear period_

He then discusses it with local engineers
and they put together apackage. It's submitted to Steve Davis for review. He accretes it
all and we figure out where we are and try to
combine it with the reality of where we have
to go. It goes back and forth between people
so that everyone is involved in the ultimate
selection process.
Some of it is pushed all the way back
down to the local engineer. "You've got a
choice: you've got this much money that
you can spend. What's the most important
project for your station?"
That's the only way we've been able to
come up with to manage that large number
of stations.

Kenyon: Did they try to capitalize the first
load of tequila?

•Complete Antenna Systems.
•Call for Our Catalog on CD 1
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Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA
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FAX (207) 647-8273
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McLane: Maggie, at ABC Radio Networks,
is e-mail amuch-used tool for engineering
communication? Is there aregular engineering discussion?
Bryant: Dallas is the headquarters for ABC
Radio Networks. The news stuff comes out
of New York; Paul Harvey of course is in

Al Kenyon, Frank McCoy, David Baden, Margaret Bryant,
Tony Masiello and Paul McLane, From Left

McCoy: The worst you ever got was a
request for two pop-ups? (Laughter) I've had
arequest for amargarita machine!
Maybe it was in the capital budget as a
target "If you're gonna cut something, this
will go'

e•Accurate
gaingle
a ern Studies

and sent in. Sensitivity becomes pretty
important.

Baden: At Radio Free Europe, almost two
technical departments developed. As computers became more prevalent, there was a
whole I-S department built up, and they
found themselves with the technical group
that was doing the transmitters and the
broadcasts, and the technical group that was
handling all the computers — two separate
networks, two separate computer requests
and capital budget logs.
But we've been fortunate at Radio Free
Asia that we control the I-Sfunction as well
as the broadcast function.
McCoy: One of the challenges is not having
the folks at the local market level think, "Oh,
gee whiz, it's those 'no' people again." It's
hard not to be a "no" person, but obviously
there's afinite pie that can be spent on various different things.
Ibelieve that every market-level operation
is filled with people who are genuinely committed to their work and really want to do a
great job and look at themselves and compare themselves to the competitor across the
street They see that those folks have ashiny
new vehicle and they make those assessments. Those are reduced to acapital budget

Chicago. We have afacility in LA.
It's very interesting to see how things
have changed. Ithink apart of it is the style
of the personalities involved. It used to be
that almost everything was e-mail, and
there's still alot, but more and more of it is
on the telephone.
It has to do with the new vice president
of engineering, Christine Ianuzzi. It is very
much for the better. There are more conference calls, which one may think is awaste
of time, but we have so many diverse locations that are working on so many different
projects.
We are more in tune to what all the various areas are doing now, more than ever.
Conference calling or just being on the
phone and talking with people, there is more
one-on-one rather than e-mails. Ilike the
change.
McLane: Tony, you've been on both ends of
the terrestrial/satellite, traditional/new-media
divides, what's your take on this?
Masiello: Prior to joining ,CM, Ispent 11
years in charge of the technical aspects of
the CBS radio division. In the late ' 80s, early ' 90s, we employed the same regional
technical management At the time, we only
had 26 O&Os, not the thousands that big
groups have now, so it was somewhat more
manageable.
But there is atotally different model at
work at XM for technical management.
Since all of our stations are located at one
very large facility, it takes on adifferent style
of technical management
We employ something that's used alot in
I-T-type, Internet-type, large telcom environments. We operate on the principle of SLAs,
or service-level agreements.
My department is responsible for the
operation and maintenance of the facility,
and we have different tiers. Tier 1is the
operators in the various control centers. We
have abroadcast operations center, anetwork operations center and I-T operations
center. Iam responsible for the I-T as well.
Those are the front-line operators in the
seats, working shifts around the clock.
If something breaks, there's Tier 2, the
maintenance folks who come out and fix it
Then there's Tier 3, the engineering people
See ROUNDTABLE, page 26
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Care and Feeding of aDehydrator
John Bisset
One of my biggest disappointments
watching broadcasting evolve is the lack
of mentoring programs for entry-level
engineers.
Al! too often, when someone wants to
get astart in broadcast engineering, they
are shoved into the deep end of the pool,
and either sink or swim. Opportunities to
learn engineering tricks of the trade at the
side of an experienced engineer are more
the exception rather than the rule these
days. That's why educational programs
are so important. "
Manufacturers play an important role
in providing education, too. Seminars,
training and publications are useful ways
to expand your knowledge base.
Andrew Corp. recently sent me acopy
of afree booklet that every FM engineer
ought to own, "The Biannual Care and
Feeding of Your Andrew Dehydrator."
This 10-page booklet is chock full of tips
regarding dehydrators.
A section on preventive maintenance
describes routine procedures that will
keep your dehydrator running.
For example, you replace the fuel and
air filters in your automobile periodically.
When was the last time you replaced the
intake filter on the dehydrator compressor? These are to be replaced every six
months, and more often if the dehydrator
runs in adusty or dirty environment.
The maintenance booklet has lots of
pictures, so you're not left wondering
what the text actually meant. A useful
process for checking for leaks in your
entire pressurization system is included.
The booklet wraps up the subject of
dehydrator maintenance by including two
pages of troubleshooting tips and
answers to common questions.
For example, do you know how to
identify the 1/8-inch NPT valve fitting?

There's achart to help, but the 1/8-inch
reference is the inside diameter of the fitting, not the outside.
Winter is just around the corner, and
your pressurization system had better be
working. Get your free copy of Bulletin
1557 by contacting the Andrew Customer
Support Center toll free: (800) 255-1479.
* * *
Take alook at Figure 1. How's this for
asplice kit?
When station personnel investigated to
find out why satellite signals were failing, they discovered this "home-brew"
splice. Not only had it leaked, but the
partially weatherproofed hose clamp was
an integral part of the splice.

most helpful. Thanks again to all the
engineers who contributed their ideas.
Laverne has had success in sinking 10foot ground rods by hand, wetting the
soil, pounding the rod into the ground,
working it from side to side, removing
the rod to pour more water in the hole
and repeating the process.
Usually he's able to step on the rod to
bury the last foot or two. Laverne even
taught the procedure to a tower crew,
who had previously used the sledgehammer method.
Don Jeerings, John Stortz' assistant at
the Moody facilities in Florida, writes
that the proper hardware is necessary
when making the ground wire connection
from the ground rod to the guy wire.
Instead of the more common "U" bolt,

this process, you will find that it takes
more strength to bend the wire, and the
wire will get warm. If you look closely,
you will find that the wire is not bending
where you started, but the wire bends
next to the point where you began the
bending.
The initial bend has "work hardened"
and become stiff and brittle. The softer
part next to the work-hardened portion of
wire is the section that is now flexing.
As the radial wire leading from the
guys to the ground rod flexes as the wind
blows, if the "U" bolt is used, this highly
concentrated stress will cause the ground
wire to work harden, crystallize and
eventually break.
The split bolt spreads the stress over a
larger area, reducing the hardening
action. It goes without saying that an
inspection of guy wire grounding should
include aclose inspection of the ground
wire itself.
* * *

Fig. 1: Bet you can't find this splice kit in aCablewave or Andrew catalog.
File this one under "Anything to save
money." Include in your calculation the
loss of programming and commercials
when the satellite signal ( and the listeners) went away.
* * *
Laverne Siemens is the director of
engineering with Golden West Media in
Canada. He writes that the information
provided on sinking ground rods was

use split bolts instead.
The argument against the "U" bolts?
The "U" bolt concentrates high stress
because the contact area is so small and
the pressure so high per unit area.
Ground wires running from the guys
could fail prematurely because of "work
hardening" when secured with "U" bolts.
What is work hardening? You can
duplicate work hardening by taking a
copper radial wire and bending it back
and forth several times. As you repeat

Bill Ruck responded to our picture of a
power cord tied neatly to the wall in the
Aug. 1Workbench.
Although it looks pretty, Bill cautions
that it's not a good idea. As his father
used to say, " Yes you can, but no you
may not!"
Securing aportable cable to the wall is
a direct violation of the National
Electrical Code. After acouple of times
fighting over this with electrical inspectors ( Bill lost each round), he has learned
the difference between an "appliance"
and a "fixture," and wants to enlighten
Workbench readers.
An appliance is something that plugs
into an outlet. Bill has seen some transmitters fed with electrical range plugs
that were considered appliances.
As long as the power cord is free, you
can mount the device ( for instance, into
arack). However, you cannot secure the
power cord to anything except with
See WORKBENCH, page 24

Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate
off- air measurements

•Off- air operation with 8 station presets

•Easy- to- read, peak- hold modulation
display
•Alarm and RS- 232 data outputs

•High- resolution displays for deviation,
audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath
•Accurate and affordable

•Companion active antenna option
aat
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Workbench
Continued from page 23

gravity. Thus, power cords neatly bundled and secured to atie bar with cable
ties are not allowed for appliances.
Power cords run in " D" rings or
Panduct probably are O.K. because the
mounting is not permanent.
Multiple outlet strips can be consid-

plugged in.
Don't let that inspector inside your
portable remote racks! Figure 2 shows a
wall wart that is definitely not secured by
gravity.
Now before you dismiss Bill's caution,
be aware that an electrical inspector can
shut you down if NEC violations are
spotted. Try explaining that to your GM.
Furthermore, should there be a fire,
and the insurance inspector finds NEC

* * *

sidechain processor and looped back to
the studio air monitor through the normally closed contacts of the Smart
Looking for obsolete semiconductors?
Silence Monitor relays. This allows the
Dave Hershberger, principal engineer
talent to hear a "pseudo air monitor."
with ADC Broadcast Systems Division,
A tuner (through adistribution amplioffered agood tip on the radio-tech page
fier) feeds the silence sensor input and
at broadcast.net recently.
the normally open contacts of the SSM
Try Rochester Electronics in
relays. When an off-air condition occurs,
Massachusetts at ( 978) 462-9332, or
the SSM relays will switch to feed direct
online at www.rocelec.com.
tuner audio to the studio monitor, alerting
the talent of the condition in seconds.
* * *
Bob has wired asecond output of the
SSM to drive an audible alert in the engiBob Hoffman is market chief for
neering shop.
Bonneville International's WIL(FM),
WSSM(FM) and WRTH(AM) in St.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
Louis. Bob offers this tip to anyone who
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manplans to install new audio processing
ager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
gear, or even adelay system, which could
323-8011.
create abothersome delay for studio talent monitoring the direct air signal.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertiBob recently implemented a simple
solution, using the Broadcast Tools Smart fication credit. Fax your submission to
Silence Monitor.
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
The air console audio is fed to a jbisset@harris.com.

•

Fig. 2: Power cords bundled and secured
to atie bar are not allowed for 'appliances.'
ered an "appliance" if they are only supported by gravity, such as sitting on the
floor. However, if the strip is mounted in
any way (screws, hook-and- loop fasteners, double-stick tape), it becomes a "fixture" that must be connected in apermanent fashion as specified in the NEC.
Following this rationale, a rackmounted power strip is not an appliance
but a fixture, and therefore cannot be

violations, you suddenly may find yourself without insurance coverage.
Your best advice: follow the NEC at
all times, even though it can be ahassle
and cost additional money. National
Electrical Code and NEC are registered
trademarks of the National Fire
Protection Association Inc. Radio World
encourages readers to obtain a full copy
of the code as areference.

Old Marti Facility for Sale
The Marti equipment brand is alive and well. Nevertheless, technology nostalgia buffs might be excused for feeling that a bit of history has passed in
Cleburne, Texas.
The manufacturing facility of Marti Electronics appeared recently in the
Industrial Properties listing of a local newspaper, areminder that the company's
tie ,.to the town are in the pat
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES

MART! ELECTRONICS - CLEBURNE, TX

Born free.
20,400 SF Pre-engineered Metal Building
Approx. 5,500 SF Office Area w/10' Ceiling
2,400 SF Open Reception/Display Area
1,700 SF Engineering Area
1,000 SF Admin./Exec. Area
RemoteMix
Phone Line Jack

Wireless Phone
Headset Jack

Daptor One
Audio Interface

JK Audie

5Rest Rooms
7WC's
2UR's
LAV's
Small Custodial Area w/S. Sink
Large Break/Lunch Room w/Cabinet and Sink
Approx. 14,500 SF Manufacturing/Warehouse Area with open ceiling
16' to 20' height
400 W Pendant Metal Halide Lighting - positional on track
Overhead electrical receptacles - positional on track
1600 Amp Electrical Service
45 Tons Zoned Electric Heating and Air Conditioning System
Fire Sprinkler System and Alarm
Two Loading Docks
Concrete Paving and Drives - 50 Cars

Remote broadcasts over acell phone? No problem. This little
black box converts the 2.5 mm headset jack on your cell phone
to a modular RJ-11 jack, which connects directly to any
JK Audio RemoteMix series mixer. Use your wireless phone to
dial or answer the call-- use the microphone and headphones
plugged into your RemoteMix during the call. Its never been
so easy to be sc free.

JK Audio
REMOTE

BROADCAST

GEAR

Toll Free ( USA & Canada): 800-552-8346 • NAB Booth R1833
Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • www.jkaudio.com

"We closed the Marti facility several months ago and moved all manufacturing
and service to our Quincy facility," said President Jim Godfrey, referring to the
Illinois home of Marti's parent company, Broadcast Electronics.
"All products are shipping from that location. Imoved our sales and purchasing
office to Fort Worth. Our old phone numbers still work and we are ' business as
usual. —
The 20,400-square-foot building in Cleburne had been home to Marti for about
five years. But the company's ties to Cleburne go much farther back.
Marti, which manufactures remote pickup and radio telco equipment, was
founded in 1960 by George Marti, six-time mayor of Cleburne. The company was
sold to BE in 1996. The company had been renting the facility from George Marti
in recent years.

Rhapsody
in Blue.
Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital it Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.
This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.

11111111

Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818-840-6749

sasaudio.com
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who have to solve aproblem. It's beyond the
maintenance people, it's asystem design
problem requiring extra expertise.
McLane: Particularly in smaller operations,
it seems the engineer is still the jack-of-alltrades, who is expected to know how to fix
the toilet and the laptop.
Baden: But is that abad thing, to be in
charge of anything?
I've been in organizations where they'll
start up awhole I-Sdepartment. They'll pay
these guys who (are) nothing but Microsoftcertified, and they make twice the money as
the guy who built the console. It's because
they're in the new field and thanks to this
new I-T thing, they have more earning power. That creates alot of problems, to have a
whole separate support division.
Masiello: We took great pains (at XM) to
make sure with the different service levels
that the personnel, who may have different
titles, are all within the same salary ranges.
They may call them different things.
"Principle Software Engineer I" is akin to
someone on amanager level. Broadcast ops
or maintenance may have the same pay
scales for that very reason.
Within an organization, those providing
the services on the same level are at the
same pay scale.
Baden: We use afaceless automated help
desk system (at Radio Free Asia) where we

don't even take calls from users; they have to
send an e-mail.

are responsible for audio delivery? Even if it
is AFS?

McCoy: So Tony, someone who writes code
gets paid the same money as the guy who
works on abench?

Masiello: No, because at our facility when
you start talking about digital in general,
there's aconvergence. There are hundreds of
Compaq workstations that are the actual
playback devices.

Masiello: If the guy is what we call an analyst, not writing the code but fixing it, yes.
McCoy: So software maintenance and hardware maintenance get paid the same. Wow.

Bryant: But are they also the ones who are
taking care of the laptops that are not used
for on-air?

Haden: How do you justify that? Aren't you
either overpaying one engineer or underpaying another?

Masiello: They certainly could, but they
don't. There are people in the I-T department that take care of corporate I-T.

Masiello: Idon't think either one applies.
Nowadays, when you want to get abroadcast maintenance tech, you don't want
someone who knows how to fix an Ampex
350, because we don't have any.

Bryant: That's kind of the way that we
have. We have an I-T department that takes
care of the desktops and all that. And the
engineering department is responsible for
anything on-air.

McCoy: What if you do know how, but you
can do other stuff, too?

Masiello: Anything that's broadcast related.
Absolutely.

Masiello: The levels of the two between
the software person and the broadcast
maintenance person are converging
because more knowledge is necessary
that's closer to the software than to the
broadcast side. The software guy cannot fix
the cart machine if it breaks; and even
though we have an all-digital facility, there
are some cart machines for the odd cart that
shows up.

McCoy: Could this eventually result in a
turf dispute over the LAN?

McCoy: You still have two disparate
groups, don't you? Basically software/information technologies and then the folks who
bil1C.COM
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You definitely do
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Clear Channel's Al Kenyon
more than play with ones and zeros and do
board-level replacements on things.
We've brought them in to broadcast engineering because they get to play with RF
systems and big pieces of copper that they
don't really relate to. People who find that
part of the I-T discipline confining are the
broadcast engineers of the future.

not want to keep

training from your people. Research has
shown that people will develop more job
loyalty and more job satisfaction when
they have more training opportunities.

— Al Kenyon

.

On- Air Anywhere

efflar
Remote
Starts,
Muting,
Tally

Masiello: Yes it does, but we set those priorities out early.

McLane: Do your organizations have apolicy of helping to pay for employee tuition?

Baden: That's why it's better to seize control over the whole thing. You really don't
want to be fighting over your LAN.

Masiello: Yes. We send our technicians for
training on specific devices and systems. If
that requires knowledge of NT or Windows
2000 or Cisco routers and switchers, they are
sent for that training.

Bryant: There's another solution. All of our
LANs from engineering are separate intentionally from everything that's I-T.
Masiello: Totally separate LANs on the
broadcast floor. Broadcast is on the second
floor of our building and we have 14 LANs
dedicated to doing specific things that relate
to air, totally apart from corporate I-T.
McCoy: That just eventually moves the dispute to the router. (Chuckle)

5Stereo Channels
10 Stereo Inputs
2Stereo Buses
1Mono Bus

Made in USA

1.610.644.1123 • fax: 610.644.8651 • www.blue5c.com

McLane: Now chief engineers have to be IT-trained; but once we get them that training
and we get them their degrees, they can double their money by working for some nonradio entity. Another problem is getting
entry-level people interested in developing
these special radio skills.
So how do we train people, keep them
and compensate them well?
Kenyon: You definitely do not want to keep
training from your people. Research has
shown that people will develop more job
loyalty and more job satisfaction when they
have more training opportunities.
It's a better reward than dollars. It
increases their flexibility. ... Yes, you may
lose some of them to the I-T industry, but
broadcast engineering offers things that I-T
doesn't. And franldy, we've gone after some
of the brighter I-T people who want to do

Kenyon: (
In Clear Channel) we have an I-T
department. It's often said in technical circles that "things" happen and you can't spell
that particular thing without "i
t."
We also communicate by e-mail. We have
an e-mail list server. For some strange reason, just about all the engineers subscribe to
the I-T listserver and all the I-T guys subscribe to the broadcast engineer listserver.
Frankly, in smaller markets, the engineer
is the I-Tperson. A number of our regional IT people are former broadcast engineers
because they understand the aspect of the
business that it has to be "up" 24 hours aday.
Masiello: There is, in abig organization,
and even in asmall one, this rivalry between
the factions that have computer knowledge,
I-Tand broadcast-related.
But the real big difference is that most I-T
departments are in support of the corporation and the business process. (But) I-T as
it's used in broadcast is the business. We are
carrying the signals. They are generating the
audio and even the video. So there's abig
difference. Everything broadcast does is
"mission-critical." Most corporate is not. ...
That means that when you design afacility that uses alot of computer infrastructure,
it must be redundant. Because no matter
what any salesman tells you, it's not reliable.
See ROUNDTABLE, page 28
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break. So you protect yourself by
having multiple versions of same and asystem for switching it in.
It will

Question from the audience: It's all right
you all to understand the difference
between abroadcast system and an I-T system and what you need for broadcast. How
do you express this to upper management
when they're drawing up the budget, making priorities, when everybody's saying
"World Wide Web is so important," but it
might have an audience of 10 people while
your broadcast system has an audience of
10 million?
Masiello: A strategy we've used is to present the purchase and the equipment in the
light that it serves both masters; that you've
purchased this equipment to upgrade the
broadcast side and as afeature, this playout system knows how to do Web authoring, or it can put what's on the air into templates for Webs, etc.
Leverage the two. Most management
sees the two differently, but actually it's the
same because the content's coming off the
same engine, the same creation, what's
going to air, modified sometimes for
Internet. One way to leverage that is to
show that the same can be used for both
sides.
McLane: Al, can you approximate how
many facilities projects you have going on
in Clear Channel now?
Kenyon: We've got about eight active
builds going on at the moment, but the
total list of projects either closing this year
or in start-up phase this year is about 36.
Those are projects that are large enough to
require the attention of an architect and
contracting.
One of the biggest things we're running
into now is finding an architectural firm
that has a strong enough MEP —
Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing — side,
within the organization. ... It's important to
have an architect that not only understands
studios and inter-relationships in these larger complexes, but also has an MEP division
to make sure all this other stuff works.
(At this point in the session, Masiello
shows a short video about the new facility
at XM Satellite Radio in Washington.)
Masiello: What made our facility come
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together, and it is the largest in the United
States, is planning. You can't design something like that without it.
We spent over half the time it took to put
it together doing the planning. We used a
software package called VidCAD to design
the facility, lay out all the cabling, lay out
all the racks, and since it interfaces with
AutoCAD, which is what most architects
use, the physical space was related to the
technical space.
The ability to populate equipment racks
on the screen in two different locations,
push abutton and it figures out all the cable
lengths and all of that, was most useful in
bringing the facility together.
McCoy: The narration (on the XM video)
said 22 Terabytes and you said 27.
Masiello: They didn't count the index.
Baden: But Iguarantee you'll be here in a
year saying 22 Terabytes isn't enough.
Masiello: It's already not enough, and
(we're) out of space. That's why we have
the off-line storage, because program people want to save things.
The critical part was the planning and a
decision early on to do the wiring in avery
specific way, in that all the real-time or live
audio would travel on fiber optics and any
of the file transfers, compressed audio or
audio shuttled between devices would be
done on CAT-5cable.
The only traditional audio wiring that
you'll find is from the microphone to the
input of the console, where it's converted to
digital.
Question from the audience member:
The (XM) facility looks very nice. In the
old days broadcast facilities would last for
years and years. With the new I-T paradigm, there rapidly has to be change.
How soon do you think your facility will
be obsolete and is your management prepared to refurbish it at that point?
Masiello: The basic infrastructure won't
get obsolete unless there is acomplete
change in the methodologies. What really
changes is speed of processes, amount of
storage, etc., and that you follow along.
All the drives in our workstations in the
TOC for playout are removable. We can
expand to larger sizes as the vendor does.
They're all Compaq computers. The big
storage system is an IBM storage area network. There are over 600 36-gig drives.
They'll be coming out shortly with 72-gig
and I'm sure it will go from there.

trolling digitally outputted things.
The Klotz platform provided for us a
way to keep it digital, but all of the control,
everything was centralized.
Its work surface is aconsole. A panel
that's set up to be an intercom, is an intercom. How many mix-minuses do you need
out of this studio? One, two, 20? It makes
no never-mind. Change the configuration.
All of it is inter-connected by fiber. It
sends all the AES block around as well, so
everything is locked in time. It's also arouting switcher. The facility is about 2,500 by
2,500 square, but it's a virtual router.
Wherever there's aframe, it's part of the
routing system. It can route RS-232 as well
for some of my program-associated data.
The other benefit is from amaintenance
standpoint. Icould have atechnician in the
broadcast operations center looking on a
computer that looks at all of Klotz frames.
If there's afailure, it will point me to Rack
McLane: Other topics?
6, Frame 12, Card 2.
But more importantly, if the disk jockey
Kenyon: Digital audio consoles. I'm firmly
in the camp that Tony jumped into, that a in the studio hoses the setup big-time and
gets all confused, Ican reset the console.
digital audio console needs to be more than
Or say I'm expecting afeed from our New
just aspecific little box you stick in aroom.
York studio, atwo-way interview, and the
All you're doing there is putting in adigjock doesn't know how to figure it out.
ital system that's adrop-in for an analog
While he's still on the air talking, Ijust go a
console that can, in many cases, meet the
computer with afew clicks, and Ican actusame audio specs. The power of the digital
ally, right under his fingers, if you will,
console is interfacing with arouting system
change the routing and put that feed from
and being able to control all these audio
sources back and forth through the use of a New York, set up the IFB, do all of that
seamlessly.
wholly integrated system.
So it's not just the audio, but the other
There's an interesting product being
control.
introduced by Telos. It's aSuper Surface.
And there are situations that come up at
They're making acontrol surface which
astation that you need to attack and it's
they hope will drive a Klotz Vadis frame
good to have aplatform where you don't
or will output control information that
need to run around with punch down tools,
could interface with the switcher of your
relay boxes and the like to solve aproblem.
choice, should the manufacturers want to
But ( this is) what vendors should be
go that way.
looking at, and the user should be insisting
Irecommended that they contact someupon. Don't just sell me adigital console. It
one like AudioPoint, that's aDSP-based
needs to talk to things. It needs to be able to
routing switch. Iwas looking at consoles
address other problems within the facility.
and Iwanted to find somebody that would
You really do need adigital engine as a
interface with aDSP router. The only one
backbone.
that was available was Klotz and it's working very well for us in Denver. It's avery
Baden: And please, when vendors put
good proof of concept.
these things together, let's use some
Masiello: We made aconscious decision to
standards.
go with Klotz. ... The reason for our deciThe panelists also discussed the impact
sion was that having tried to do this before
at CBS and CBS Radio Network, we had a of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
on engineering at digital facilities; the likdigital router, then an intercom that you
liehood of success for satellite radio; how
needed, an IFB system, to generate mixto cope with post-SEDAT network satellite
minuses. Nothing talked to anything.
technology; and the spreading use of
And you had these little digital boxes,
CAT-5cable.
and we ran out and bought little outside
The full session transcript is available at
relay boxes. Ican tell you that at CBS we
www.rwonline.com.
had more Henry relay boxes that were conSo the expansion within the existing
model is there; it's scalable.
You need to have something on the horizon. We decided we're going to see light
storage and something that's ahologram on
alittle cube. We're talking about something
that could be way out, and that could be 10
years. If that changes, the whole paradigm
is shifted. Then Ithink we have aproblem.
We took pains to make it very broadcasttraditional. The Klotz work surfaces look
like ordinary consoles, and they didn't have
to. All they are are just control surfaces.
There's an RI-45 plugged in. There's no
audio. It goes into acomputer, which talks
to the frame.
So if the presentation needs to change,
change the work surface. What's behind it
is still going to be there. We're still doing
AES audio.
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MANAGEMENT CORNER

Format Options to Boost Share Not Too Late for
switch to aHispanic radio format would be asignificant upfront investment in personnel, music
Memo to Select Station Group Heath -libraries, syndication and news, unless on- air serCongratulations! Now that you secured that fourth
vices can be automated substantially.
or fifth station in a geographically desired market,
However, the payoff in added revenues over the
the time has come to turn around the sagging forlong term — anywhere from three to five years —
tunes of the one money- losing station there.
should offset costs while increasing stock value.
The reason? This kind of
vertical integration, in
'Hispanics' median age is the lowest in the nation
which you add a variety
of formats to attract a
range of demographic
groups, will go a long
38.8
36.6
way to attract new dollars
from major ad agencies
and advertisers alike.
Vincent M. Ditingo

Exploding growth
Still sounds like a farfetched move? Some recent
research makes a compelling case for Hispanic
radio in 2001.
According to 2000 cenNon-Hisp.
Hispanic
Non- Hisp
Non- Hisp
‘j sus data and a recent
Black
Asian
White
è
.Hispanic radio report by
n Caballero,
Hispanics
With more stations in your local cluster portfolio,
account for 13 percent of the total United States
you can now leverage easily the right investment in
population, which places our country as the fifth a new format direction against the revenue streams
largest for Spanish speakers in the world.
of your more successful cluster stations.
In just 10 years, the U.S. Hispanic population
The result will be to create new business dollars.
jumped nearly 60 percent from 22.4 million to 35.3
million.
Two hot formats
During roughly the same time span, U.S.
Depending upon market needs, your programming
Hispanics registered the second-largest increase in
alternative could well lie with one of two format
buying power among all population groups ( see
approaches: Hispanic radio or the new ' 80s format
chart page 32).
model.
Today, U.S. Hispanics have the lowest median
Spanish language radio, although geographically
age, 26.6 years, of all population groups, which
specific, appears to be one of the fastest growing
allows a longer consumer lifespan. Additionally, 91
format categories in the United States, according to
percent of all U.S. Hispanics speak Spanish all or
Betina Lewin, marketing and research manager,
most of the time. And by 2005, Hispanics will
Caballero Spanish Media, adivision of Interep.
become the largest ethnic group in the country.
For general market group operators who want to
The Caballero study shows that the number of
shake things up completely, there's no denying that a
See FORMATS, page 32

Reliability.
SMARTS Systems are built around the
idea that air time is extremely precious.
No radio broadcaster wants to hear dead

Holiday Promos
Ken R.

No need to ask for whom the jingle bells toll —
they toll for thee if you can gear up quickly for
some last-minute holiday promotions.

This summer, Radio World Piorno Power whi/
Mark Lapidus provided a numbcr of ideas which
called for ahealthy lead time ( RW, July 4). There
is still enough time to create some great quickie
promotions as the fourth quarter looms.
Ormond Beach, Fla.,- based Broadcast Team is
a direct marketing firm that combines station
databases with new mail and phone technology.
Kurt Steier, vice president of marketing, had a
suggestion for apersonalized Jan. 1promotion.
"We have a service named ' RealCall' which is
an automated way to phone every listener in your
database and wish him/her a happy new year."
said Steier. " It can be done for as little as 25 cents
per completed call with asmall setup charge."
Steier said the morning team could record a
message or even a silly song and let RealCal I
deliver it. Another twist would be to have one of
the station personalities tell your audience to listen
at aparticular time to hear their name on the air.
Another alternative: Have a visiting celebrity
record a message wishing your listeners a happy
holiday. Or allow your listeners to go to your Web
See HOLIDAY, page 42

Broadcast Intelligence.
Digital radio that makes sense.

air. As broadcasters, we understand the
importance of a consistent audio signal.
We design every SMARTS System with dependable,
professional, audio-focused hardware and software.
Smartcasters use stable operating systems and trustworthy
components that prove time and again their reliability. Rock solid
dependability you can rely on year after year.

When your digital audio system
has you down, call SMARTS!

www.smartsbroadcast.com
800-74 SMART
(800-747-6278)

info@smartsbroadcast.com
2508 West Main Street, PO Box 284
Emmetsburg, Iowa USA 50536
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Formats
Continued from page 31

Spanish- language stations in the
United States has soared almost 700
percent during the past 20 years, from
67 in 1980 to 534 in 2000.
Such an explosive growth rate can
be attributed to both a tremendous
influx of Hispanics into the United
States as well as the fact that they
remain very loyal listeners.
Further
examination
of the
Caballero Spanish Media analysis may
convince remaining skeptics of the
viability of Spanish- language programming and of the potential advertiser interest.
For instance, based upon a 2000
Roslow Research Group study, the
Caballero report showed that, among
Hispanic consumers, commercials in
Spanish are 61 percent more effective
at increasing awareness than in
English, are 57 percent more likely to
be recalled than those in English and
are 4.5 times more persuasive than
those in English.
As noted above, one of the principle
drawbacks to Hispanic radio is that the

United States. However, other companies may consider undertaking such a
format endeavor.
Group operators who run Hispanic
radio stations must exhibit a "culturally sensitive marketing and programming strategy," according to the
Caballero report.
Several types of Spanish- language
radio programming exist that reflect
the inherent differences among
Hispanics.
They include regional Mexican,
popular in California, Texas, New
Mexico and Illinois; Spanish romantica, an international mass- appeal format that covers a number of markets;
tejano, mainly in Texas markets;
Spanish news/talk; and Spanish rock
for young urban Hispanics.
"Hispanic radio is not about language. It's about cultural ties," the
Caballero study concludes.
Demographic power
Need a solution for a poorly performing FM station in acluster of stations that already program some combination of adult contemporary, album
or alternative rock or country music?
The relatively new ' 80s format may
hold the key.

Sou We: Interep
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Source:Selig Center for Econon -oc Growth, The UnIver,7ity of Georgla 2001 - IluyIng Power)

U.S. Hispanics had the second-largest increase in buying power in the past decade.
format is geographic- specific, with
some 85 percent of all U.S. Hispanics
concentrated in 10 states: California,
Texas, New York, Florida, Illinois,
Arizona, New Jersey, New Mexico,
Colorado and Massachusetts.
Influx
But there are several markets in other states witnessing an influx of
Hispanics in recent years such as Las
Vegas, according to the 2000 U.S.
Census data.
Currently Hispanic media companies own about 80 percent of all
Spanish- language radio stations in the

A switch to the '
80s format should
not be viewed as aquick fix, however.
The strategy here is one of horizontal
integration — that is, maintain your
current audience while building an
even larger stronghold on the highly
coveted 25-34 demographic in the
market.
Do this through complementary, if
not competing, formats that attract a
large segment of those listeners. The
challenge for operators is to leverage
the new ' 80s format listeners with
those of the group's existing stations
for advertisers.
As a narrowly defined programming

model, the ' 80s format offers a twist to
pop music that should have its own
appeal to the broad 25- 44- year- old
demographic. Indeed, it offers some of
the more popular and prolific pop music
artists of the last 50 years, including U2,
John Cougar Mellencamp, Madonna,
Prince, R.E.M. and Pat Benatar.
According to areport from Arbitron
on the ' 80s format, nearly half of its
audience falls in the 25-34 age group,
with all format listeners split virtually
in half among women (48 percent) and
men ( 52 percent).

According to the Arbitron report,
'80s stations attract a smaller number
of listeners than other formats, but
their listeners stay tuned for a longer
period per occasion.
The format gradually will develop
its own following as more listeners
sample the product.
Vincent M. Ditingo is an assistant
professor of communication arts and
coordinator of the radio program at
the New York Institute of Technology.
Contact him via e-mail to vditingo
aol.com.

•

Radio Wayne
Inspires Generosity
The Roaring Fork Conservancy, anonprofit organization that seeks to protect and preserve the rivers and streams of the Roaring Fork Valley in western
Colorado, recently received a matching gift that almost doubled a donation
raised by the Radio Wayne Silent Auction last year.
The auction was created in memory of the Radio Advertising Bureau's
long-time Executive Vice President Wayne Cornils. It is held each year at the
RAB conference. The proceeds benefit organizations that "Radio" Wayne
supported: the Roaring Fork Conservancy and the Broadcasters' Foundation
Endowment Fund.

It was a happy day for all when RAB's Wendy Green, left, handed
over the proceeds from the Radio Wayne Silent Auction 2000
to the Roaring Fork Conservancy's Jeanne Beaudry.
Cornils enjoyed fishing and relaxing in the Roaring Fork Valley, according to Jeanne Beaudry, executive director of the Roaring Fork Conservancy,
so it was natural that his friends would support the Conservancy.
"An individual donor contacted us with a challenge: If we could raise
$20,000 this year, this person would match that amount with a $ 20,000 gift to
the Conservancy."
The $ 17,732 from the first Radio Wayne Silent Auction, plus individual
contributions that have come in, enabled the group to meet the challenge.
RAB's President and CEO Gary Fries said he was delighted to learn that
the value of the auction's gift to the Conservancy virtually doubled.
"This is just one more example of how Wayne's influence continues to
spread like aripple on the water. His spirit certainly remains with us," Fries said.
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Pete Booker of Delmarva Broadcasting in
VVilmington, Del., took part in the
Personal People Meter panel.
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Barry Thomas, right, works the
StratosAudio exhibit.
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STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
4300 Hits
on Hard Drive!
AC. CHA, Gold. Country AOR
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Music

U.S.: 1-800-387-3030
905-886-5000
www.mixmusiclibrary.com
A

DIsision of Sound Ideas

if you send your
IDE or SCSI hard drive.
Complete information at:

www.h-b-s.com
Or call 800-759-4561
For Radio Broadcast only!

BALSYS 1
T ECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC'
•

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SERVICES

Analysis - Installation - Support
7141 Tallow -ree Lane
Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

•COM.
Professionally done Commercials $ 25.00
Liners, Voice Tracking, and more

The Lowest Prices On Earth!
Choose from 20 Voices

www.internetjock.com
Toll Free (877) 646-4163

RIAA President Hilary Rosen's olive branch to
broadcasters over online fees was met with caution.
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ABC Gives Mark Halperin
Double Time
"Here's the Point with Mark
Halperin" is now aone- hour show.
Halperin, ABC News political director since 1997, hosts big names in politics and entertainment in the weekly
radio show.
Formerly a30- minute show, the new
expanded time slot will allow more in-

RAB's Academy
Hits the Road
The Radio Advertising Bureau
will make its Radio Marketing
Professional Interactive Sales
Course available in markets outside its home base in Dallas.
According to the RAB, the
three-day extension course is an
intense, interactive program to
help radio companies train their
yalespeople.

depth interviews and feature stories,
according to Chris Berry, vice president of radio for ABC News.
Early guests to join Halperin on the
longer format show included Jason
Alexander and Sens. John Edwards,
John Kerry and Joe Lieberman.
Halperin is a native of Bethesda,
Md., and received his college degree
from Harvard University in 1987.
He started at ABC News as a desk
assistant shortly after graduation and
has moved up through the news division's ranks.
— Laura Dely

Halperin joins Naomi Judd at the ABC Radio Studios in New York.
Judd was recently a guest on 'Here's the Point with Mark Halperin.'

The Net Effect
onnections to make, places to.go: for your sports, music, news, crop reports, any kind
of networking you want--through your network to the nation. NPR Satellite Services
gives you the down to earth experience and years of engineering savvy to send out
your message while keeping your original quality and content in.
We work with you providing the tools and 24/7 operational support at any time,
anywhere in the universe. We can use your existing gear or we can build your
network from scratch. And our space segment, C-band, and Ku-band receiver

"The current economic climate
demands that our industry maintain a highly professional, exceptionally knowledgeable sales
force to remain competitive and
increase revenue," stated RAB
president and CEO, Gary Fries.
Following a stop in Brazil last
year, the RAB found that it could
teach the Academy's courses
away from its Dallas headquarters. Kippie Romero is RAB's
vice president of educational services and director of the Training
Academy.
"As more radio companies
asked if we could come to them,
it seemed like a natural progression for the Academy," Romero
said.
The Academy's tour stopped in
Columbus, Ohio, at the end of
August, where the course was
offered in association with the
Ohio Broadcasters Association.
The next stop will be Hershey,
Pa, where the three-day extension
school will be presented in cooperation with the Pennsylvania
Broadcasters Association.
A minimum of 15 registered
students is required for the
Academy to travel to a specific
market. Stations or groups interested in learning more about the
Academy, either in Dallas or in
their market, should call Kippie
Romero in Dallas at ( 800) 2323131.
— Laura Dely
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Sony CDR-W33
The exciting CDR-W33 is the first CDR-W Recorder from Sony for professional music applications. It features high quality, 24- bit AD/DA converters, OSP functions available on the analog inputs and CD-TEXT support. It's an excellent
choice for your project studio or radio production facility. Features: Super Bit Mapping® recording ( records 24- bit quality
into 16- bit format); selectable DSP functions available on the analog inputs including: 3- band mid- parametric EQ and
limiter; high-quality 24- bit AD/DA converters and a32 KHz-48 kHz sampling rate converter; Control- Sfor supplied remote
and PS/2 (for PC keyboard) allowing basic control and text entry; CD-TEXT support Disc/Track name can be displayed and
entered with alphanumeric characters; 2X Finalize; fluorescent display; supplied wireless/wired remote control unit;
digital and analog record level control; coaxial digital, optical digital and unbalanced analog phono jack out.

CDRW33 Mfr. List $ 715.00 ONLY $ 499.00

INCREDI
on

JBL CONTROL 5

5Pa

These speakers not only sound great, they combine rugged
construction with avariety of mounting options for maximum
flexibility. Control 5features a6-1/2" woofer and polycarbonate dome
tweeter in alarger cabinet for extended bass response. Priced as pair.

CONTROL5 Mfr. List $ 560.00 ONLY $ 399.00

L

5for $
89"

Digigram VXPOCKETV2
The VXpocket Type II PC Card allows you to do audio production and

BE

analysis on your laptop computer. It offers professional audio quality plus
compatibility with the most popular applications under both Windows 95/98/

You

KOSS

NT and Mac OS. Features: 24- bit converters; two balanced analog mono
inputs at microphone or line level, and two balanced analog outputs; S/PDIF
input and output allowing direct digital transfer; abreak-out cable with XLR

these

Great IDw cost headphones for stir:hoot remotes.

connectors for the analog inputs and outputs and RCA phono (CINCH)

for ea

Lightweight, with afull- enclosure desigr! Haro wired

connectors for the digital I/O; 16- bit performance with Microsoft WAVE

X

I/4" co-elector.

protocol and MacOS Sound Manager.

VXPOCKETV2 Mfr. List $ 769.00 CALL FOR PRICE

TD6OPKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 89.00

à.
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Marantz PMD320

$49"

The Marantz PMD320 CD player is designed to provide acost-effective, commercial grade CD source
for audio professionals. Features: +/- 10% pitch control; fader start; digital output; 10- key direct track
access and front panel headphone jacks; +4dBu balanced XLR outs and cuetomusic mode.

PMD320 Mfr. List $ 329.00 SALE $ 249.00

PROCO
Quality. low-lost 25 mic cables at agreat price.
Complete your new mic package with this 5pack!

M25PKG (
pack of 5)

Audio Technica
AT4041

frIff

ONLY $ 49.00

The AT4041 is recommended for professional recording and critical
applications in broadcast and live- sound. It's ideal as an instrument mic.
Features: smooth, extended frequency response; high output and very

eat.,
se}

high SPI capability; transformerless design for low selfnoise; switchable
hi- pass filter and rugged turned- brass microphone housing.

AT4041 Mfr. List $ 395.00 SALE $ 279.00

ElectroVoice RE20
This dynamic cardioid studio mic is an industry staple and extremely durable. Its patented,Variable-D"
design eliminates bass- boosting proximity effect when close micing and its bass roll- off switch helps to
shape low- end response. Frequency response is 45 to 18,000 Hz. Includes stand clamp.

RE20 Mfr. List $ 798.00 SALE $ 369.00

ORDER () NU
www..bsw
See Our '
Web

HURRY, Sale Ends 10/31/01

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

EXCLUSIVELY AT BSW!
LIVORLDWID

LE
ks!
5for

WITH PURCHASE OF AUDIOARTS R-5

E

Special Offer!

—
Get the Audioarts SDA13400
with purchase of an R-5
(a $ 524.00 value)

Deals

$99"

RINGER
pleasantly surprised at the first rate sound from
well bult, very inexpensive mic:!! Includes ahard case
-nd

an oq/off switch. An incr?..dib.e deal!

00SPICG ( pack of 5)
" $ 99.00

s A L.

5for

$24"

INDTECH
VYindtech windscreens are ugh quality, cost
Cive, and come in avariety of colors! This 5
kis perfectly suited for the .5 park of Behringer
2005 mks above!

W5912PKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 24.00

EANYTIME

sa.com
ly Specials

Get aGreat Deal on this
Rock- Solid Audioarts On-Air Console
The R-5 is aquality Audioarts console in acost-effective, fixed- position configuration.
It's the comprehensive switchboard your station needs with all the extras you'd expect
from acompany like Audioarts. Features: 13 channels ( 2mic, 10 stereo line, 1telephone);
4 high-quality mic preamps; 2inputs per channel; illuminated switches throughout;
Simple Phone® telephone channel and mix- minus out, Sifam stereo VU meters for
Program and Audition; channel on/off switches with full machine control logic and
programmable monitor muting; remote control of channel on/off; six-source stereo me
selector; studio control with talkback; 5- source control room monitor selector ( PGM, AUD,
TEL, EXT1, EXT2); built-in digital timer with start/stop, reset and hold controls; tape
machine remote control section; built-in cue speaker and amp; slim profile surface mount
chassis. Order today! Dimensions: 31.4"W x21.5"D x8"H.
Now, through December 31st, 2001, receive aFREE Audioarts SDA8400 distribution
amp with your R-5 purchase. Exclusively at BSW!
R-5

mfr. List

$ 5,095.00

ONLY

4,395.30

SDA-8400

The Audioarts SDA-8400 is a1x8 channel stereo, rack mount distribution amplifiet.
Features: LED status lights for all input and output channels; extremely flat frequen:y
response; separate 3-conductor connectors for each input and output.
A $ 524.00 va ue with R-5 purchase.
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Emmis Joins Net and Radio Sales
Steve Sullivan
Many radio groups are developing
the confidence and resources that
allow them to say, " Hey, we can do
our Web sites ourselves — we don't
need third-party vendors."
Among the most active of the
groups that have recently announced
that they have launched or soon will
roll out their own aggressive homegrown Internet strategies is Emmis
Communications.
Emmis Chairman Jeff Smulyan was
the visionary behind last year's formation of the Local Internet Media
Venture, a consortium of four of the

top 25 radio groups in the United
States, along with Canada's largest
radio station owner.
On the heels of the LMiV
announcement, Emmis made another
significant move in late 2000 when it
named Deborah Esayian to be vice
president for integrated sales, a new
position at Emmis.
Sales development
In introducing her, Emmis Radio
President Doyle Rose said, "This new
position was created to further expand
Emmis' leadership in sales development and to help prepare our stations
for a new world of integrated selling

as we converge our stations with our
Web sites through the Local Media
Internet Venture."
Esayian shares space in Chicago's
Merchandise Mart with other Emmis
properties, including WKQX(FM).
She has three key people on her integrated sales team, one based in New
York, one in Chicago and one in Los
Angeles.
"They all have dual radio/Web
backgrounds," Esayian said. "One has
been with Emmis before; but they've
also spent time outside the company
with other radio and dot-corn ventures.
"They are assigned to work with station staff to bring in local sales via the

Deborah Esayian
Internet. However, what Ithink we're
going to find is that most of the opportunities may branch out father than just
the local market. Hence they have the
capability to do whatever they need to
do to bring in the business."
Esayian said that on average.
Emmis' three AM and 20 FM stations
carry about 12 to 14 salespeople each.
That means that either directly or
indirectly, she will orchestrate the
efforts of more than 200 salespeople
nationwide.

AUDICY

Steep learning curve
Dave Casper, senior vice president
for Internet services for the Radio
Advertising Bureau, thinks that for
Esayian to succeed, she will have to
make sure both the terrestrial sales
teams and her Internet salespeople
understand each other's medium.

The learning
curve on the Net
is straight up and
down and it goes
on for a mile.

— Dave Casper

THE SMARTEST AUDIO
WORKSTATION EVER CREATED
Audicy Digital Audio Workstation is the
most powerful, versatile editing tool today. Sit down at
uClicy and learn faster, work smarter, and get more
done in dramatically less time.

• Visit our

Web Site at www.orban.com

"I'm fond of saying, ' The learning
curve on the Internet is straight up and
down and it goes on for a mile.' It
really does represent abig challenge,"
Casper said.
Not only is there new terminology
with which to become familiar,
according to Capser, there are new
marketing concepts that apply only to
the Internet.
"It takes a lot of effort and energy
and patience to get your hands around
it because there's a lot of stuff to
know. And not only do the salespeople
have to understand it, but they have to
understand it in such a way that they
can explain it to aclient," said Casper.
Other analysts agree that salespeople must have a strong understanding
of the similarities and differences
between radio and the Web.
"There are different currency models for each medium," said Kevin
Noonan, vice president of Internet and
media strategies for The Yankee
See EMMIS NET, page 39
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Emmis Net
Continued from page 38

Group, aBoston-based consultancy.
"You've got a cost-per-thousand for
online, while in radio you talk gross
ratings points, cume, reach, frequency
and so on," said Noonan. "So you've
got to educate the sales team and
advertisers about all that as well.
You're going to have to look at your
log files closely and track those people
to really tie in these two opportunities."
Esayian is aware that everyone has a
lot to learn.
"This is still a new concept. It's
going to take aconcerted effort on the
part of our radio sales teams to understand what works on the Internet and
the best way to package opportunities
for our advertisers."
New opportunities
Esayian sees the potential to create
new revenue streams far outweigh any
challenges.
"We'll look at up-selling our current
advertisers, as well as bringing in
some new ones. Because LMiV creates
a nationwide network, this allows us
to attract national advertisers, something the local stations haven't been
able to do on their own."
Esayian said her group is focusing

We'll look

Brad Fuhr, Interactive Account Manager, Emmis, Chicago, and Deborah Esayian
ket size, format and other variable
expectations.
Currently, none of the 23 Emmis
stations are streaming.
"We want to stream, but right now
there are a few obstacles, access and
some regulatory issues with AFTRA
and the RIAA, that prevent us from
doing so. It's not part of our business
model right now, but it will be,"
Esayian said.

at up-selling our current

advertisers, as well as bringing in some
new ones.

— Deborah Esayian

on three primary areas of revenue
opportunities.
She said Emmis will offer sponsorships of Web events and presentations
of interactive features.
"And we'll have the chance to package our direct mail or e-mail lists for
advertisers," said Esayian. "The pricing of any of these packages will vary
based on what an advertiser wants."
Esayian said she has set monthly
sales targets, but that they differ from
market to market, based on the mar-

The LMiV provides infrastructure
support to more than 160 radio station
Web sites in mid- sized North
American markets. When the project
was announced at The NAB Radio
Show last year, Smulyan said the venture would return stations' Web sites
to local control for stations that
joined.
"This represents the first Internet
solution designed for local media that
serves the interest of the local broadcaster rather than that of a third party

interested in building asuccess with our
content and our advertising inventory."
While the Web can be amoneymaker, at this early stage, it is unlikely to
match what its broadcast counterpart
brings in, according to many industry
analysts.
"I dont think if a particular radio
station bills $ 10 million with their terrestrial signal they expect to get $ 10
million online," said First Union
Securities' analyst Jim Boyle.
"This is a line extension that happens to have different distribution, not
asecond radio station. But in terms of
margins, I would imagine they would
expect comparable margins to what
they would see in their core business."
Esayian brings to the job asuccessful background in radio and Web ventures. Most recently she served as
director for Emmis' jobcityusa.com
minority recruitment Web site.
She will continue to oversee
jobcity.com in addition to her new
duties, but has moved her point of operations from New York to Chicago so
that she is centrally located to all of
Emmis' properties.
Prior to joining Emmis early in
2000, Esayian spent two years as general sales manager for then-Capstar
station WJBR(FM) in her hometown
of Wilmington, Del. ( NextMedia is the
current owner.)
In that role, she not only increased
sales but also helped develop one of
the first radio sites to explore life on

the Web fully.
"We were one of the beta sites for
the Internet experience," Esayian said.
"We did streaming and audiovisual
interactivity.
"We had a vision for radio and the
Internet long before most of the industry caught on to the opportunity. We
boldly went forward with beta testing
because we were in an Internet- savvy
part of the world and we felt that we
had to try it and had to understand it."
Building a sales organization from
the ground up is nothing new for
Esayian. When she joined WJBR, the
station was undergoing a change in
ownership that resulted in a complete
restaffing of the sales department.
Michael Waite was general manager
and program director for the station at
the time.
"Deborah Esayian is the hardestworking woman in show business. She
did a great job here not only as the
sales manager but in rebuilding the
whole sales group pretty much on her
own," said Waite.
The natural
Waite, now vice president of operations for WJBR, said Esayian's talent
with Internet properties began to
emerge while she was at the station.
"We had a site, but it didn't have
many bells or whistles and it wasn't
very interactive. Through a couple of
key partnerships, including one with
RadioWave.com, we were able to build
a very respectable site for a station in
the No. 76 market."
Esayian is pragmatic about what she
expects to see as a return on her
group's early efforts. She said it is
important not to over- promise in the
first year of a project, such as the
launch of her integrated sales team.
"We're expecting to be returning
some money in about a year to 18
months. We anticipate it will represent
between Iand 10 percent of astation's
overall revenuç, dependent on format.
"You have to accept that this is a
build and that there are people dedicated on the interactive things and that
there are account executives learning
to add this to their skill sets. That
doesn't happen in just a couple of
months. It's a year- long to two- yearlong process to get it up to where it
really needs to be."
Steve Sullivan, co-founder of the
Advanced Interactive Media Group,
LLC, lives near Austin, Texas.

•

> NETIA inc
West Caldwel Business Park
I
95-2A Fairfield Ave West
Caldwel NJ 07006 USA
Tel + 1973 364 7511
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RTNDA Presents Unity Awards Crime PSAs
Ken R.
American influence in Mexico's "Day
of the Dead" celebration. The challenge
that public schools face with an influx
of students from around the world.
These and other radio stories hat won
Unity Awards from the Radio-Television
News Directors Association. The Unity
Awards' ceremony was held at the RTNDA International Conference Sept. 15 in
Nashville, Tenn.
The Unity Award winners are news
organizations that demonstrate a commitment to cover the cultural diversity
of the communities they serve. This is
the second annual award to be granted to
radio and TV organizations.
Chris Berry, vice president of AB('
Radio News and the RTNDA diversity
task force chairman, helped develop the
criteria for the awards. He believes
newsrooms have to recognize cultural
diversity in their communities.
"The people who listen to and watch
our stations come from very different
backgrounds," said Berry, who was host
at the presentation ceremony. "If we are
to program to them effectively, both
those who determine what is covered
and those in the field must represent this
diversity."

If we are

Released at
Radio Show

en stories dealing with the diversity of
the greater Los Angeles-Orange County
region served by the station.
Paul Glickman, KPCC's news director and senior editor, accepted the award
on behalf of his staff of 13. Glickman
said he likes to take his audience into
worlds they would not normally inhabit.

Chris Berry
project, accepted the award on behalf of
his staff for a series of three reports on
Bailey's Elementary. The school in Falls
Church, Va., where 92 percent of students are not native English speakers,
became abig project at NPR.
"We heard from the school's parents,
teachers and kids to get alot of different
voices," Katz said.
Neva Grant, a producer for NPR's
"Morning Edition" daily news magazine, " was the one who got everyone
excited about this school," Katz said.
Grant, who knew one of the teachers
at Bailey's Elementary, said the school
has experienced rapid change.
"There are kids from 40 countries in
that school, in atown that had once been
homogeneous," Grant said. "The school
had all kinds of challenges like how to
teach refugees who barely speak
English."
Grant said asign posted in the school
also hangs in many other Northern
Virginia schools.
"It said ' welcome' in seven different
languages."
A list of the Unity Award winners is
available at the RTNDA Web site,
www.rtnda.org/newsa001/unity.shtml.

Paul Glickman
"That's the only way they're going to
begin to understand the social, political
and cultural priorities of their fellow
Southern Californians," Glickman said.

to program to listeners effectively,

both those who determine what is covered and
those in the field must represent this diversity.
— Chris Berry
Berry believes in mentoring and said
anyone in newsroom management has a
responsibility to develop minority talent.
KPCC(FM), a public station in
Pasadena, Calif. was recognized for sev-

"KPCC tries to be abridge between different communities as apart of our mission."
Jeffrey Katz, the National Public
Radio editor who worked on its winning
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opportunities available.

A new series of radio public service announcements was launched
at The NAB Radio Show. The
National Crime Prevention Council
(NCPC) and The Advertising
Council announced the venture as a
part of the National Citizens'
Crime Prevention Campaign.
The 30-second spots are part of
the campaign's "Investing in Youth
for a Safer Future" initiative. The
effort urges adults to get involved
in kids' lives to help prevent crime.

National Crime Prevention Coumil

"By being involved in even the
smallest aspects of a young person's life, we as adults can set good
examples and be positive influences," stated Peggy Conlon, Ad
Council president and CEO. "The
NAB's strong support of these
PSAs helps to deliver that message
and show adults the important part
they can play in keeping young
people away from crime."
The PSA spot entitled " Stairs"
begins with audio of four quick
thumping sounds, ending with a
loud "thud," then sounds of running footsteps and childrens'
laughter. The voiceover talent then
says, " Going down the stairs on
your butt. Just one way to really
impress kids. Even better, just one
of the many ways to spend time
with them."
A second PSA called " Fries"
begins with the sounds of people
eating, followed by an unintelligible sentence uttered by a teenager
with a mouthful of food. An adult
answers in agreement, also with a
mouthful of food. " Scarfing
French fries," the voiceover talent
says. "Just one way to really
impress kids. Even better, just one
of the many ways to spend time
with them."
The PSAs were created pro bono
by volunteer ad agency Deutsch
Inc. as part of the larger umbrella
of the National Citizens' Crime
Prevention Campaign. The effort is
managed by NCPC jointly with the
U.S. Department of Justice, the
Crime Prevention Coalition of
America and The Ad Council.
For more information on the Ad
Council's efforts, visit the Web site
at www.adcouncil.org.
— Sharon Rae Pettigrew
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NexGen Digital System is Installed.

What do Clear Channel,
CBS/Infinity, Sirius Satellite
Radio, and the largest private
group of stations in Mexico
have in common?

NexGen Digital.

•Reliability

•High speed digital audio extraction

•Stability

•Automatic phone call recording

•Flexibility

•Support 24 hours aday,

•Scalability up to 128 stationsweesevenays a
•Wide Area Networking

• State-of-the-art training facility

What sets Prophet Systems apart from
our competitors?
Our attitude towards service and support!

PROPHET SYSTEMS
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NexGen Digital, the latest generation in along line of cuttingedge digital audio systems.
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sales@prophetsys.com
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drug stores.
"Our concept has a live Santa being
placed in two stores per day on a
Wednesday to Sunday basis," said
Lewis. "We can utilize a specialized
trailer or van with an inflatable Santa
as the key identifying event landmark.
The concept could be cross- sold to
vendors of the client store."
Competing for attention with multi-

Holiday
Continued from pa ge
31

site and send each other messages to
wish them ahappy holiday.
Broadcast Team can deliver 3.2 million calls per day and has worked with
databases as large as 90,000 names.

insured contest. In this
scenario, a station
pays only a small portion of the grand prize,
usually five to 10 percent.
If a listener hits the
jackpot, the insurance/
prize fulfillment company writes the big
check. The station
itself guarantees to award a host of
smaller prizes.
One such supplier is American
Media & Special Promotions, based in
Buford, Ga.

AL
AI ,.1%);1
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through on-air and online promotions.
Any contestant who scratches off
six Santas without scratching any of
the wrong boxes wins the grand prize,
which may be a $ 1million credit card

Mobile Media Enterprises' inflatable Santa
visits two sponsors' sites per day.
Mobile Media Enterprises is an
Atlanta- based company that develops
branded promotions for holidays and
other occasions. Bob Lewis, its president, suggested a vendor- based program that is run with grocery stores or

state Powerball, Publisher's Clearing
House, McDonald's $ 10 million prize
games and more, how can a radio station get listeners excited about prizes
anymore?
One radio promotion trend is the
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The Stocking Stuffer Card Game From
American Media & Special Promotions
"We're actually an insurance company on the back end," said Scott
Meach, director of marketing. "On the
front end we're apromotions company
that specializes in creative ideas for
radio stations."
Some of the Halloween chancebased contests that the company created include "Crack the Crypt," in which
listeners try to win $ 10,000 or a new
car by guessing the combination to a
digital lock on aPlexiglas safe.

or shopping spree. Again, the sponsoring stations pay only a fraction of the
grand prize cost.
Big time
For New Year's, American Media
has two quick and easy ideas. The first
is called "Licensed to Sin." If the last
six digits of any contestant's driver's
license match the predetermined winning number on display at your event,
your contestant wins an all- expense
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some great quickie promotions as the
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There is still
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Another contest ominously is
named "The Grave Robber Money Bag
Grab."
"In that one, we fill ahearse or casket with adisplay of 100 money bags,"
said Meach. " Ninety-nine bags are
filled with consolation prizes such as
small amounts of cash or gift certificates. One bag has acertificate for the
big prize."
For Christmas, American Media's
Stocking Stuffer Scratch Cards are
distributed at sponsor locations, which
listeners are encouraged to visit

paid trip to Las Vegas.
Or you could try a " Champaign
Bottle Pick." Let a selected finalist
pop the cork of just one of a number
of identical champagne bottles on display at your participating advertiser's
store. Only one bottle contains the
grand prize.
Tell us your creative promotion
ideas at radioworld@imaspub.com.
Ken R. celebrates the holidays by
curling up in front of afire with his
trusty dog, Kayla and watching reruns
of " The Three Stooges."

•
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Some New
Chestnuts
To Roast
Some holiday music never loses its
magic.
People will always love Nat King
Cole's version of "The Christmas Song,"
but other tunes, such as the dogs barking
"Jingle Bells" and the ever- popular
"Grandma Got Run Over by aReindeer"
may have outstayed their welcome.
Perhaps your station would like to air
some of the lesser- heard holiday classics.
Each is guaranteed to make your listeners
wonder what the heck they have stumbled into.
The following list is courtesy of Night
Owl Radio. Found on the Web at
wwwthenightowLcom, this site has musical downloads, critical reviews and contests for fans of various genres of sounds.
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War Is Over," from the CD " Superstar
Christmas"
Michelle Malone — "Santa Baby,"
from the CD "A Swingin' Christmas in
the Attic"
Root Boy Slim & The Sex Change
Band — from the CD "Christmas at KMart"
Trans-Siberian
Orchestra
—
"Christmas Eve," from the CD "Sarajevo
12-24"
The Waitresses — "Christmas
Wrapping," from the CD " Dr. Demento:
Holidays in Dementia"
Gary Hoes' — "
Auld Lang Syne," from
the CD "Ho! Ho! Hoey"

TWIN STREAMS

Esquivel — "Jingle Bells," from the
CD "Merry Xmas"

OF SPARKLING DIGITAL

Pat Benatar — "Please Come Home
For Christmas," from the CD " True
Blue"

AUDIO BOTTLED AT

Stuart Hamm — "Sleigh Ride," from
the CD "Merry Axemas Vol. 2 — More
Guitars for Christmas"

CRYSTAL CLEAR

THE SOURCE DELIVERED

Louis Armstrong — "' Zat You Santa
Claus?" from the CD "What aWonderful
Christmas"
Vince Guaraldi Trio — "Skating,"
from the CD "A Charlie Brown
Christmas"
The Randy Bachman Band — "Takin'
Care of Christmas," from the CD "The
Randy Bachman Songbook"
Elvis Presley — "Santa Claus Is
Back In Town," alive cut from the CD
"Tiger Man"
David Bowie & Bing Crosby —
"Peace on Earth," from the CD "The
Little Drummer Boy"
Clockhammer — "Here Comes Santa
Claus," from the CD "A Lump of Coal"
Greg Lake — "IBelieve in Father
Christmas," from the EP of the same
name
Big Rhythm — "It's The Most
Wonderful Time of the Year," from the
CD "A Swingin' Christmas"
Eddie C. Campbell — "Santa's
Messin' With The Kid," from the CD
"Blue Yule"
Southern Culture On The Skids —
"Merry Christmas Baby," from the CD
"Just Say Noel"
Spinal Tap — "We Three Kings," from
the CD "The Holiday Collection Vol. 3"
Rubber Band — "Rockin' Around the
Christmas Tree," from the CD "Xmas!
The Beatmas"
David Benoit — "Linus and Lucy."
from the CD " Happy Anniversary.
Charlie Brown"
John Lennon — "Happy Xmas —

You went all digital and spent $ 10K on a processor
for asignature air sound. right? So the last thing you
want to do is pollute the air chain with compression
Demand the pristine 16- bit linear audio of the
SL90030. It's configurable with up to two pairs of
uncompressed stereo audio. You choose the sampling
rate: 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz. Even add acost effective
Ti backup option with redundant audio modules, for
still more versatility.
Dual, uncompressed AES streams — one SIL — and
the reliability and quality of Moseley.
The choice is clear.
phone ( 805) 968 9621 • 111 Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093

www.moseleysbcom
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Sure, it's the best looking broadcast console you've ever seen. But,
beneath the sleek, elegant exterior beats the heart of atrue warrior!
Pacific BMXdigital has everything you need to win the digital revolution.
Whether it's the number of output buses, mix- minuses, off-line mixes,
stereo sends, direct
IFB's, monitor
inputs
and outputs,
inter- communication
paths or logic interface, BMXdigital
offers more.
Incredible Flexibility including all input modules accommodate analog
and digital signals without reconfiguring, swapping, or even removal
from the mainframe.
Amazing Adaptability with easy storage, recall and reconfiguration
of set-ups for various day parts, and built in connectivity to routing
switchers, digital storage systems and other networked sources.
Low Cost of
Ownership by
design, Pacific
BMXdigitars true cost
of installation, operation
and maintenance is
markedly lower than
other consoles.
Legendary
BMX Reliability
is what you expect in aPacific BMX from Harris. The table pounding of
your resident shock jock won't faze this beauty.
Pacific BMXdigital. Beauty that's alot more than skin deep.
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AUTOMATION
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www.broadcast.harris.corn
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Blue, Blue, My Console's Blue
Alan R. Peterson
While many broadcast gear manufacturers are cranking out the latest,
greatest and largest digital doodads,
LPB Communications has held sway
to its original mission: provide affordable and well-built transmitters and
consoles for licensed and license-free
low- power broadcast applications.
The LPB acquisitions of Fidelipac
and Omnitronix gave the company a
high profile in new areas. But LPB
still banks much of its reputation on
college broadcasters, post- sunset
authorizations, leaky coaxes and newly established Webcast and LPFM
markets.
Last year Ireviewed the LPB AM2000 Part 15 AM transmitter, and
checked out the $ 99 WebJockey
DIGITAL

automation software package, soon to
be renamed JockeyPro.
The latest must- see gadget is a
Radio World "Cool Stuff' winner from
NAB2000: the Blue 5C broadcast mixer, offering the microbroadcast,
Internet and educational communities
their very own dedicated broadcast
console, with the functionality and
features of larger boards in a unit not
much larger than aloose-leaf binder.
And yes, it certainly is blue.

soles are everywhere. Well-worn Yard
mixers can be obtained practically
free. Imyself own aSparta rotary five-

September 26, 2001
pot mixer, purchased for less than $ 50
and now the core of my Part 15 neighborhood radio operation.
Those bad boys were overbuilt, too,
with solid- steel chassis, harnessed
wiring, discrete components and huge,
sturdy telephone program/audition
See LPB BLUE, page 49

What were they thinking?
One might wonder why offering
such amixer was necessary in the first
place. Couldn't microbroadcasters
simply and inexpensively rehab old
consoles?
Secret stashes of retired and obsolete Ramko, Gates and McMartin con-

DOMAIN

Networked Topologies
For Radio Stations
workstations, but become impractical
when there was a need to accommoFor several years within my Radio
date the needs of abusy news operaWorld columns and feature articles, I tion linked to several automaton syshave been considering the operatems, for example.
tional advantages of integrated and
A major consideration, of course,
networked audio systems for radio.
is that the elements of such asophistiThe formula is pretty simple: an
cated system often are manufactured
array of mixing, processing, editing
by anumber of vendors; ensuring that
and transmission modules interconthese myriad components continue to
nected via a high-speed data highinterface reliably and efficiently can
way that allows exchange of inforbe alogistical nightmare.
mation between editorial and
music- preparation stations and the
Solution is at hand
main replay area, as well as interrohave, however, come across a
gation of data files from any authosystem from a manufacturer whose
rized location.
identity I would prefer to keep
anonymous — simply because it will
The Impractical dream
look like an endorsement if Inamed
Until recently, that all-encompassthem. This innovative design concept
ing topology was an impractical
and practical implementation makes
dream.
me wonder where everybody else has
Sure, there were devices that
been hiding.
would allow the sharing of data via a
The system Ihave been examining
high-speed twisted- pair of fiberaccommodates any number of digital
optic Ethernet connections, or others
mixers of user-definable complexity
that could pipeline files from one
— and control- surface design —
location another using networked
interconnected to storage media via a
SCSI- or FireWire-based interconhigh-speed TDM bus using fibernects, but they suffered from several
optic interface modules. (TDM is a
drawbacks.
technique for splitting adata-transfer
One is the inability to deliver any
channel into discrete time " slots"
byte of digitized data to any other
within each sampling period and
location in real time (or better transwhich carry asingle DSP channel.)
fer rates), and the other was the oftUsing time division multiplexing
dismissed aspect of expandability.
to route multiple channels of digiAll too often, a system would
tized audio via fiber-optic, the
work with a small number of access
See DIGITAL DOMAIN, page 54

The LPB Blue 5C console was installed recently at 100 kW WHPE(FM), High Point,
N.C., aBible Broadcasting Network station using Blue for on-air and production.

Is running your production studio
like controlling a nuclear reactor?

Mel Lambert
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Elaine Jones pitches the Logitek digital console line.
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multi-station,
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bandwidth,
high power
antenna
systems,
the choice
is Dielectric.

1

..J ie'ectric has the most complete

broadband product He including side
mount and top mount arrays, transmission
line, combining systems, and monitoring
systems. We also offer custom engineered
towers, 'installation. and rigging services.
Add over 800 years of combined
eigineering experience on staff and you
kiow that a partnership with Dielectric is
the choice to make.
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Engineering Excellence Since 1542

Call your TEAM today! • Toll free 1- 866- DIELECTRIC
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www.dieleciric.com • Raymond, Maine 04071
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Tips for the New Voiceover Demo
customers, always manage to play my
older demo to their clients. They
always seem to forget that they have
my brand new "oh- so- much-better" CD
on hand.
I've even gone so far as to demand
my old demo in exchange for the new
one, but they never seem to be able to
find the old one — until they are ready
to play it for their client. Then they
can't seem to find the new one.

Travis
An exciting thing happened to me a
couple of weeks ago. Someone finally
hired me off my " new" voiceover
demo.
Isay " finally" because it has been
more than six months since Istarted
distributing it.
Ihave no idea why this is the case,
but it always seems to take six months
to ayear before people start hiring me
from anew demo tape or CD.
"My demo always needs to age, like
fine wine," Iexplain to those who ask.
Even clients who know me well and
who recommend my talents to their

Demo delay
Over the years, I've gotten used to
this, and Iunderstand that anew demo
really won't do me any good for at
least ahalf ayear. Ihave no idea why

this is the case. It might simply be that
it actually takes quite some time
before a sufficient quantity of new
demos make their way into my market.
In my initial rush to get the new
demo out, it certainly seems to me like
Iam sending out quite a few all at
once.
Sending 50 in a two-week period
requires alot of work. Sending or giving away 20 or so every month seems
like no work at all but, of course the
numbers, over time, actually are much
greater.
To those new to the voiceover business, the experience of creating and
sending out voiceover demos is not

alw

Enter to win one of 25 great prizes in Radio
• Illlorld'S
reader appreciation contest giveaway!
¡MAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of
serving you and the radio broadcast
industry. To mark this significant milestone, 25 of radios leading equipment suppliers have teamed up
with Radio World to express their
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2) Click the Silver Sweepstakes
icon on our homepage

appreciation.
Throughout 2001, Radio World
will conduct 25 random drawings.
Prizes and winners will be
announced in every issue of Radio
World all year long.

APPI-4EX

SYSTEMS

To become eligible to win, you need to
complete these three easy steps:
1) Register online at our Web site
www.rwonline.com

3) Fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're done!
It's your chance to celebrate our
Silver Anniversary with these fine
Radio World supporters ...

Auralex

audio-technica

AUDIX

rewarding. When you first get into this
business, you really want to believe
that every tape or CD you distribute
will result in tens or hundreds of
voiceover jobs.
The real world is seldom so kind.
In Southern California, where I
compete with several thousand other
voice professionals, Ineed to distribute dozens of CDs for each job Iget.
It ain't cheap
Ifigure that it costs me about $ 5 to
distribute each CD, considering the
cost of the CD, postage and packaging, not including my time.
You can see how this becomes a
major business cost for the voiceover
professional.
Last year, in an experimental
attempt to use the Internet to save
money on voiceover distribution, I
sent postcards to potential clients,
inviting them to listen to my demo on
the Internet. Out of about 300 cards I
sent out, not one job, or even one
inquiry, resulted.

While

the Net

is a valuable tool
for the voiceover
professional, it is

0B
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Contest Rules: To enter the drawing, simply register online at www.rwonline.com/sweeps. 25 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest ends December 19, 2001.
One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification, however,
actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing. Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner.

My conclusion: While the Internet
is a valuable tool for the voiceover
professional ( you really should have
your Nth> demos on your Web site), it is
not currently a replacement for a cassette or CD demo.
Iquickly realized why this is so.
People lose or throw away a postcard
or printed advertisement they receive,
but folks won't throw away CDs; they
seem too valuable.
People who are considering getting
into voiceover work also are dismayed
at the cost of producing a voiceover
demo. While those who have worked
for a while, who already have copies
See TRAVIS, page 53 I>
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LPB Blue
Continued from page 45

switches. Such works of art are worthy
of return to active service, right?
Following that logic, the same can
be said about old cannons dotting
town squares and memorial parks
across America. Sure, they were built
well, but would you really want to
shoot one off today?
Many retired consoles are seriously
worn and parts are apain — have you
priced those wacky bat- handle rocker
switches the Urei Mod One console
used?
Dependable sources for replacement
circuit cards and step attenuators are
scarce. Who carries Raytheon CK722
germanium transistors anymore? What
undocumented modifications were
made by past parties unknown?
Is there room in the studio to place
such a large mixer? Did I mention
many of those old jobbies are monophonic?
The Blue 5C fulfills many needs of
the modern small- studio broadcast
environment: the features of larger
mixers, fast and nearly brainless
installation ( thanks to an assortment of
innovative prefab connector/adapters),
stereo operation right out of the box,
tally logic and mix- minus.
And it does it now, not in three
months when you have finished gutting and repainting that Cetec 10- pot
special you dug up from the bomb
shelter.
Up close
The LPB Blue 5C audio console
features five stereo channels, each
with two inputs. Each fader is a 40
mm linear slide pot, and each channel
has On, Off, Send and Cue switches.
Each pointed horn sports its own
headphone jack, each with its own level pot and Program/Cue membrane
switch selector. A nifty little "on air"
indicator lights up on the console surface when amic is keyed.
All indicator lights and LEDs run
on DC. Your eyes don't experience
annoying flicker or light trails in the
air as they would with LEDs strobed
by asystem clock.
The audio specs of the Blue 5C also
put those retired consoles to shame.
Can a 1979 Gatesway 80 boast better
than 0.03 percent THD up to 20 kHz,
or line noise better than - 80 dBm?
Audio inputs are on RJ45 modular
connectors, making console setups as
easy as plugging in a telephone or
computer Net connection. Although
simple, it does add one more type of
audio connector to be concerned with.
Don't concern yourself too badly.
Both the manual and a legend on the
underside of the mixer itself show in
detail how to wire up RJ45 plugs and
T568B cable for your purposes.
In fact, it is through the RJ45 connectors that the Blue 5C gains its coolness factor, due to its innovative use of
Beissels.
Beissels, named for their creator,
are passive and powered in- line
adapters that convert real- world balanced and unbalanced connections to
an RJ45 plug. With the prefabricated
and inexpensive Beissels, you need not
cobble up a single RJ45 plug: just
order and connect the proper adapters

Radio World
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between the audio sources or destinations and the Blue 5C.
Beissel selections include active
mic preamps, active IHF-to-pro level
converters with RCA plugs, active PC
soundcard preamps, direct balanced
XLR-to-RJ45 input cables and balanced RJ45-to-XLR output cables.
Power is provided by the 5C's power
supply, on Pins 7 and 8 of the RJ45
plug.
The 5C is intended for uncomplicated broadcast or Webcast mixing: A
microphone, perhaps a CD or cassette
deck and acomputer for audio storage
and playback. A more elaborate rig
might consist of two mics, two CD
decks and the addition of a phone for
live calls.
A handful of Beissels hook the 5C
up to the external audio sources. An
inexpensive phone coupler, such as the

High schools

emerge at NAB2002.
Some may object that the Blue SC
doesn't look as "serious" as a broadcast mixer should. Idig the blue plastic
case myself, but it may come across as
alittle toy-like to afew folks.
A more obvious objection from
broadcasters Ihave spoken to may be
the list price: $ 1,295. It can be argued
that a Mackie 1402 mixer and a
Broadcast Tools Console Controller
could be purchased to create a formidable live on- air mixer with durable
steel construction and numerous
insert/aux possibilities, and for less
money.

institutions with broadcast curriculums would
do well to budget for some 5C consoles.

Excalibur HC- 1 Handi-Coupler will
take care of getting calls on the air.
With more sources than these coming in, it is necessary to use both
inputs on each fader. As on many other
boards, both sources cannot be
engaged simultaneously.
The Blue 5C handles speaker muting and warning lighting via an array
of DIP switches on the rear panel. Set
the appropriate DIP- switch to its on
position and the speakers will mute
when the proper channel is keyed.
An open collector connection for a
tally light relay can be found on a D25 connector on the back panel. You
will also find continuous closure contacts on the D connector for remote
starts of external equipment.
Closure
Some CD decks and turntables
require momentary closure for remote
starting. LPB customer service can
offer technical assistance in this
regard, or if you don't mind waiting,
LPB will release a new remote start
interface at NAB2002. This will allow
both momentary and continuous closures for each input.
Telephone capabilities of the Blue
5C are limited. Pressing the Send
membrane switch above a fader
assigns that channel to a mix- minus
output to feed a phone hybrid. As the
mixer has no Audition or Utility
busses, it is not conventionally possible to record acall off- air through the
board while a song is playing. But
because the Cue line is a dedicated
stereo bus, you can assign the caller to
Cue and record the call from the Cue
output RJ45 jack.
The 5C currently lacks a remote
multiple- input selector on Input 10
(Fader 5). This is offered on larger
consoles and even exists on my cheesy
little Sparta. But if you don't mind the
wait, watch for such a multi- array to

Product Capsule:
Blue 5C
Broadcast Mixer

4,

But equally valid is the simplicity
offered by the Blue 5C: No confusing
EQ or Aux knobs, room for a lot of
stereo sources ( the 1402 has only four
conventional stereo inputs), mix-minus
feeds independent headphone amps,
muting logic and its straightforward
nature as a broadcast mixer— not
available on a Mackie/Broadcast Tools
combo. Anyone can run it and, with the
Beissels, almost anyone can wire it.
Low- power broadcasters
and
Webcasters are not alone. The 5C
could become popular with video editors where simple voice/music mixing

Thumbs Up

v.: / Extreme

flexibility for a console
this size
/ Clean audio specs
/ Separate headphone feeds
/ Simplified Beissel connectors
/ That cool blue case

./
1

Thumbs Down
Cost vs that of a Mackie-style
utility mixer

11-

For more information cal

Valid argument
Frankly, the argument is avalid one.
An administrator at abroadcast school
where Iteach noted the 5C "would be
agreat $ 895 mixer."

and other educational
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LPB Communications at ( 610) 644-1123 —
after Oct. 10, call ( 610) 825-4100 — or visit
the Web site at www.Ipbinc.com.

and muting capabilities are needed.
High schools and other educational
institutions with broadcast curriculums
would do well to budget for some 5C
consoles than to repair and maintain
hand-me-down boards with questionable reliability.
Wide appeal
Even the " big boys" are paying
attention. WINS(AM) in New York
and the Bible Broadcasting Network
have placed orders for the Blue 5C.
Evidently, it's not just the " micros"
that this board appeals to.
Frankly, if you can lay your hands
on a restorable console and you have
money and six months to spare, knock
yourself out. But if you need a mixer
now, or your Webcast or LPFM operation had to be up yesterday and you
want some immaculate specs on your
audio, the Blue SC is the mixer to
go with.
Lay it on the table and click on
some cables. Presto, you've just wired
your on-air studio.
Alan Peterson can be reached at
alanpeterson@earthlink.net.

24- bit Analog I/O • 24/96 Digital I/O
Balanced XLR Connections

•

"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
offers I/O and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie without any
reservations."
-Pro Audio Review
April 2000

"It's extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."
-Recording Magazine
February 2000

"The Lynx0NE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
professional studio."
AUDIO QUALITY: 5 [ out of 5!]
-Electronic Musician
ugust 1999

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. # 468. NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92660 00.949.515.8265 • www.lynxstudIo.com/rw
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Building Studio, Working at Home
Alan R. Peterson
"Gee, if only Icould roll out of bed
and be at work. Wouldn't that be
great?"
How many morning show hosts
haven't had that thought one time or
another? No more waking up at 3a.m.,
no more lunches at 10 o'clock when
the local beanery around the corner is
still serving breakfast, and no more
20- mile commute to the station. And
no face time with the program director
until it became absolutely necessary.
"If only Ihad my own home air studio," the overwrought host would
think, " Icould hop out of bed just a
half-hour before showtime, pull some
prep material off the Net and crack the
mic while still in my jammies. Now
that's living."
In theory, Isuppose. In practice, it
might be an entirely new kind of animal with its own snags. No matter, I
am about to find out as Iundertake my
latest why- on- earth- am- I- doing- this
project: slamming together a home
broadcast studio for the syndicated
Greaseman show.
Ever so humble ...
Throughout my own career, Ihave
always had a home studio at my disposal for creating comedy routines and
music bits. Some have been better than
others, but none have ever been the
way Iwanted them.
The earliest one was in a spare
upstairs bedroom in a Massachusetts
farmhouse Irented during the early
1980s. A TASCAM 234 four- track cassette deck, aTASCAM 22-2 reel deck
and an almost classic Teac 2A mixer,
all mounted precariously in what used
to be called a " computer desk:" a
cheap, particle-board setup with atopmounted hutch design that would draw
guffaws today.
Affordable digital reverberation was
still five years off, so Iwas obligated
to use the reverb can in my old Fender
guitar amp.
During quiet passages on my
recordings, it was possible to hear
squirrels chattering in the trees outside
the window. The rig was nowhere near
perfect, but it got the job done.
With a few additions, this ensemble
followed me around the Northeast for
a few years. Yamaha and Alesis
processors displaced my old Fender,
and a BSW Christmas clearance sale
allowed me to purchase a Sennheiser
421, replacing an E- V "golf ball" mic
Ipicked up at amusic store some time
prior.
The worst it got was the mess ( Fig. 1)
in my living room — yep, my living
room — during my tenure at
WLAD(AM) and WDAQ(FM) in
Danbury, Conn.
Synthesizers from Casio, Yamaha,
Moog and Roland were tripping over
each other competing for space, atangled homemade patchbay strung the
mixer and decks together, and the
whole aggregation was held up by
homemade keyboard stands and equipment racks, fabricated from 2X2 lumber. In 1991, this was the Apartment of
Doom.
All the while, one overriding desire
burned within my heart: to finally be

able to afford an eight- track reel-toreel deck. Then Icould do all the
things Iwas hearing inside my head!
A funny thing happened along the
way, though. By the time Icould
afford my precious reel deck, it was
obsolete.
At WNNK(FM), Harrisburg, Pa., in
1994, Iencountered the Roland DM
line of digital recorders and realized
the studio of my dreams needed aserious reevaluation. And when Iheard
that the original four- track version of
SAW would run on a 386 PC, well, I
just didn't want that deck anymore.

And without input from my PD or
from visitors, Iwould just as probably
keep the same voice tracks loaded for
eight months at a clip. Imagine being
able to reliably set your watch each
morning for ayear by listening for the
time I'd say, "Heyyy, g'mornin'
evvabuddy!"
Alert status
Soldiers and firefighters are constantly on alert status and have to
spring immediately to life out of REM
sleep, so they are expected to fall out
of bed and be at work. Probably a

but avast amount of the music, effects
and vocal drops used on The
Greaseman Show are still committed
to cart. Rough estimates place his cart
count at several thousand.
Interestingly, we encountered a
small anomaly in time where used cart
machines were momentarily less
expensive than new computers! The
purchase of two or three cart decks for
the show is actually feasible.
We can still transfer lots of inventory to aPC or to the two Instant Replay
units he owns, but Tracht still prefers
media he can grab from a rack and
hold in his hand.
Then there is the discipline that
comes from 30 years of performance.
Evidently, Greaseman can do what I
cannot: fall out of bed and be ready
for work.

Advantages
Lastly, there is the single most advantageous aspect to owning your own
broadcast studio: the chance to design it
in away that is strictly one's own.
No more must a performer wrestle
with a studio that impedes one's perFig. 1: A Feng Shui Nightmare: Al's 'Apartment of
formance. In spite of great strides
Doom' in His Connecticut Living Room, Circa 1991
made in cabinetry ergonomics and
instant console reconfiguration, there
will always be compromises.
good reason Icould not excel at either
Now, Ihave aroom in my basement
A left-handed jock wants the touchoccupation.
dedicated to my audio work. It is subscreen to be mounted on the left side
Irealized early on what an assault
ject to HVAC noise and a pre- teen
of the console. Some engineering
girl's stereo upstairs. The air condito the senses it was to wake up and
tioner coolant pipes sound like a instantly be on the job, back when I whiz- kid once demanded the bottom
CD deck should be No. 1, while the
used to camp out at the radio station
sluiceway during the summer and the
top one is No. 3. The standup console
gas jets on the furnace whistle like a the night before a big snowstorm to
is mounted too far back on the work
assist with cancellation duties.
leaky circus organ during the winter.
It was ashock to the system to stagsurface to comfortably accommodate
At least Ihave the gear Iwant. The
the five- foot- three midday talent.
ger off the couch in the jock lounge at
rest will soon come my way.
Putting together your own studio is
5 a.m., scratch the fuzz off my tongue
like the old Burger King spot: Have it
and slam headlong into the news folks
Up and at 'ern
fielding phone calls, typing up the
your way. The touchscreen is this
But Idigress.
close, the mic pot is this pot, the cart
closings and running to the studios.
While a domestic recording space
deck is this far from the phone.
It was an even bigger shock to find
has always been adream, Inever realThe trick is pulling it off inexpenout Iwas still in my briefs when Idid
ly wanted ahome studio where Icould
sively ( remember "first and foremost"
that.
do a live radio show. Ipreferred the
just a few paragraphs ago?). And who
So now Ifind myself with an intercompany of coworkers and contest
better to attempt this than the King of
esting new task.
winners who "just wanted to wave
Cheap Studios: me.
Doug " Greaseman" Tracht, about
through the glass."
Who spent a whole summer buildwhom Iwrote a few months back, is
I liked having engineers nearby
ing a public access radio studio for
embarking on the next level of his
who could free up jammed tapes and
free three years ago? Who has been
emerging self- syndication efforts. To
replace the bulbs under the on/off
working for The Greaseman for free
do that, he asked that a broadcast stubuttons. Ienjoyed the free- flowing
for six months? Who was so frugal, he
dio be carved out of some workspace
cascade of promotional T-shirts,
in the basement of his suburban
made a keyboard stand and gear rack
sport squeeze bottles and autoout of 2X2s rather than drop a whopWashington home.
graphed guitars.
The decision was borne out of a ping 80 bucks to purchase the same?
It is not just radio. Iam not sure I
Hint: Refer back to Fig. 1.
number of reasons — first and forehave the discipline to fall out of bed,
So, will Ido it for a modest buck?
most, expenses. Even the major broadtoss on a shirt and right away be at
Yeah, I'll do it. Maybe I'll get some
work in any occupation. If Iwere a cast corporations are watching the
ideas for how Iwant my own studio to
fulltime free-lance writer like my
coinage these days, so small biz owners are even more conscientious. The
be. I'll keep you apprised.
Radio World buddy Ken R., IprobaAlan Peterson splits his time between
cost of renting studio space at a local
bly would not change out of my
station for Tracht's performance was
the Connecticut School of Broadcasting,
bathrobe at all the whole week. More
WAVA(FM), Arlington, Va., and the synbeginning to chew on the bottom line.
power to him.
dicated Greaseman Show.
If Ihad a home broadcast studio, I A home facility made more sense.
Reach him via e-mail to alan
Second, technology. True, computwould likely automate the first two
peterson@earthlink.net.
erized audio is the way to go today,
hours of my show just to sleep late.

In the Spotlight!
The Broadcast Richardson name
may be new to you, but its ideology
is not...servicing the customer.

A Featured Presentation...
From one of our 200 product lines!

Broadcast Richardson has combined
the technical, integration and
consulting expertise of the recently
acquired Broadcast Richmond
with the wide product offering
and unsurpassed service of
Richardson Electronics.
Complementing its specialized,
value-added services, Broadcast
Richardson draws from its
200+ product lines to offer you
true inter- product integration.
Broadcast Richardson is prepared
to lead the way in the broadcast
industry. Turn to us for your next
component, equ pment or
system need!
•Transmitter Components
•AM, FM, T, HF Transmitters
•Studio Equipment
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Broadcast on the Internet! Broadcast Remotely!

Call Today!
800-348-5580

Sound Devices presents the USBPreim for computer-basec audio
production. The USBPre offers, in one compact package, all the
hardware required for serious location recording, test and
measurement, webcasting and music production.

More than 60 locations
worldwide to serve you.
E-mail: broadcast@rell.com
Internet:
www.broadcast-richardson.com
630-208-2200
Fax: 630-208-2550
©2001 Richardson Electronics, Ltd.

MK1089

BROADCAST
RICHARDSONIntegrated Solutions

D IGITAL A UDIO N ETWORK ROUTER
•BI- DIRECTIONAL FIBER O PTIC OR CAT-5 I
NTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
•ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
•ANALOG OR DIGITAL (
AES SAMPLE RATE) I
NPUTS
•BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
•SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH W HEATSTONE CONSOLES
THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL . complement of control panels and PC applications to

It's simple to nstall, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, ii's design consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.
Units can be stacked to suit ¡particular card complements (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or asingle
CAT-5 wire. O NE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
T ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, XYcontroller commands plus
auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
atypical installation.
The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full
Vt/t--)c-)t-

/or-)

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.corn

choose from—all designed for straightforward operation
and arapid learning curve.
With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with achoice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24- bit A>D input cards, and of course 24- bit digital or
24- bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

wheofshre
copyright 4, 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation
specifications aid fealunis subject to change without node?
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that a great deal of communication in
a commercial is on a subconscious
level, and that a desperate " pleeaze

believe Ihave heard ( or more correctly, felt) what he is talking about.

Of course if you don't have copies

Continued from page 48

of projects they have done, can save a
lot of money simply by piecing
together snippets of those projects,
someone new to the business must
create all new material for ademo.
Unless you have a good friend with
an audio studio who is experienced in
producing the kind of material you
want to do, it is not unusual to spend
upwards of a thousand dollars for a
decent first-time demo.
Cost reduction
Of course, there are ways to greatly
reduce these costs. For example, if you
work at a radio station and you have
access to the production facility for
such projects, you can produce ademo
for close to nothing. Whether you get
something that is worth the cost
depends on your own ability and creativity.
In Hollywood, it is not unheard of
for experienced, professional voice
talent to spend literally thousands of
dollars on avoiceover demo.
Iknow one woman who recently
paid more than $6,000 to have acompany that specializes in high- end
voiceover demos work their magic.
She can afford it — and she believes
her new CD already has paid for itself.
Ianswer the question "What should
Ihave on my tape?" rather simply:
"Something that demonstrates to a
potential customer what you have to
offer."
That said, there are some things to
keep in mind when preparing a voicedemo.
Your demo should be as short as
possible. Remember, most of the time,
if you are being considered for a project, others are also in the running.
You are lucky if a potential client
devotes more than 30 seconds to your
demo — so that 30 seconds had better
be your best work. Two to three minutes is considered the industry standard.
Make sure you can do everything on
your demo with ease. If you spend all
afternoon on a demo spot creating the
"just perfect" voice style, and you
can't recreate that in a half-hour session when your are under pressure,
you will be in big trouble if you were
hired based on that snippet.
Preparation

As an example, Ido a fairly good
Walter Cronkite-style of news read
that I have been hired for several
times. But to pull that off, Ineed time
with the script beforehand and alot of
takes in the studio. If a sample of that
was on my demo, producers would
expect me to do that with ease, which
is not the case.
When my agents get a request for
someone sounding like Walter, they
explain that to the producer, who can
then decide if that works for them.
Before Iput one of those on my demo,
I'll need to improve my skills in this
area.
Whenever it is possible, use snippets of actual jobs. Iam convinced
that there is energy to an actual production that isn't matched when
recording aspot for ademo.
Iknew one producer who believed

My demo

consists of about half actual

productions; the rest are recreations or
snippets Iproduced to showcase styles I
don't have recordings of.

hire meee!" actually comes through on
of actual productions, you'll need to
voiceover demo recordings. Idon't
create your own. This is perfectly
know if this is true, but at times I acceptable, so long as you can easily

Every 17 Hours, Another Station Installs a Digital
Studio from Scott Studios or Computer Concepts
There are countless reasons why the most popular and best selling
digital systems come from Scott Studios. In fact, more US stations use
Scott Studios' than the #2and #3digital systems combined!
Easiest to use
Scott's user-friendly
intuitive touch screen is
the simplest for
announcers to use. It
always shows six log
events. Color codes show
which are spots, promos
or songs. Jocks choose
whether the event on the
air is always at the top, or
whether the decks match
console faders.
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Jocks get 30 sets of 30 Instant Play
buttons, the day's log, 10 cart walls or
live copy. A second touch screen can
display of any 4of these 5areas at once.

Cart walls can play song requests
within a second or two, and even
display the time and date when the
Big Boy, Morning Show song played last and when it's
Host at KPWR, Los Angeles, scheduled to play again.
loves his Scott System!
Scott Studios' phone recorder with
graphic waveform editing and audible scrub is an available option.
Announcers who try Scott Studios' digital system like it so much,
they wonder why anyone would ever want to work without it!
Internet ad substitution is easy. Mark "Don't Play on Internee on a
spot and our Scott Sub option takes care of it automatically!

(972) 620-2211
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reproduce what the client hears on
your demo at arecording session.
My demo consists of about half
actual productions; the rest are recreations or snippets Iproduced to showcase styles Idon't have recordings of.
Several items on my demo are from
auditions, where Ididn't get the part,
but should have (don't get me started

If you have an agent, you'll probably
also need to edit an abbreviated, oneminute version of your demo for inclusion on the agency CD and Web site.
There have been a lot of recent
changes and issues to voiceover demo
production and distribution, and we'll
be discussing that in an upcoming
article.
You can hear my new demo at
www.voice-guy.com.

e

Smoothest voice tracking
With Scott Studios' systems, stations in all market sizes are voice
tracking some shifts! Announcers hear themselves and everything
else in context. Our Voice Tracker has one button operation, autopost and our exclusive automatic level fixer.
The best networking
Scott Studios' systems are the most

er-
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bullet-proof in radio. Server failures
don't take down any stations! Scott's
exclusive Double Drive networking
means every recording can play
immediately from at least two hard
drives for the ultimate in redundancy
at no tetra cost. Scott hardware is the
most robust in the business. We also Jon Rivers, Morning Host
LOVE stations in 38
offer an Invincible option with at Kstates loves his Scott System
duplicate systems that autoswitchover in asplit second, picking up where the first left off!
Fewer interruptions in the studios
Scott Studios uses Microsoft compatible audio files that allows
office and sales people to audition spots or promos from their PCs
or laptops. Your PD never has to leave his or her desk to fine-tune
segues or digitally rip music into the system.
Live 365 day support 24/7

Scott stations benefit from the biggest and best service and support
staff in digital audio, with 105 people at your service. Technicians
are in our buildings answering our toll-free support lines live day
and night. Supervisors are always available by cell phones.
For details: Call 888 GET SCOTT

.5catt .5teeseem

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: scottstudios.com
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Digital Domain
Continued from page 45

manipulation of levels, dynamics and
EQ — plus system commands — via
the assignable mixing control surface,
is really nothing more than a by
product of the fully integrated digital
audio network.
Transmission
Fiber-optic cable provides transmission of 64 audio channels with word
lengths up to 30 bits ( 24 audio bits
plus six information and two internal
message bits) over distances up to
three miles.
As well as being insensitive to RF
and EMF interference, fiber-optic

cable provides electrical isolation
between stations (and hence eliminates
ground loops); parallel connection of
workstations also is possible.
Each workstation on a fiber-optic
network can access up to 64 channels
of output via analog/digital interface
units. In addition, by providing highspeed gateways with other, application- specific networks connected to
hubbed workstations, the system's
TDM network can forward targeted
signals, to provide access to an unlimited number of local channels. These
local networks can be set up aring or
star configuration, or acombination of
the two.
A single TDM bus can accommodate multiple receivers, which then
receive signals from different trans-

AuxPander Provides
More Aux Connections
Shure's new AuxPander insertable matrix mixer is an auxiliary send expander
for mixing consoles.
AuxPander increases output capabilities. It lets users turn any mixer into
an eight- bus console and is asolution for usrs who need more aux sends.

In multi- line sessions, each mic can be separately processed by turning up
its associated aux send.
The AuxPander is expandable, both vertically and horizontally, connecting
two units, creating an 8x 16 or 16 x8matrix.
Price: $990.
For more information contact Shure at ( 847) 866-2200 or visit the company Web site at www.shure.com.

FlipJack
$289.00

• Mic
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Input
• Mic/Line Input

Operates with
most hand-held
cell phones that
have the standard
2.
5 mm

• Headphone jack
• Balanced Line Output

hands- free

adapter jack.

mitters. To increase operational reliability — both manual and automatic
switchover are possible in the event
of amalfunction — multiple receivers
can be connected to the same stations.
The operational elegance and flexibility can best be illustrated when the
time comes to add asecond on-air production studio, with its own local
inputs and outputs. The addition of a
second transmit/receive pair means that
the central DSP area can access any of
the signals running on the Studio "B"
bus highway, for example, while Studio
"A" now has access any of the inputs or
outputs from Studio "B."
The addition of a return link from
the central DSP area not only provides
Studio " B" with access to all centralized sources, but also access to any of
the signals or mixes originating in
Studio "A."
Extra studios can be added using
additional fiber cables between local
frames and the central DSP area;
supervisory software maintains information about which signal is located
where, and dynamically allocating
and re- allocating channels on an asneeded basis.
PC- based modular control surfaces linked to their associated
frames via a conventional Ethernet
link offer a selection of panels housing switches, displays, faders and
rotary encoders; LCD- buttons identify assignable ( or " soft") functions.
(In simpler applications, control surfaces can be connected to interface
frames via aserial link; in some cases, a number of control panels can
share asingle frame.
In a typical studio design example,
this system might accommodate the
following components:
•Two similarly equipped on-air studios.
• A similarly equipped production studio, capable of going on-air.
• Two news production/presentation
studios.
• Three office workstations ( with editing but not mixing capabilities).
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CellJack

.0

$245 00

Operates with
Motorola bag
type cell
phones.

• Mic/Line Input
Aux Input
Balanced Line Output
Headphone jack

CellJack
Operates with Motorola bag type
cell phones.
•2 MIC/LINE Inputs
AUX Input
•Balanced Line Output • Level Indicator
•2 Headphone Jacks
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Replay system
A centralized hard-disk replay system might provide the following
simultaneous audio streams: two
music feeds and a jingles/commercials feed to each studio, plus a
record feed from each studio back to
the server.
The central DSP area might need to
provide
access
to
six
stereo
ISDN/Real-Audio/MPEG2 codecs
(assuming for example, stereo AES
outputs and amono analog cue input);
six analog outside sources (assuming a
similar I/O); six analog stereo off-air
feeds; two transmission outputs ( with
the ability to add two more at a later
stage). Each studio and the central
DSP area would enable monitoring of
outputs from any other area, plus
access to outside sources and transmission outputs.
On- air and production studios might
be identically equipped, while news
studios would feature less inputs. ( All
studios can access all outputs from all
other areas, as well as the playback
system feeds, outside sources, codecs
and off-air monitoring.)
Office workstations would feature a
user- definable selector panel, with
dedicated switch panels or assignable
LCD- type selectors. ( Audio to each
workstation would be delivered via
dedicated AES-format interconnects,
with source/output selection control
via aserial link.)
Obvious advantages
The operational advantages are
obvious: dynamically-reconfigurable
control surfaces where each presenter
can store and recall their own preferred and ergonomically optimized
fader layouts, together with preconfigured EQ and dynamics, plus appropriate sources needed for each radio
show and output routings ( including
clean feeds etc.).
Vocal sub- groups can also be created with specific EQ and dynamics
settings.
Complex control sequences can be
stored as part of single- button operations, offering a high level of transparency to non- technical operators.
Users can also set up frequently used
background recording mixes, automatically controlling routing of sources
from program to record buses, with
appropriate clean- feed and communications switching.
Summarizing the cost savings of
such a fully networked design
approach, I can identify reduced
installation time; reduced inter- area
cabling, courtesy of fiber-optic links;
easier implementation of redundant/
standby cabling; easier expansion and
change of system infrastructure; significantly smaller control surfaces
with dramatic savings in studio construction costs; multifunctional, reconfigurable studios that remove a need
for specialist areas and provide greater
efficiency of use and sharing of centralized equipment. What more could
one ask for? e

DT-55 •
$339 00

$349.00

u

Each studio might provide record
outputs to local machines; clean feed
outputs to local telephone hybrids;
monitor outputs for presenter and
guests; inputs for local replay sources,
both analog and digital ( up to four
microphones, for example, with EQ
and dynamics processing).

Telephone Remote Control
.Momentary, Latching
Control 10 Relays
or Interlock
Monitor Logic State Of 10 Inputs
• Simple Dial- Up Connection

1602 Carolina St.
P.O. Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227
360-734-4323
FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex@conex-electro.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION

1-800-645-1061
SPECIFICATIONS SURJET T 10 CHANGE WIII/OUT NOTICE

www.conex-electro.com
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Products for Radio Air & Production Studios
Mail info and photos to:

Maxxstream
Improves
Net Audio
Quality
Waves Maxxstream product suite is
touted as an integrated solution for
poor-quality Internet streaming audio.
It is intended to address problems
with streaming audio including harsh,
unintelligible speech and music
streaming in limited bandwidth, which
forces compression.
Maxxstream was designed for radio
stations developing online broadcasting and for dedicated Internet stations
to capture audio from the console and
stream to the Internet. It can support
multiple concurrent encoding applications and bit rates.
The system has on- board DSP for
conditioning, leaving the station's
computer free for encoding tasks. The
nonproprietary system is compatible
with popular streaming media formats.
Flexibility is provided by approximately 80 factory presets, which meet
most content and bandwidth requirements, as well as unlimited user presets.
Maxxstream can help reduce costs
by maintaining broadband sound

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

quality in a reduced bandwidth, and a single system
can simultaneously encode to
multiple target resolutions
and formats.
Price: $4,000 to $9,000 for
acomplete system.
For more information, contact Waves in Knoxville,
Tenn., at (865) 546-6115 or
visit the company Web site at
www.waves.com.

PC)RTANDIsc

THE FEATURE-PACKED
PORTABLE

AudioScience
Licenses MP3
AudioScience Inc., a company that
makes digital audio peripherals for
computer- based applications, has
licensed
MP3
from
Thomson
Multimedia and the Fraunhofer
Institute for use in its DSP-based
soundcards.
The MP3 compression format will
complement AudioScience•s MPEG
Layer 2 format while offering agreater
range of compression ratios and maintaining CD- quality audio.
MP3 is part of ISO standard 111723 and is based on psychoacoustic principles — the algorithm compresses
audio by removing sounds that cannot
be heard by the human ear due to auditory masking. This allows CD- quality
audio to be maintained while using bit
rates of 128 kbps.
For more information contact
AudioScience in Delaware at ( 302)
324-5333 or visit the company Web
site at www.audio science.com.
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When it comes to portable recording, the HHB

I/0s, flexible powering options and a

PORTADISC has it all.

comprehensive range of accessories

The PORTADISC uses atough, precision MD drive

supplied as standard.

for maximum durability - not aflimsy, consumer

And the PORTADISC is the only MD portable

mechanism. And with afrequency response of

to feature aUSB interface so you can stream

10Hz - 20kHz and adynamic range greater than

audio to and from your workstation.

96dB, you'll be making recordings of

For full information on the portable

exceptional quality.

recorder that gives you everythinç, talk to

Despite its surprisingly affordable price, the
PORTADISC is packed with the facilities
you need like ultra- low noise balanced
mic inputs, coaxial and optical digital

HHB about the PORTADISC.
,

Dom

Also available

PORTADISC

nItro&

Reporter's Kit

Includes aPORTADISC, aSennheiser MD46 interviewer's mic
and afull range of accessories in atough Pelican case.
HHB Communications USA Inc • 1410 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025-2501, USA
Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 • E- Mail: sales@hhbusa.com
HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada
Tel: 416 867 9000 • Fax: 416 867 1080 E- Mail: sales@hhbcanada.com
HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U
Tel: 020 8962 5000 • Fax: 020 8962 5050 E- Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

www.hhbusa.com
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FIRST WE LISTEN

di

ital dexterit
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Juggling Too Much?
Harris Can Help!
Taking care of today's broadcasting needs while
moving toward adigital future is atough juggling act.
You need to maintain and, perhaps, upgrade current
systems. Maybe you're even contemplating complete
station makeovers. Fortunately there's acompany
with the resources and dexterity to help you maintain
your balance: Harris.
Automation
Whether you need single-channel, multi-channel,
or news solutions, Harris has ascalable automation
solution to fit your precise requirements.
Transmission
Harris has everything from replacement parts for
your current transmitter to anew analog or digital
transmission system.
•TV - UHF, VHF, DTV, DVB-T
•Radio - AM, FM, IBOC, DAB
•STL - single to multiple site linking
Systems
Who but Harris offers everything from asingle console
to the design and installation of entire radio, TV, and
mobile studios? Come see our line of DTV products
to help you manage your entire system.
Service
Harris installs, maintains and repairs everything it sells.
And our broadcast training centers are available to
make your team as self-reliant as possible.
Don't Drop the Ball
Let us show you our newest solutions. Come to our
booth to discuss your particular balancing act. You'll
find us in booth L5023, ready to help.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

www.harris.com
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AT! Multiplies Digital Audio
by Andy Butler
Director of Engineering
PBS National Operations Center
ALEXANDRIA, Va.
When Ihave
a prejudice, Itry to admit it up front.
In this case Ihave to admit to a great
fondness for ATI.
For more years than many of us care
to remember, the company has been
building straightforward, no- frills
devices that work. The simple limited
warranty it issues on each piece is a
good example of the company's philosophy.
ATI warrants that:
•Your MicroAmp will work when you
take it out of the box. ( It did.)
•Your MicroAmp will do what our
published specs say it will do. ( It did
even better.)
•Your MicroAmp will continue to do

The DDA series

coverage, but you may spend a week
digging through a stack of legalese
before you understand the terms.

is designed to

regenerate, isolate and distribute
AES/EBU digital audio.

the above for at least one year. ( Idon't
know about this yet.)
Most manufacturers offer similar

The DDA séries is designed to
regenerate, isolate and distribute
AES/EBU digital audio ( conforming

rmágice By Design

September 26, 2001
standard sample rates 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2 and 96 kHz. Other front- panel
displays include status and error LEDs
for clock lock and data validity.
A trim pot on the front panel adjusts
the input equalization to compensate
for extremely long cable runs.
The data is reclocked and regenerated in the unit to reduce jitter. Inputs
are transformer- isolated with a loopthrough and switchable termination.
The 110-ohm models offer six balanced, transformer- isolated outputs
per channel. The 75-ohm models offer
12 unbalanced, capacitor- coupled
floating outputs.

In use
Ievaluated a single- channel 110 ohm XLR unit. On the bench it
exceeded the applicable specifications
easily. Installation in a small off-line
workstation was straightforward.
Input cable equalization in particuto AES3-1992 and IEC 958 standards).
lar was easy with the front- panel conThe group includes single-channel
trol and simple yes/no LED indicator.
(one input to six outputs) and dual As Iwas checking out the unit, I
channel ( two inputs to 12 outputs)
started noticing a strange noise. After
units. The DDAXXX-XLR models
a little head-scratching, Irealized that
operate from and drive 110- ohm balIhad violated one of the installation
anced twisted- pair lines per AES3guidelines by mounting the unit right
1992. The DDAXXX-BNC models
next to a power amplifier with a
operate from and drive single-ended
switching power supply. A little rack
75-ohm coaxial systems per AES-3idshifting and apower filter on the pow1995.
er line solved that problem. The unit
The BNC units can also be used
performed with no further problems.
with S/PDIF ( consumer)- formatted
All and all, this is a fine little unit.
audio with the appropriate cable
Out of the box it performed as adveradapters. All the units are in a 1 RU
tised.
enclosure with integrated power supFor more information contact
Audio Technologies Inc. ( AT!) in
Ply.
All the units accept sample rates
Pennsylvania at ( 215) 443-0330 or
from 27 to 96 kHz. A front- panel rate
visit the company Web site at
display shows the first two digits of
www.atiguys.com.

•

MANUFACTURER
OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.
DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 • Yellville. Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax. 87C-449-6000

E-mail:

altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site:http://www.altronic.com
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Marantz's PMD690 Delivers
by Michael LeClair
Chief Engineer
WBUR Group
BOSTON Marantz Professional's
new PMD690 flash recorder represents
what Iconsider to be a great technological step forward in field recording.
The PMD690 has no moving parts,
no whining motors, and no failing
belts. It's a stereo recorder that
records digital audio files to a removable compact flash memory card. You
can record to standard PC cards
(PCMCIA) or to compact flash and
IBM Microdrives ( with a PCMCIA
adaptor). Using it is like recording
straight into a computer, except this
recorder is designed well enough to
handle work in the field.
Sound- rich productions
WBUR Group purchased the
PMD690 to capture stereo field sound
and interviews for our new documentary program, "Inside Out." Each hourlong program involves sound-rich productions that explore interesting and
timely topics. It's often necessary to
gather 20 or more hours of field sound
to produce one show. The reporter will
often interview and record field sound
at the same time.
We wanted a package that was easy
to use, very reliable, and produced
high-quality sound. We also bought a
Shure VP- 88 stereo microphone and a
pair of Sony 7506 headphones to
TECH

round out the kit.
The PMD690 features dual XLR
input connectors that can be switched
between microphone and line- level
input sensitivity. It also has dual-RCA
unbalanced audio outputs, a stereo
headphone jack and a large dual-input
level control on the front panel. It

and got about three hours out of the
battery.
Therefore, pay attention to the
blinking battery failure light ( or
optional audio warning) — if the deck
turns off without writing the table of
contents information to the flash card,
the files will not be retrievable.

comes with an AC adapter and a
removable battery carrier. A carrying
case and rechargeable battery are also
good options to consider.
Because the unit will deliver only
two hours of recording using eight AA
alkaline batteries, we purchased the
optional rechargeable Nicad battery. I
ran the machine in a combination of
recording and playback modes, stopping periodically to change settings,

The PMD690 offers awide range of
recording formats, including full
stereo or mono way and MPEG-2 compression at 384, 256, 192, 128, 96, 64,
48 and 32 kbps (the last two are mono
only). Users can select among three of
these formats using aswitch on the top
control panel. We opted to use MPEG2 compression with stereo 384, 192
and mono 128 kbps. With a 440 MB
compact flash card we got approximately three hours of recording time
at the highest data rate.
My test recordings and listening
tests revealed that, at the 384 kbps
rate, the PMD690 makes beautiful
stereo recordings. Iheard an open,
clean and bright sound similar to DAT
recordings. Iwas also pleased with the
sound of the internal microphone preamps in the PMD690 when used with
the VP- 88 microphone.

UPDATES

Denon Unveils CD Recorder
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Denon debuted its new DNC550-R dual drive combination CD player/
recorder at the AES convention as the company targets the CD- recording
market.
The machine uses both analog and digital inputs for two-channel stereo.
The balanced analog XLR inputs use 24- bit A/D conversion, and the unbalanced analog input and output have RCA jacks.
The S/PDIF digital coaxial I/Os with defeatable SCMS are unbalanced,
and the digital optical I/Os are balanced.
The model uses the internal digital sampling frequency converter to convert 32 kHz and 48 kHz rates to the CD standard 44.1 kHz.
Using 24-bit D/A converters allows the digital and analog outputs to utilize
several recording and playback options. Recording modes are Scan Rec

DF.01,1menu...
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tio
Dubbing Mode, Disc Dubbing Mode and HDCD dubbing.
Dubbing can be done in real time or at 2X speed. Playback modes include
Repeat, Relay Play, Mix Program Play and Mix Random Play. Relay and Mix
can be performed from Drive 1to Drive 2. Playback from both drives can utilize independent outputs.
The dual drives sport several features. Drive 1can be used as adedicated
playback deck for pro and consumer CDs, CD- Rs and CD-RWs. It also supports playback of HDCD-encoded discs using a built-in HDCD decoder.
Drive 2 can work as a second playback device with the same features, and
can also be used as a CD-R/CD-RW recorder. Both drives are PC/data disc
compatible.
The DN-055OR uses atext input feature for entering disc and track names
on display. It takes up 2 RUs and uses asmooth and stable linear- type transformer for power.
For more information contact Denon in New Jersey at ( 973) 396-0810 or
visit www.denon.com.

Full, deep sound
While some portable recorders suffer in the low bass response in their
microphone inputs, the PMD690 delivered a full, deep sound. Stereo imaging was precise and wide. While listening on headphones it was possible
to clearly position sounds coming
from left and right, above and below,
and even behind your ears in reproduced audio files.
The various microphone input settings on the PMD690 top panel were
useful. The high pass filter does a
good job of removing hand-held noise
from the cable if you have to move
around while recording.
The band pass filter is a good addition for gathering sound in noisy
ambient conditions, though with audible loss of overall sound quality.
The product uses three automatic
gain control ( AGC) settings. For interview recording, Ifound the internal
limiter setting sounded good. While it
is still possible to overdrive the
recorder with the limiter on, it provides an additional 8-10 dB of protection limiting before clipping with a
smooth and relatively inaudible
action.
See MARANTZ, page 61
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TASCAM Recorder Goes Classical
by Jeff Buettner with Jeff Mac
Chief Engineer
WGUC(FM)
CINCINNATI WGUC, Cincinnati's
Classical Public Radio, was founded
in 1960 by a group of citizens who
saw the need for aradio station devoted to cultural and public affairs programming. Today it is the largest and
oldest public radio station in
Cincinnati, specializing in the broadcast of classical music.
One of the many demanding roles
placed on The Corbett Studio at
WGUC is the production and preparation for broadcast of the Cincinnati
Symphony and several chamber music
series concerts. Iam responsible for

T

,
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Mx. 7424

to surround recording and studio multitrack recording and mastering. This
requires a recorder with exceptional
sound, flexibility and reliability.

Ineeded a system

that would allow

fast and dependable transfer between field
recording and studio production units.

recording and preparing this material
for broadcast.
The type of recording ranges from
stereo and multitrack field recording

The Corbett Studio had previously
been recording to a digital tape-based
format, but my experience with computer- based recording made me feel

Tele-Link

make the transition from field to studio
and to PC editing fast and simple.
A typical day on location or at
Corbett Studios includes plenty of time
in front of the machine, with highly
trained professional musicians playing
for long periods of time. This can be
difficult if the equipment can't keep up
the pace, but Iwas impressed with the
ease of use of the MX- 2424.

Sensible combination
The MX is a sensible combination
of computer capabilities and tape
machine logic. The musicians in the
studio were impressed with how
smooth, comfortable and efficient a
session with the MX-2424 can be. So
far we have had no audio problems. It
is a solid machine and Iam pleased
that ahard disk-based format would be
with the audio quality.
asuperior choice.
Icurrently edit with Samplitude on
Taking a computer system in the
a PC but Ilook forward to using MX
field for recording is daunting, so I View software for editing and setting
decided the most appropriate choice
up projects. The capability to record to
would be a dedicated hard- disk
hard drives in standard formats makes
recorder, for portability and dependinterchange with audio editors like
ability in highly demanding recording
Samplitude or ProTools as simple as
environments.
removing a drive and attaching it to a
Irecord on location with an array of
computer.
microphones from B&K and Neumann
Widespread use of the MX- 2424 is
and Ineeded a machine capable of
resulting in a strong network of supcapturing their subtlety and power. I port for answers, solutions and recomneeded a system that would allow fast
mendations. Iam thoroughly confident
and dependable transfer between field
in the quality of the audio Irecord
recording and studio production units.
with this equipment.
The TASCAM MX-2424 and its feaFor more information contact
tures met these criteria, so Ichose two
TASCAM in California at (323) 762units, one for studio and one for loca0303 or visit the company Web site
tion recording. Removable hard disks
www.tascam.com.

MICROWAVE STL SYSTEMS

by Energy-Onix

The only stereo quality STL link
to utilize the
"Free Internet Highway"
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STL-1 Transmitter

Hundreds of our Systems are presently in Service.
Features include:
Composite and

Frequency Agility,

Digital Transmission,

Outstanding Specifications,

Realistic

Prices and Instant Availability.

ENERGY-ONIX CONTINUES TO SELL
AT LEAST ONE AM AND ONE FM
TRANSMITTER EVERY DAY!

Contact Energy-Onix or your Energy-Onix dealer for price & delivery information.
'The Tian+miller People'

ENERGY-ONIX

Toll Free Phone: 888-324-6649

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

E- Mail: info@energy-onix.com

Fax: 518-758-1476
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If you have the TeleRadio from CircuitWerkes at your stations,

u

you can listen to every radio station in each of your markets.
Old-fashioned air-checks are okay, but they have some real drawbacks.
Among them are:
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No Obligation!

WALK

STOP THOSE POPS!

markets in an hour without leaving your desk?

1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air-check. You
may be hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.
2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and
react accordingly.
3. By the time you get an air-check in the mail, it may be too late to
respond to the competition.

The X-Plosive is the solution for vocal
plosives and obstructed sight lines to
scripts/copyboard. It attaches directly to the
shockmount ring of side- firing mics such as
the Neumann U87'" and AKG C414'", which
means there's no need to readjust once it's
attached. The XPlosive is made of durable
ABS plastic and uses 2- ply nylon/spandex
mesh. Buy now at:

www.x-plosivefilter.com

The TeleRadio beats those problems by letting you listen to both your
station andthe competition in real-time. If you have aTeleRadio, you
simply dial it up from any phone. As soon as it answers, the internal
radio begins playing down the phone line to you. You can control the
radio by using the buttons on your phone. It's just like being there!

See what the Traffic C.O.P. for
Windows can do for you!
Call

Now ( 800) 275-6204

www.broadcastdata.com

The TeleRadio even has aDTMF selectable external audio connection
so it can be used as astandard telephone coupler too. An optional call
progress decoder is available for using the TeleRadio on PBX analog
lines and in areas that don't support CPC.
Manufactured by MMR Services
14505 Berry Rd., Accokeek, MD 20607
301-203-1617

Ci rcu itWerkes - 3716 SW 351 Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 -

EN/ Towers
Above the Rest
Monopoles
Guyed Towers
Self-Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Remote

www.circuitwerkes.com

tools

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for custom boxes".

WWII.
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DC-8A Dial-Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

SRC-1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay ( Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

SRC8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
SR systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full & half duplex models).

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds. Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided

1.1111111111111111111111111111111r—
MC-16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII sthngs (DIME to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

11M

SSM Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels
The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 momenta)/ buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

UI-411 Universal Interface
Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter control/logic, detecting phone line "hng", etc.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road • Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000 • www.ERlinc.com

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

BIBB

MSO-8 Control Panel
Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

E-mail: bti@ broadcasttools.com

BROADCAST

tools

Vo ce: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

Retrieve and Review

Pack,
Rack
or Stacleem!
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Call or
write for free
detailed brochure.
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NAPIOAMP SERIES"
Mono and Stereo Mixers and Expanders
MX100, MX200 8« MXS100 Three Input Mic./Line Mixers
XP100 & XPS100 Four Input Companion Expanders

EAS Logs.. .from your Office
Dawning's Secure Network Interface provides a
simple and cost-effective method for any broadcast
location to quickly and easily retrieve and transmit
FCC Emergency Alert System test and activation
logs, even those from your remote locations. Imagine
having this information automatically delivered to
you for regular review as
required by the FCC!
Technical Specs:

sivi

• Dimensions:
5.6"W x4.6D x 1.5"H
• Senal Connection:

•

RJ-45 8- pin Serial Port
•Low noise Mic./Line switchable Inputs

• Ethernet Network Connection: RJ-45
• FTP or email data delivery options

•Phantom Power • Independent headphone and

• Programmable serial ports connections

Balanced line outputs • Bright 3color LED meter • XLR connectors

• Definable IP address and network connection parameters

•External power or battery operated • UL & CE Markings
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED

• List Price: $595

drawr-1'n

328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044
Tel: (215) 443-0330 • (800) 959-0307 • Fax: (215) 443-0394 • http://www.atiguys.com
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1-800-332-0499
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360 Systems
Upgrades Short/cut
The Short/cut 2000 Hard- Disk
Recorder/Editor from 360 Systems is
aportable personal audio editor suited
for two-track editing in news, production and on-air applications.
The audio format comes as stereo,
and can be used as two independent
channels using a 16- bit quantization
and broadcast standard 48 kHz sampling frequency. The analog inputs and
outputs are +4 balanced XLR-3 connectors and the digital I/0s are
AES/EBU ( XLR and BNC) connectors. The kit weighs 12.5 pounds and
has an external power source.

The Short/cut uses hard- disk technology and operating controls that
combine a tape machine with a word
processor. Users can cut, copy, insert,
cross fade and gain change both stereo
and single-track operations. The console uses aweighted jog wheel to simulate tape reel scrub editing and an
LCD waveform display to provide
information.
The Short/cut's Hot Key features
can access 10 stored segments and can
be used as acopy/paste clipboard. For
accessing other cuts the console can
use up to 10 directories and a namefinding feature. An included ASCI
keyboard allows naming of all files
and audio cuts.
New features for 2001 include
expanded storage of up to 12 hours of

stereo audio on the
hard drive. The new
operating system
enables faster execution of all user
operations.
The
upgrade also allows
the console to interface with most
DAWs and write in
several file formats
using an optional
external parallel
Zip drive. Optional
gear includes a
padded gig bag and
an SCSI expansion
port for interface to external drives. All
older units may be upgraded.
For more information contact 360

Systems in California at ( 818) 9911360 or visit the company Web site at
www.360systems.com.

Marantz
Continued from page 58

Most of all, Iwas delighted with
how easy it was to transfer recordings from the PMD690 into a computer for editing. A card reader connects to a computer via the USB
connection. We copied 250 MB of
audio files onto the local hard drive
of the computer in just three minutes. Once on our computer network, sound files could be copied or
moved at will between workstations.
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necessary to

-

gather 20 or

I

more hours
4
7

of field sound
to produce
one show.

It is impossible to equal this
transfer speed with other recorders
that use real time to dub analog or
digitally into a computer. The
reporter time saved in just this area
will pay for the machine in less
than one year. And all sound files
are transferred without the need to
undergo any digital- to- analog or
analog- to- digital conversions on
low- performance computer sound
cards, preserving audio fidelity.
Overall, Ifound the recorded
sound on the PMD690 to be superior to cassette decks or MDs. With a
proper review of the manual it is an
easy-to-use and reliable recorder.
Marantz included a good group
of selectable options on the top
panel to handle typical field recording situations. Finally Ithink that
the best aspect of the PMD690 is
its easy compatibility with computer audio editing.
In my opinion, the PMD690
from Marantz is truly the ultimate
solution for field recording.
For information contact Marantz
Professional in Illinois at (630) 8204800 or visit www.marantz.com.

e

The illustrious legacy of Crown
Broadcast is beginning anew
chapter. To meet the needs of
broadcasters worldwide, Crown
Broadcast is aggressively
researching and developing
new technology.

Crown designs, scheduled for
release in the fall, build on this
history with new features for
new market requirements, as
well as options that can fit
current Crown transmitters for
new applications.

The transition to technically
innovative new designs will fit
the changing dynamics of
world broadcasting while
keeping the rugged reliability
that defines Crown.

New Crown FMX Series
transmitters, with Crown's
Digital System Management
(DSM) design, make system
monitoring and control faster,
easier, and more complete.
The four- line display details
transmitter operation at a
glance, and provides full
menu-driven control.

Crown FM Series transmitters
daily extend the standard for
reliable excellence in
broadcasting. Around the world
Crown remains the choice for
trouble-free service in
demanding circumstances and
difficult environments. From
FM 30 to FM 2000, each Crown
model comes with arich tradition
of long-term value. The newest

Add the Remote System
Management ( RSM) option,
and get full remote monitoring
and control from your cell
phone. Relieve the stress of
inaccessible sites with easy offsite checkup and adjustment.

Your investment in Crown will always pay off
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If you have already invested
in aCrown FM transmitter.
the DSM and RSM can be
added as upgrades to give
you new capabilities
without the cost of replacing
your transmitter.
Please visit our w3bsite at
www.crownbroadcast.com
to learn more. And there
will be more. Watch for
anew, cost-effective
redundant transmitter
control for automatic
backup switching...the
revolutionary CariCast
digital transmitter in a
PC... the industry leading
effects of Omnia
processing software....

Crown Broadcast
25166 Leer Drive
Elkhart, IN 46E14-5425
219-262-E900
www.crownbroaicast.com

OUTSTANDING Outstanding specifications and pricing
on professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring and
"translator" service.

Fast,
easy,
inexpensive!

The AFC3 is athree receiver rack mount that is
configured to your EAS or monitoring specific
application. Each receiver has internal frequency
selection ( PLL) switches, front panel controls and
indicators, and rear panel connections.

biummastor
Price: Approximately $1000

(
depending on recenier cho«)

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOAA
Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers.
All receivers are PLL ( synthesized) designs using the
latest state of the art components and are available as
stand alone receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.
> Find out why you should be using ilDetective products!
Call us or visit us on the web at http://www.rfdetective.com

See the demo on our Web site.

206.842.5202
audionlabs.com

AUDION

EVERY STATION WANTS:

SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

• Belar • Marti
• Moseley

•Exciters • Optimods

• McMartin

•AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

• TFT

Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

"fr

HA- 1Hybrid Adapter

In HAWSE f
11,

;

4

MM. HYBRID

The HA- 1 Hybrid Adapter allows you to use
your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any
telephone — old, new, single line, multi-line, etc.
Since the HA- 1hooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to
the telephone line is needed. With the HA- 1's
front panel push-button out, your telephone functions normally. With the button pushed in, the
handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now
on line; nothing could be simpler or easier. The
performance of your hybrid will be the same as it
would be if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call yourfavorite radio broadcast dealer today for Excalibur products!

Silicon Valley

10/3000

POWER

10 watts in, 31nv out

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Our growing product line

B-1500

up to 1750w

4TISFACTION GUARANTEED

B-2000

up to 2 2kw

• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE

txtatitur Clettronios

itualibur HA- 1HYBRID ADAPTER

REGISTER DATA SYSTEMS * 800-52.1-5222*
WWW.REGISTERDATA.COM
THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454
Email: SCARadio Oaol.com WebSite: eAwi.Daytonlndustrial.com

1
OZ- r
-r-03 fie

R ELIABILITY DIE PilariTOM
EPENDABIL1TY
TABILITY

Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980

B- 150A
up to 165w

B-300A

aim

B-450

up to 500w

10/1000

10 watts in, 1000w out

B-850
up to 930e
B-1000

up to 1200w

B-600

up to 630w

up to 330w

_Lkunras--11"
TECHNICAL SERVICE

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262

Phone:- (408) 986 9700
Fax:- (408) 986 1438

e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com
Website:- www.svpa.com
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Benchmark Upgrades DAs

HHB Offers MiniDisc Recorder
At NAB2001 HHB debuted its Portadisc MDP500 portable MiniDisc
recorder for professional use.
The Portadisc takes advantage of the MiniDisc format's capacity for sound
quality, random access and straightforward editing. The product records on standard MiniDiscs using the ATRAC 4.5 algorithm. Eighty minutes can be set down
in stereo or 160 minutes in mono.
The two- channel
recorder has asampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz
and the whole package
weighs 4.5 pounds with
batteries.
The balanced microphone input circuits
feature switchable
phantom power and
limiting which can be
stereo- linked. The
balanced
mic/line
analog input uses
XLR 3 connectors,
while the digital I/Os,
whether coaxial or
optical, are S/PDIF. A
type B USB port allows laptop connectivity for editing so work can be finished in the field. Some basic editing functions are included and can be used
through asoftware-controlled menu system.
The Portadisc uses an illuminated display and abuilt-in monitoring speaker.
Other features include asix- second prerecord buffer, an auto start/cut function
with an adjustable threshold, automatic gain control and a memory buffer for
glitch-free recording. Power is provided using eight AA-size batteries or the
universal 100 V-240 V charger. It comes with acarrying case.
For more information contact HHB in California at (310) 319-3111 or visit
www.hhbusa.com.

Sony Offers
Two Recorders

Benchmark Media Systems released its newly redesigned System 100
card frame distribution amplifier package and upgraded its DA-101 and DA102 DAs.
The System 1000 now uses three connector options at the motherboard.
Two new options are the plug-in WECO HSL series three-pin screw- down
connectors with an integral tie-wrap tab, and the EDAC 556 family of threepin connectors. The unit already has Molex latching and polarized SL series
connectors. A BNC connector module plugs into the rear of the motherboard.

The frame's backplane now has a self- shielding motherboard that permits
line-level analog DAs, mic-preamp DAs and digital modules to occupy the
same frame without crosstalk. The frame can now use 17 different modules,
four power supply options and numerous controllers and accessories, making
it extremely flexible.
The mono DA -101 has two inputs and asignal routing switcher for selecting either output or a mix of both. It uses 15-turn gain pots, frontpanel test
points and 13 segment LED meters. It can be used as a 10-ouput mono DA, a
40 W mono monitor amplifier or a time code DA without crosstalk to other
modules. The stereo DA -102 is the same except that it uses dual meters and
does not have the 40 W output.
For more information contact Benchmark in New York at (313) 437-6300
or visit www.benchmarkmedia.com.

Sony is shipping its CDR-W66 CD and CDR-W33 recorders.
The former is designed for mid- to high-end broadcast production and
recording studios, while its lower-priced sibling is for project studios and
home-recording applications.
Both recorders have selectable DSP functions such as parametric EQ, limiter, Super Bit Mapping and 24-bit AD/DA conversion. The DSP circuit can
operate through the analog on both units and on the AES/EBU digital inputs
for the CDR-W66. The units offer CD Text support for entering and displaying disc/track names.

The newest version of Sonifex's Courier portable recorder is enhanced
with a USB connection. The product can use the connection for fast downloads to the PC. The USB port works in addition to the RS232 serial port and
the optional ISDN connection.

Control can be maintained through aremote control, aPC keyboard or the
frontpanel AMS controller. Remote transport control can be accessed via
Control- S or a PC keyboard. The recorders come with a wireless/wired
remote unit.
The W33 uses a 32-48 kHz sampling rate converter; has coaxial digital.
optical digital and analog unbalanced phone jacks; can record CD- R, CDRW, CD- R ( DA) and CD-RW ( DA) formats; and fits in 2RU.
The W66 has the same features but adds a32-96 kHz rate converter; digital
and balanced XLR analog I/Os; RS- 232C and parallel ( GPI) control ports:
and a2X speed dubbing link to asecond CDR-W66.
For more information contact Sony Electronics in New Jersey at (800) 9301000 or visit www.sony.com.

The new version has a USB B connector supporting USB 1.1 and enables
downloads to the PC of up to 40 times real-time speed.
Integrated software enables connections to Windows Explorer in Windows
98 and 2000. The connection allows the Flash card or hard disk used for
recording to be permanently stored in the Courier without the need for
removal. Files can be downloaded to a PC by USB, the disk wiped and
recording started again quickly.
For more information contact Fraser Jones of Independent Audio in Maine
at (207) 773-2424 or visit www.independentaudio.com.

Sonifex Portable
Recorder Uses USB
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Ward-Beck
Produces Signal
Distribution Gear
With the arrival of AES digital audio signals,
Ward- Beck augmented its product line to include
digital distribution amplifiers.
As convergence continues to blur the lines
between radio and TV signals, the company offers
products to distribute serial digital video signals
with embedded AES audio.
The company promises cost-effective broadcast
signal distribution for installations of various sizes.
Small-scale distribution solutions are offered by
the POD product line. POD8, PODI2, POD17 and
POD20 may be employed to distribute one analog

stereo, an AES or SDI signal, respectively,
to six locations. The established 8200
Series and new Serialboxx card systems can
address needs of small to large systems.
The 8200 series and Serialboxx have multiple distribution amplifier cards in a 2 RU
package with common dual-redundant power
supplies. The card system allows mixing of
different types of distribution amplifiers
within the same frame.
The company has two types of audio distribution amplifiers. The first is the analog
model with 1x 8 mono with remote gain
control and 1x 4 stereo distribution amplifiers.
The AES digital version uses 1x8in both
75- and 110-ohm versions, 1x8with remote
control and sample rate conversion and 1x 4 AES
with onboard D to A conversion providing two analog
stereo outputs. Other cards in the 8200 Series and
Serialboxx families provide A- D, D- A and sample

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS

S.C.M.S., Inc

The Ward-Beck Serialboxx Card System
rate conversion.
For more information contact Ward- Beck in
Portland, Ore. at (
866) 771-2556 or in Toronto at
(800) 771-2556 or visit www.ward-beck.com.

The CircuitWerkes HC-3Autocoupler

Charlotte, N.0

/Competitive Prices
I/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs

Test Equipment,Audio)
iExperienced Staff

Antenna Tuning Units
Transmitter Combiners
Folded Unipole Antennas
Diplexers, Triplexers
RF Components

Circ_uitWerkes

Auto-connect anddisconnect.
D LED Indicators for incoming
rings/on-line status & power.

Our products are designed

Call LBA Technology for RF systems

simultaneous send &

Momentary or latching dry

redeye communications.

Metal case can be wall/desk

Fax 252-752-9715

or, optionally, rack mounted.

Email:

lbatech@lbagroup.com

P.O Box 8026, Greenville, NC 27835USA

800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

35 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING SERVICES

pickup-enable, remote pick
Ring/Online sink.

3716 SW 3rd Place

S•sse
oge

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555 / fax 380 0230
sales@circuitwerkes.com

http://www.circuitwerkes.com

Hp,

THE #1 CHOICE!
• Eliminate bad room acoustics

up trigger, call end sink, &

CircuitWerlies

An IBA Group Company

• Eliminate flanging ( hollow room) effect

connections

Dual rack mount available

or Contact Our Representatives Worldwide

You Know We Know Radio

AIRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

THE Iii1/111SEIr PX1
35W

FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER

=Jeri

•Hold absolute levels
•Correct voice symmetry

rear>

ONLY
•Frequency Agile - 87.5 to 108.0 MHz
•Digitally Synthesized PLI
1795"
•Temperature and VSWR Protected
•120/240/12VDC Power with Auto Battery Back-up

• Front panel input
level select + 4 to - 50 dB
•DE-ESSER designed to protect

•Three section variable

pre-emphasis curves

boost and cut equalization
•Compander/Expander cross coupled

AIR corp.

Remote

include: aux. relay closure,

Se Audio, control and power

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279

LBATechnology,Inc.

• Built-in earphone jack

unbalanced, In/Out for

numberof rings.

/Turnkey Installations Available

for maximum punch

D Simple, acti ve hybrid with

connections on screw terms.

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers

ComboLok

D Suggested list only $ 229.

contacts at pickup.

and excellent technical service.

/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

•
_

provides passwordsecurity.

D Answers on user selectable

and built to international standards.

New and Rebuilt RF and Audio

e'• Optional

D Two- Year limited warranty.

LBA antenna systems will improve
reliability.

V-

•

More Features. Better Price.

your efficiency, performance and

/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed

• •

H( shown with optional rack moat,'

•Simultaneous mic level and line level
outputs
• Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

Call your dealer
or call 972-304-0455 or fax: 972-304-0550

The PX1 was designed to fill the needs of the low power or community
broadcaster. Set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5buttons to
access all parameters - power, frequency, modulation, and more. The
2line vacuum fluorescent display gives you "ataglance" verification of all
important functions. The MiC1-0-COMI .oller continuously monitors
frequency, temperature, deviation. etc. and makes subtle adjustments
on the fly- like a"virtual" station engineer.
Two balanced inputs (XLR) are provided, as are inputs for SCA and RDS
(BNC) RF Output connection is type N. output power is adjustable from
1to 35 Watts.
If you're setting up anew station, we also supply consoles, microphones,
antennas. feedline. and more.

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564
Order Toll- Free: 800-446-2295
www.highpowerfm.com • sales@ramseyelectronics.com
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RDL Makes Compact DA
Radio Design Lab's RU-DA4D distribution amplifier offers a range of inputs
and outputs in acompact housing.
IIIIRU-DA4D AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
Part of the Rack- Up product line, the DA uses two separate line- level inputs.
Each can connect balanced or unbalanced and high- or low- impedance audio
lines. Connections use full-size barrier block terminals on the rear panel.
When using astereo source the DA connects one channel to each of the inputs,
providing four isolated outputs. Otherwise, eight outputs can be fed using amono
audio source. The rear-panel jumper feeds the audio source through input A to all
of the A and B outputs.
Each output uses afront-panel screwdriver gain control. The gain potentiometer
allows an adjustment range from 15 dB loss to 18 dB gain. The outputs can drive
balanced and unbalanced audio lines.
An LED indicator for each channel helps with monitoring by showing when an audio signal is present for agiven channel input.
The unit takes up one-third of arack space unit and requires an external power source.
For more information contact RDL in California at (805) 684-9316 or visit www.rdlnet.com.

Audioarts Uses

Otan iOffers Audio DDR
Otani produces the DX- 5050 for use as a two-channel digital audio disk
recorder.
The DDR uses ISO 3.5- inch MO disks as storage media with acapacity of
640 MB and 60
minutes of stereo
recording
time.
Stereo recording is
at a 44.1 kHz rate
with 16- bit resolution and uses the
Microsoft WAV file
format. Most PCbased DAWs support this format;
audio can be transferred from the
DX- 5050 to aDAW
and vice versa.
The main unit's
basic editing functions enable cut- and- paste editing at the same speed as a
quarter- inch analog tape machine. Complex editing can be performed on a
PC- based DAW.
An advantage is the lack of an audio delay at startup, as with aDAT or MD
machine.
The DX- 5050 can be installed in a 19- inch rack using the optional rack
mount adaptor. An input sample rate converter is optional.
For more information contact Otaniin Tennessee at (615) 255-608 or visit
¡lie company Web site at www.otari.com.

Dual- Channel DA
The DA 8400 from Audioarts Engineering relies on its multiple configurations to provide dual- function use as adistribution amplifier_
The two configurations of the 8400 are as an eight-output stereo unit or as
four 1x 4 DAs using rear- panel jumpers, which provides 16 outputs total.
The model also uses separate three-conductor connectors for each input and

output, which helps with in- field wiring changes and troubleshooting.
The model's 15- turn output gain trims for calibration. It uses a regulated
DC power supply with a protected current and a—low magnetic field power
transformer. The circuit boards are FR4 glass epoxy with solder mask coating
to reduce foreign particle damage.
The 8400's performance specifications include a flat frequency response
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
For more information contact Audioarts Engineering in North Carolina at
(252) 638-7000 or visit www.wheatstone.com.

Nagra Recorder Edits,
Transmits On- Site
The Nagra Series-C recorder/editor machine with ISDN codec is adigital
recorder ‘Àlilt the ability to edit recordings on the spot.
The solid-state Series-C is capable of recording MPEG 2 audio, mono or
stereo in bit rates of up to 192 kbps. It is available with an ISDN codec able
to deliver 64 kbps, G 7.11, 7.22 or MPEG 2down asingle B channel.
The digital editor is non-destructive and can be used directly after recording. The ISDN feature can record and play files through the PCMCIA Flash
card-recording media. This allows news stories to be gathered and delivered
to remote destinations.
The Series- C uses an
on- board DSP that provides conversion of
recordings made in different
compression
modes and allows bit
rates higher than 64 to be
converted prior to transmission.
Prices start at $ 5,650
for the C- PP rack- mount
version.
For more information
contact Nagra in Tennessee
at (615) 726-5191 or visit
the company Web site at
www.nagra.com.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can mama.
eseparations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response t better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and nuch more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

431

13ELJA

Pi www.belar.com (
610) 587-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNS'eLVANIA 19333
...Call or write for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA ani TV monitors.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

El

Acousticarirsr

4888-785-2988
1

,
Full product line for sound
:control

& noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirstcom
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
ATI P100 phono stereo amplifier,
very good condition, $95. Duane or
Reid Ashbaucher, WPOS, 7112
Angola Rd, Holland OH 43528. 419865-5551 or radio @ woosfm.com.
Want to Buy
150/200 watt FM power amp.
Clarence Jones, Educational Radio
of St. George Inc., 106 Carolina
Ave, St George SC 29477. 843563-7097.
RCA, Altec tube amplifiers & mixers in
any condition, working or not. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Holly Anne Corp AM/FM tuner
SAM RR962, new. George Wilkes,
WSOC FM, Charlotte NC. 704-2278101.

Peavey Unity Series 2002 console,
16 channel stereo mixer, new, $595.
George Wilkes,
WSOC
FM,
Charlotte NC. 704-227-8101.

Radio Design Labs Stick-On
model ST-GCA2, fast gain control
amps, never used (2) w/pwr supply,
$200/60. Al Wodel, ILCC-Telecom,
300 So 18th St, Estherville IA
51334. 712-362-7939.

Radio Systems RS-18 with power
supply in A+ condition, very little
use, extra engraved buttons, lamp &
connectors, $4000. Casey, Iron Dog
Productions, 620-727-1177

Shure M-267 mic mixer, mount,
$300/80. Al Wodel, ILCC-Telecom,
300 So 18th St, Estherville IA
51334. 712-362-7939.

Buy or Sell
Used
Equipment
Here!
For more information, call
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
AM
GROUND
SYSTEMS:
Reliable, On-time Installation,
Quality Workmanship, Ground
System Evaluation & Repair.
www.amgroundsystems.com 1877-766-2999.
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiasttriet.
17,rM.OVVER

SITE

2000
COMPIJANCE

•

Antenna site signs
Registration signs
FCC•OSHA tower signs
Tower site products

610 -458 -8418
•

www.antennalD.corr
Antenna ID Products

Scott Studios AXS 3 station ,
full
production,
4 studio
automationproduction system in
excellent condition, available
immediately, $ 28,000/80. Todd
Noordyk, Great Lakes Radio,
2025 US 41 West, Marquette MI
49855. 906-228-6800

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Rad

CONSOLES
Autogram IC-10, 10 channel stereo,
very good condition, $ 1000. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Circle, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-437-6549.

--MU Online-

BE 55/50A Series used for light
recording, can email photo, BO.
Michael Raley, Bible Broadcasting
Network, Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.

Digitech studio quad processor,
new. George Wilkes, WSOC FM,
Charlotte NC. 704-227-8101.

Western Electric 25A. Paying up to
$7500 for this console & always
buying WE mics, tubes, catalogs &
turntables. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

The
Answer
Is...

t/1YES!

Radio WtorId

Two bay FM near 105.9. Clarence
Jones, Educational Radio of St.
George Inc, 106 Carolina Ave, St
George SC 29477. 843-563-7097.

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

Want to Sell

dbx 140X Type II noise reduction
by Avis, used. George Wilkes,
WSOC FM, Charlotte NC. 704-2278101.

Shure M-267, 4 input mike/line
mixer with rackmount accessory,
$225. David Meyer, D. Meyer
Production, 1123 Del Mar, Santa
Barbara CA 93109. 805-962-8273.

For more information, call

Want to Buy

AUDIO
PRODUCTION

Russco 5055 audio board, needs
work, $250. Eric or James, Adelman
Communications, 731 N Balsam
St., Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-3711700.

BE triple deck in good condition,
record mode needs work, 200 carts
free, $500/80. Curt Marker, WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITFER/ANTENNA

Shively 6810-4RDA FM 4bay full
wave with radomes, 30' long, good
for 98.7 to 102.7 mHz, pole mount,
$5000 FOB Colorado Springs. Jim
Bruneau, KGFT, 6760 Corporate Dr,
#340. Colorado Springs CO 80919.
719-531-5438 x124.

Ramko DC38-10S & 5S, 4 inputs
each channel, 10S has upgraded
input cards, both units in good
condition, manuals for both, $ 1300
for the 10S, $800 for the 5S. Duane
or Reid Ashbaucher, WPOS, 7112
Angola Rd, Holland OH 43528. 419865-5551 or radio@woosfm.com.

Harris Executive, 10 channel
stereo, $750. Tom Toenjes, KJTY,
6120 Riley Circle, St Marys KS
66536. 785-437-6549.
LPB Signature III, 10 channel
board in good condition, picture
available via email. Michael Raley,
Bible
Broadcasting
Network,
Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.

Space is available!
703-9943-7600
ext 154.

DISCO-PRO
SOUND EQUIP
Want to Buy
RCA on-air lights in any condition,
working or not, will pay best prices for
them. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Urei, Universal Audio, dbx,
Collins, RCA, Gates. Tim Coffman,
858-571-5031.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Electro Voice RE-20, $
375. Phil Cibley,
Studio C Music Library, 166 E35th St,
New York NY 10016. 212-481-8141.
Sennheiser 441 in box with papers,
$300. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, RI 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
Want to Buy
GOLDEN MIKE ORIGINAL AWARDS
WANTED. PAYING TOP DOLLAR!
615-352-3456, fax: 615-352-1922,
email: billbryantrngrnt@yahoo.com
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com.
RCA 77DX/44BX. Will pay $ 1000
for these mics. Call anytime. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
103.9,104.9 combiner filter in good
conditicn, $8003 value for $1500. Eric or
James, Adelman Communications, 731
NBalsam St, Ridgecrest CA ("IeEk5. 760371-1700.
ThON BLOV•1BRS AND PLATE BLOOMS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Arrakis 1100A audio routing
switcher, 16 input stereo, 4 output
stereo, some spare IC's, manual,
$450. Duane or Reid Ashbaucher,
WPOS, 7112 Angola Rd, Holland
OH 43528. 419-865-5551
or
radio @ wposfm.com.

Want to Sell
Modulation Science MYB-2 stereo
maxx, very good condition, manual,
$900. Duane or Reid Ashbaucher,
WPOS, 7112 Angola Rd, Holland
OH 43528. 419-865-5551 or
radio @ wposfm.com.

New motors, two boxes, atotal of
19, Oriental motor, Japan S-30
motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800 rpm,
$30/all. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, Fit 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

LIMITERS/

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
Collins 26U-1 limiter for parts or
just the meter. Tim Coffman, 858571-5031.

CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create " real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

/
Neuman, RCA, Shure, AKG, Beyer,
others 1950-1990. Tim Coffman,
858-571-5031.

Broadcast
Tools
PBB-24
programmable button boxes with
power packs, like new, two units,
$125 each. Duane or Reid
Ashbaucher, WPOS, 7112 Angola
Rd, Holland OH 43528. 419-8655551 or radio@wøosfm.com.

AUDIO PROCESSING

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

0E1 7775 automatic transmitter
system control, working when
removed from service, manual, BO.
Duane or Reid Ashbaucher, WPOS,
7112 Angola Rd, Holland OH 43528.
419-865-5551 or radio@woosfm.com.
Want to Buy
TURNTABLES,
612-869-4963.

HI-FI

TUBES.

0

f iI '

Communications

\

800-743-36M

Catalogs & literature pertaining to Pre
1960 rado equipment, tubes, amps,
consoles, etc. Will pay top dollar for them.
Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85, New
Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.
Emergency Alert System, must
meet current specs. Clarence
Jones, Educational Radio of St.
George Inc., 106 Carolina Ave, St
George SC 29477. 843-563-7097.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned
& calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402493-1886.
Want to Buy
Beier or similar FM mod & stereo
monitor.
Clarence
Jones,
Educational Radio of St. George
Inc., 106 Carolina Ave, St George
SC 29477. 843-563-7097.

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Vertex FTH 7008 16 channel 5watt
UHF hand helds with NC29 charger,
can program, 4 @ $75 each. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
Vertex FTH 7009 6channel UHF 5
watt hand helds with CD4 charger,
can program, 6 @ $75 each. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
Vertex FTH-2009 6channel VHF 5
watt hand helds with CD4 charger, 5
@ $75 each. Peter Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME
04011. 207-725-3066.
Vertex VX-200 6channel 5watt UHF
hand helds in mint condition with CD4
charger, can program, 2 @ $75 each.
Peter Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.
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Marantz PMD-360 for parts, $50.
Peter Russell, Bowdoin College,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
207-725-3066.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex
AG-440C
(
2),
good
condition,
one
needs
brake
adjustment, $500/80. Curt Marker,
WHWL, 130 Carmen Dr, Marquette
MI 49855. 906-249-1423.

Otan iMX50 r- r. Dozens that are in
perfect working condition, BO.
Michael Raley, Bible Broadcasting
Network, Charlotte NC. 704-5235555.

Audi-Cord 126 & 146 cart
recorder/reproducer, also mod-quad
with remote. Remote in need of
repair. Manuals, test tape, some
spare parts, $400. Duane or Reid
Ashbaucher, WPOS, 7112 Angola
Rd. Holland OH 43528. 419-8655551 or radio @ woosfm.com.

Tanberg 15-21 Series 15 reels (2),
like new, need belts, $50/pair. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
Tascam #32 in excellent condition,
used very little, rack mount,
$800/B0. Curt Marker, WHWL, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.

I

coIling ueed equipmon
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Broadcast Equipment
Exchange ...,.,

Tascam BR- 20 r- r recorder in
excellent condition, BO. Bichael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network,
Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.

REMOTE ót
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PUT YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS
TO WORK!

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell

Call Simone to advertise.

703-998-7600, ext. 154

REPAIR SERVICES

Silver Lake Audio

s
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Machine
Service

3741.1T

3.01- E
Gentner Digital Hybrid Itelephone
system, like new, $895. George
Wilkes, WSOC FM, Charlotte NC.
704-227-8101.

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
includirg ADAT and DA 88
‘Varranty Sur,

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
ZePWITs
Nexus
Audio

FM Exciters
STL's
FM Per Amps
Test Equipment

,
Over

3000 Machines Serviced!
(omparr• ( hi, kilt-'.'

Pro .Digital

_

c.

DAT Recorder Service Specialists
(61

0) 353-2400 \.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•Ft ( Apniu Minns and Field Engineering

Engineers

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European (Itc

Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM DlrecllonW Array Tuning & Prool

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

EXPERTS IN
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

S Main

St., Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 262)

wwwevansassoc.corn

1: Z. Sawyer
"hull/lieu!' Consultants
st

ww.sawyer.com

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•FCC Application. & F‘hilah

Full Service Frum Allocatkm to
AM/FM/1'VA'
Servio,:
Field Work:Antenna and

nkeratk al

• Experimental Ainhortianon.
• AM Ihrrenonal Antenna.

Facilities I
ktsign

• High Power Antenna Array%
• Frequency Studie.

Over 35 ; ears engineering
and animating experience

•Cla, Upgrade%
• SIL Applkahons
• Station Inspection%

912-638-8028

1# 1-301-913-9287

202-393-5133

FAX -11011
44Ni, Henn- via MO 31,0h ...I

I* Kravitz Broadcast Engineering
Contractors/Consultants

w ww graltambrock ) rit

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM-$250;

AM- FM

AM Frey Searches-Call for quote

Comprehensive Field Service

Applications. Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.

phone 609-347-4821
fax 609-347-6397

Field Work Avail
631-928-0077

hkraditemsn.com

Fax: 631-928-1905

Professional Technical Support

daisy/male

1-800-797-1338

242 -6000. FAx (262) 242 -6045
Member AFCCE

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

orld.com
8041-368-5754

info a data)) orld.c
fax: 301-656-5341

Fax ( 763) 785-4631

8899 Haslings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 33449 ( 7631 785-4113 sr.

r

PC - SOFTWARE

I

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping-STL Paths
RFHAZ--US Census PopCotuu
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
IWO Picturesque Drive

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
z.•••
z•-

Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Communications Technologies. Inc.
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM

FM

TV

LPTV

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 356) 985-8124

%t S1 NS

AM/FM COMBO in Southwest
Missouri. 25,000 watt FM, 1,000
watt Daytime AM. Owner will carry
note. 417-326-6445.

Sedat AD4595 satellite receiver,
excellent condition, $ 1000. Eric or
James, Adelman Communications,
731 N Balsam St., Ridgecrest CA
93555. 760-371-1700.

WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
FULLTIME AM in small growing
market. Diversified economy,
resort
area
and
college
community. Billed $365,000 last
year. Solid business, same
ownership for over 40 years.
Offered at $450,000. Reasonable
lease/combo operation. Reply to:
Jack Appleton, 135 Mark Trail,
Atlanta
GA
30328.
Email:
jappleto@steelcase.com
or
phone: 404-614-6128.

Internet: commtechrf.com
•

Clarence NI. Beverage
Laura NI. Mizrahi

Wegener Jones JDAR digital satellite
receiver, picks up all formats of Jones
Network, less than 2yrs old, station
changed format, $ 1200. Art Morris,
KSWM, 126 SJefferson, Aurora MO
65605. 417-678-0416.
Zephres 4 cards #304, excellent
condition, BO. Curl Marker, WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.

TES7 EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Zephyrus 300 Series satellite
receivers, one has relay card, 3
receivers, manuals, BO. Duane or
Reid Ashbaucher, WPOS, 7112
Angola Rd, Holland OH 43528. 419865-5551 or radio@woosfm.com.

TEKTRONIX 1502 TDR, GR1606
RF BRIDGE, POTOMAC AT-51,
AM- 19D. MUCH MORE TEST
EQUIPMENT, CALL FOR LIST:
PAUL WHITNEY, 972-772-9162.
Ampex
300E
vacuum
tube
voltmeter, $30. Will Dougherty,
WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.

Want to Buy

•frequency Searches and Coordination

http

Want to Sell

rr) Mor..1 Brand,

Nuwíkr.tvrlu,lu ,(1 DAR Avallable

11 we don't have k, we will get re
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Delurung

210

STATIONS
Want to Sell

(516) 763-1 776
silverlakeaudio.com

CONSULTANTS
4gliPeeffit E
1\1S
C°nsulling
Communications

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH
i
r

e

Wegner Unity 4000 used digital
receiver. K Djebel, 1707 Louisa St,
Rayville LA 71269. 318-728-2370.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM

STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
22 15 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e-mail: link (esurcorn.com

web: www.surcom.com

tt .)11.)

FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1,199
Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MXIResolutions • Petitions
Coverage Maps • $ 39 '(

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time. they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time.. for example.. . us...

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461
www.mbcradio. org

RADIO! The beat goes on!

FASTER..

tops in broadcast equipment

MORE ACCURATE RAIII0 COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

P_1\

¡

Visit us on the the web at www radkosoft.com

1:39 Wes: Knapp Ave

Edgewater FL •

(
386)426-2521

CROUSE-KINIZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
STURDY CUSTOMIZED

402 Tenth Avenue • PO Boa 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 0E1035
Consulting Engineers
Votc• 556-546-5008 • Fair 856-548-1541
E - Mail tanderadicitechniques.corn
AM

FM

TV

FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Field Work
Transmitter Plant Design
Acoustics and

Sound

Edward A. Schober, PE
Principal Engineer
Member AFCCE

AM Annual
NRSC Spectrum
Measurements
Low Cost Flat Fee
We make trips all across the U.S.
Call to get on our schedule.

T and T Measurements

800-687-9161
email: ltaft@2fords.net
tancltmeasurements.com

SYSTEMS FOR EVERY
NEED AND BUDGET!
WHY PAY ANY MORE?

SPACEWISE
800-775-3660
info@spacewise.com

EE
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

Beta Scope non destructive
thickness
gauge, $30.
Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
HP 400D (
4) vacuum tube
voltmeters, $40/all; NRI Model 12
vacuum tube voltmeter, $25. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

RCA BTF-5-El 5KW FM transmitter,
single
phase.
Continental
Communications.
314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net

Harris BC5HB. 5 kW AM in very
good condition on 1410. Can put on
your frequency, $4500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Circle, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-437-6549.
Harris MW-10, 10 kW AM in fair
condition, $9500. Bill Barry, WAMB,
1617 Lebanon Rd, Nashville TN
37210. 615-889-1960.

HP Model 400L vacuum tube
voltmeter, $20. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Flt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
Motorola Model TA-42, input &
output terminals, T&R 2-25 amp
fuses, 1-15 amp fuse, $30. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

Best 500 watt FM transmitte,
tunable,
excellent
condition,
$4500/firm. Eric or James, Adelman
Communications, 731 N Balsam
St., Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-3711700.

Sierra Electronics Corp scope in
metal box. $20. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

CCA " Lil Rascal" 2500 watt FM
transmitter tuned to 103.9 + 1for
parts, $2500. Eric or James,
Adelman Communications, 731 N
Balsam St., Ridgecrest CA 93555.
760-371-1700.

Standard electrical products, Type
LR-5 “acfiust-a-vott" variable transformer,
cattle cot $
20. Wdl Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, MI Spring
MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
Supreme Model 574 electronic set
tester in case with manual, $40. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiasttnet.
Harris-Gates BC-10H 10KW Am
transmitter.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@ fiastl.net.

EMPLOYMENT

CSI 7-20-F, 20 kW FM with exciter,
$7500. Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120
Riley Circle, St Marys KS 66536.
785-437-6549.

RCA
BTF-20-El.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email .contcomm@fiastl.net.

ISO 9001 Certlfled
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBE S

Marti STL 10 transmitter, gray face,
950 mhr band, like new, BO.
George
Wilkes,
WSOC
FM,
Charlotte NC. 704-227-8101.

Triodes
Jet rodes
Pentodes

Siel 3000 watt FM transmitter, good
condition, $5000. Eric or James,
Adelman Communications, 731 N
Balsam St., Ridgecrest CA 93555.
760-371-1700.

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability

Tepco translators (
2avail), used 2
yrs, like new, $2000 ea. Curt
Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen Dr,
Marquette MI 49855. 906-2491423.

OFF THE AIR?

Emergency Back-up Rentals

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (
650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

Want to Buy

FM Exciters - STIS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

McMartin BA- 1K AM transmitter.
Scott Bailey, WMRO, 701 N Blythe
St, Gallatin TN 37066. 615-4512131 or email: scottwmro@aol.com.

SCMS Inc (
800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

mm.•••
mu.

FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

Continental 317B parts. (2) plate
transformers 470V input; various
tubes, inductors & caps. WEVD
Engineering Dept, 333 Seventh
Ave, New York NY. 201-939-4266.

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.

Want to Sell

((
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TUBES

Collins
828E-1
5kW
AM
transmitter, needs a little work on
RF driver card. Used on-air in
Lexington KY, sounds great,
$10,000. Mike Dempsey, WMJR,
Lexington KY. 859-987-9268.

vwww.

cvwwww

HELP WANTED

POSITIONS WANTED

COMMONWEALTH
COMMUNICATIONS LLC has an
immediate opening for a qualified
broadcast engineer. Responsibilities
include maintenance of 7 radio
stations in two markets, located 90
miles apart, in beautiful western
Montana. Experience with Audiovauft
automation
system
or
other
computer automation a must.
Resumes to: KSIQ, Attn: Dennis
Goodman, PO Box 238, Brawley, CA
92227,
or
fax:
760-344-1763.
Commonwealth Communications is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Motivated, mature & energetic
broadcaster, seeking employment
in radio or television. Willing to
relocate. Call Tracy, 918-406-7183
or 918-245-0458.04Adbx 563X
single ended noise reduction (2),
$75 ea/$125 both. Phil Ciblel
Studio C Music Library, 166 E 35I n
St, New York NY 10016. 212-4818141.

CUMULUS BROADCASTING has
openings for MARKET ENGINEERS
W
Iseveral areas of the country. We offer
excellent pay, 401K and Stock Purchase
Plans, great benefits aid opportunity for
growth. Qualified candidates w8 have
knowledge and experience in broadriest
engineenng, inducing transmitter and
studio equipment repair, maintenance
and installation. AM & FM RF eeerience
is a must A working Imovi4edge of
computer, server and LAN systems
prefemble. FCC General Class License,
SSE Certification or Associates Degree
are minimal rectuiremrints. If you have
the techniml skills and adesire to work
with professionals, corne join the
Cumulus Team. Send resume to: Jon
Pinch, 3535 Piedmcnt Rd, Ste 14, Roar
14, Atlanta GA 30301.

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Fax: 905-844-6263
Phone: 905-844-5772
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net
I)

‘nd

C Electronics Co.

NEVV TUBES
for all your needs, at the

lowest prices. direct from

Svetlana

OUR STOCK ,"

TRANSCOM COR SI
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
.
111Innt

'Me

.11811Wei

300W

FM

1988

Harris F14300K Solid State - Single Phase

5KW

Au

1996/8 Haros ' Gates" 5

1 KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 1K - Single Phase

5KW

AM

19130

Hauls MW5A

1 KW

FM

1968

Harris FM 1H

5KW

AM

1982

Contmental 31581

2.5KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

'OKA

AM

1989

Nautel AMPFET 10 Sold( State

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

10KW

AM

1986

Hams MW1013

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

50KW

41.1

1978

Contmentol 317C 1

2.5KW

FM

1976

Collins 8310 Single Phase

50KW

AM

1982

Harms MW- 5013

2.4KW

FM

1995

CIEI Quantum

3.8KW

FM

1994

Continental 814J Solid State. Single Phase

Miscellaneous

5 KW

FM

1967

Collins 830E

5 KW

FM

1985

BE FM 5A

Belar SCIA -I. SCA Mondor

5 KW

FM

1991

BE FM 5B

Moseley TOC -15 Remote wItallIkalnen

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM1OH/K

25KW

FM

1980

CSI T- 25-F

25KW

FM

1982

Harris FM 25K
EXCITERS

Continental 802E1
Harris MX- 15
BE FX 50
BE FX 30

Equipment:

Potomac Ins A451 Audlo 4001 ( nerd)

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK),
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH : (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595
SE

HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/ MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Recent American Broadcasting
School grad, new to business but
willing & eager to learn. Proficient in
copywriting, production & on-air
personality. Will travel. Brian, 405601-2487.
Recent broadcasting school
grad. trained rookie willing to
relocate to get started in the
business. Terry, 405-374-2774.
Rookie of the Year! Trained & will
travel for great career. Excellent
board-op with great voice. Jay, 405601-4219.
Rookie ready to pr
ycur station &
have fun doing it Remotes, on-air,
procludion, w trawl. Bobby Black 405527-3365 or thebullet5000@aolocrn.
Rookie ready to work hard for your
station. Have had training through
American
Broadcasting
School.
Anthony, 214-467-0765.

POSITIONS WANTED

«19

We have the alternatives

Ready to work! Graduate seeking
position in on- air, news, or
production departments. Willing to
travel. Can work any format.
Landon, 405-275-9552.

Looking for a Fresh DJ? I'm a
recent
broadcasting
school
graduate & I'm your man! Can do
anything at your station you need
done. Matt, 918-342-1332.
Looking for someone chocked full
of new idead & traditional values?
I'm Terry "The Machine" Smith
looking to take your station to the
top. 817-795-7981.

Talented actor/music lover who laves to
have fun but has ciscipline to get the job
done. Trained & ready! EJ the DJ, 405720-7085/923-7085.
Trained but new to the industry. Will
relocate anywhere. Eric 405-799-7728.
Trained, but new to the business.
ntilocate, not afraid to take orders or ask
questions, an added asset to your
station!
Joe,
405-527-u_z9
or
ttk78@ hotmail.com.

Radio World.
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 2001

Moseley TAC 15-A Remove Control System

Delta 4 port SW 15/8 ( not 46730E
SC* Generator ( MO- IS Module)

13x

26x

Optimod 8100A ( cards 3 thru 9)

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$95

90

85

80

Dummy Load, 5KW water cooled

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

70

60

50

Dummy Load, 2.5KW an cooled

Distributor Directory

$80
$120
$90

115

110

105

85

80

150

125

75
100

All Line Amoldler

1x

Professional Card

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE :www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorn@fmanitv.com

Station/Studio Services

6x

Classified Line Ad

$175
$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

BEE
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Redro World & flare-sat Equipment Exchange provides aFREE lisbng service for radm stAt,ons only. All other end users will be charged.This FREE service
does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are pubilsoed on apaid basis only. Send your listings to us by filling out
the lam below. Please be aware that il takes one month for listings to appear The listings run for hins consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted norder to tun again. Thank you.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
Yes
lNo
Signature

Date

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station

69

ADVERTISER

64

Air Corp

57

Altronic Research

42

Armstrong Transmitters

60

ATI

72

Audioarts/Wheatstone

17

Audion Labs

62

Audion Labs

City/State

71

Auditronics/Wheatstone

Zip Code

64

Avcom-Ramsey Technologies

Telephone

34

BALSYS

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display
advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

65

Belar

68

Bext

60

Broadcast Data Consultants

51

Broadcast Richardson

19

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

60

Broadcast Tools

Address

VVTS
VVTB iJ Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

VVTS J VVTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

Rodie Weld
THE NEWSPAPER FOR RADIO MANAGERS & ENGINEERS

Radio World celebrates 25 Years by giving you
$25.00 off the regular subscription price.
Take advantage of this Silver Anniversary offer and enjoy
the newspaper for Radio Managers 8/ Engineers
at this lowest rate ever.
Don't miss our

Siluer Sweepstakes

in which

25 lucky winners will win valuable prizes!
Look for contest details in this issue.
Special Introductory Rates • For New Subscribers Only

J IYear for $34.00

(usually $59.00)

—I 2Years for $59.00

J 3Years for $85.00

Payment Options:
Visa

P195

J Check or money order payable to IMAS Publishing
M/C

Am Ex

Card #

Exp

Signature

Date

Please Print
Name
Title
Company
Address

WEB SITE URL
See ad for contact information
www.altronic.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.audionlabs.com
www.voxpro.net
www.auditronics.com
WWW.highpowerfm.com

www.balsys.com
www.belar.com
www.bext.com
www.broadcastdata.com
www.broadcast-richardson.com
www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttools.com

36, 37

BSW

4

Burk Technology

60

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

64

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

7

Comrex

54

Conex ElectroSystems

1

Continental Electronics

61

Crown Broadcast

60

Dawning

62

Dayton Industrial

16

Denon America

47

Dielectric Communications

60

Electronic Research Inc.

21

ENCO Systems

59

Energy-Onix

www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com

www.comrex.com
www.conex-electro.com
www.contelec.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
www.dawning.com
www.daytonindustrial.com
www.denon.com
www.dielectric.com
www.eriinc.com
www.enco.com
www.energy-onix.com

62

Excalibur Electronics

44

Harris

56

Harris

55

HHB Communications U.S.

6

lnovonics

www.inovon.com

23

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

62

J Squared Technical Service

24

JK Audio

28

Kintronic Labs

29

Klotz Digital AG

64

LBA Technology

12

Logitek

26

LPB Communications

49

Lynx Studio Technology

33

MediaTouch

60

MMR Services

43

Moseley Associates

8

Nautel

39

Netia

22

Neutrik USA

35

NPR Satellite Services

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

27

Orban

38

Orban

11

Prime Image

41

Prophet Systems Innovations

5

Radio Systems

See ad for contact information
www.broadcast.harris.com
www.harris.com
www.hhbusa.com

jsquared@cdsnetnet
www.jkaudio.com
www.kintronic.com
www.klotzdigital.com
www.lbagroup.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.blue5c.com
www.lynxstudio.com/rw
www.imediatouch.com
www.x-plosivefilter.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.nautel.com
www.netia.net
www.neutrikusa.com
www.nprss.org
www.omniaaudio.com
www.orban.com
www.orban.com
www.primeimageinc.com
www.prophetsys.com
www.radiosystems.com

62

Register Data Systems

62

rfEngineers.com

64

S.C.M.S., Inc.

www.scmsinc.com

53

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

20

Shively Labs

25

Sierra Automated Systems

62

Silicon Valley Power

14

Sine Systems

www.registerdata.com
www.rfengineers.com

www.shively.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com

32

Sine Systems

31

SMARTS Broadcast Systems

E- Mail

15

Susquehanna Radio Corp

Phone ( )

45

Syntrillium Software

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

41

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com/smartsurface

2

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

52

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

City

State

Zip

Fax ( )

Your subscription begins upon receipt of payment.
IMAS Publishing appears on all financial transactions.

www.sinesystems.com
www.smartsbroadcast.com
See ad for contact information
www.syntrillium.com
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OPINION

Radio World

•READER'S

FORUM•

MW transmissions

As noted in the July 4 issue ("Amber
Abduction Alert Likely for EAS"), the
FCC has issued a Notice of Proposed
Rule Making proposing changes to the
EAS Rules.
The focus of the article was on the
proposal to add an alert code for a
missing child, in response to the
"Amber Plan" now in use in certain
parts of the country.
We oppose the addition of new
codes to the system. As long as EAS
remains a "daisy-chain" system, where
stations must automatically air emergency messages, we believe EAS alerts
should be limited to events that create
an immediate hazard to the general
public.
Too many alerts, especially when
they interrupt regular programming,
can irritate, rather than inform, the
public.
The FCC, in the NPRM, noted that
some stations removed NWS radio
from their systems for this very reason.
Missing-child alerts and similar timecritical information is better distributed
either by a closed-circuit relay system
or by other means of communication,
such as broadcast fax.
Our full comments are available at
the FCC Web site at www.fcc.gov. Go
to " Search," then " Search for Filed
Comments." At the search screen enter
"01-66" for the proceeding to bring up
the list of all comments filed.
Tom Taggart
Part Owner
Seven Ranges Radio Co.
St. Marys/New Martinsville, W. Va.

It is historically bizarre, in context
of European regulation, that radio stations on MW ( AM) transmitting 100
kW+ aren't common in America.
The 50 kW MW "power maximum"
is 60 years old. The 1960-1970s
Mexican " border blasters" tried to
"reverse" FCC regulations but never
succeeded.
If you do aMW nighttime band scan
in the continental United States, you
will hear a barrage of noise on any
nonlocal MW frequency. Multiple stations competing for reception in your
receiver creates noise.
The MW band at night is "junk"
broadcasting now. Listeners listen
while driving to and from work only
because MW overpowers engine noise
better than FM.
The barrage of noise on MW has to
be aside effect of the Cold War propaganda broadcasting " anti-jamming"
techniques.
The
VOA/USIA/
BBCWS/RIAS/R Liberty did use, as
standard procedure, " barrage broadcasting" on SW/MW from roughly
1947 to 1990 to counter jamming from
the Eastern Bloc.
A "barrage broadcast" is a program
on two or more frequencies to a target
area.
Maybe the FCC goal of MW station
over-allocation from 1955 to 1985 was
to make it impossible for any North
American to ever hear any MW DX
from Western and Eastern Europe.
Radio Moscow/Tirana on MW and LW
to Europe ran at - 2 MW. U.S. MW
over-allocation may also have been an
attempt to jam any signals from Cuba
or Central America.
LW is now the only "workable" U.S.
DX band. The only Europeans LW
known to reach North America are
BBC ( Dortwitch) and Algerian Radio
(Bechar).
Yet, Ido not see the U.S. MW band
being cleaned out any time soon. Nor
do Isee arush to high power — day or
night.
U.S. broadcasting ownership laws
allow a station owner to possess many
AMs and FMs in the same market.
Owners can put the same programs on
MW and FM at will. Yet simulcasting is
rare. Cause: cheap station automation.
U.S. utilities have a - 4.5 percent
Power Reserve Margin ( PRM), save
California and the Pacific Northwest.

Ienjoyed the review of the MDO
AudioTX Communicator software
codec in the Aug. 15 issue ("Communication Via aSoftware Codec").
It might be good for your readers to
note that AudioTX is available from
Musicam USA or its authorized distributors, since Musicam USA is the
exclusive distributor for the Western
Hemisphere.
Art Constantine
Vice President
Business Development
Corporate Computer Systems Inc.
dba Musicam USA
Holmdel, N.J.

The Amber Plan is coming to our backyard
here in Washington. The announcement that a
dozen or so radio stations will participate in
the program reminds us that radio managers
across the United States can still find new
ways to serve the public interest.
As we reported in the July 4 issue of Radio
World, Amber is spreading because law
enforcement and children's advocates support
using the Emergency Alert System to help find
abducted youngsters while their trails are fresh.
The plan is named after 9- year-old Amber
Hagerman, aTexas girl who was abducted and killed in 1996.
The program has been credited with the return of 16 children, according
to the Washington Post. For instance, it described an abductor who pulled
his truck over and released a9-year-old captive after he heard an alert with
his description in 1999. In another incident, a two- month-old baby was
recovered after amotorist listening to the radio heard adescription and realized the suspect's car was right in front of him.
Four states and two dozen municipalities now use the Amber system,
which relies on the voluntary participation of radio and TV stations.
Critics have pointed out that making broader use of the EAS system
might weaken its effectiveness ( see letter, far left) and invite many other
deserving causes to demand EAS support of their own. And some broadcasters may be reluctant to open this communication channel to law
enforcement agencies via the airwaves.
But we think this one is ano-brainer.
Defined guidelines will help prevent overuse of the system. Stations
should work with their law enforcement agencies and Amber organizers to
make those boundaries clear. But radio should take part.
In fact, broadcasters should rush to participate in a program through
which they can help save young lives at such little cost to themselves. It's
simply the right thing to do.
— RW

Amber

Deserves

Amber plans

MDO codec

September 26, 2001

Green
Light

MW broadcasting with 100 kW+ needs
PRMs of - 7 percent. There is not
enough current to go around for such
ventures, nor will there be in the
future.
The purpose of U.S. MW broadcasting has been unclear for too long.
FM/TV/DTH TV now cover underpopulated areas. Megalopolises don't need
more RF pollution. DRM can be
ignored because it is very backwardly
compatible. Power levels and allocated
frequencies are the kernel of station
operation, not emission format.
Max Power
Lynwood, Wash.
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Just a quick note of thanks for
including the tidbit about remote controls being affected by lights (" Now
You See It, Now You Don't," July 4).
We've got a TV in the break room
here at the television station that has
misbehaved for as long as I've been
around here.
Inever paid much attention to it,
since Idon't use it that much, but I

P.O. Box 1214

Falls Church, VA 22041
mdioworld@ imaspub.com
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was eating lunch while reading your
article and happened to remember a
pile of gels on aco-workers desk.
Ifound one that seemed about right,
cut off a corner, and solved the problem with this gel and two pieces of
Scotch tape. Ieven shared credit with
you, instead of being the hero myself.
Now the whole station knows why I
always spend the morning Iget my RW
with my nose buried in it.
Jim Dean
Production Assistant
Adelphia NewsChannel 4
Cumming, Ga.
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The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in

sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets
it integrate with most popular automation systems and

submodules for easy analog-to-digital field switches, the D-70 can be
configured onsite quickly and easi-

station routers; it even
has WHEATSTONE's
exclusive VDIPTM soft-

ly. On the functional side, fullscale
digital peak plus simultaneous VU
metering, LED illumination everywhere, built-in machine interface,
automatic timer and clock ( standalone or ESE slave) all come standard, along with separate source se-

ware system.
Plug-in modules
let you have any combination of mic, analog
or digital line inputs,
and the 4 stereo bus-

lection for control room and studio
plus built in talkback. You can even

ses give you plenty of
flexibility ( each has
both digital and analog
outputs). With sample
rate conversion on all

WHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
Dipswitch Software lets you configure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configured console runs stand-alone.

digital inputs plus selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz ( and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

tel 252-638-7000/www.wheatstone.com/sales@wheatstonecorn
copyright © 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

order the D-70 console with a SUPERPHONE module to support two callers with automatic digitally generated mix- minus. Both digital and
analog line selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

